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A 
ABSTRACT 
This bulletin investigates two fundamental aspects of highway 
economics: (1) The nature of highway costs and their relation-
ship to tax policies, and (2) the allocation of these costs among 
various groups of beneficiaries, especially between vehicle users 
and general taxpayers, and among various vehicle classes. 
Major theories of highway finance are analyzed and the econom-
ic costs of rendering highway services are discussed. It is em-
phasized that comparisons of costs and revenues for the entire 
highway plant must be made to determine whether existing 
highway tax structures are adequate to cover economic costs. 
Questions of highway tax policies that emerge when revenues are 
greater or less than costs are examined. 
The major portion of the bulletin is devoted to a study of 
highway costs, revenues, and cost allocations in Story County, 
Iowa, up to 1939 and to a presentation of the 1938 investment 
value of the entire highway and street plant. An effort was 
made to avoid factual deficiencies of previous highway-cost 
studies. Capital investment was obtained for the mileages of 
each road and street system for 1913-1938 by a study of all rec-
ords of original investment cost. Retirements were determined 
and deducted from the plant account, and depreciation rates for 
each component of highway investment were determined only 
after obs·ervation and study. Annual depreciation and interest 
on unamortized investment were determined from the investm.ent 
in highways and streets, and were added to cash outlays for 
maintenance, administration, and traffic control to obtain annual 
economic costs for the eniir.e system. 
Total annual costs in Story County were compared with tax 
contributions by general taxpayers and vehicle users to determine 
whether each group paid its fair share of annual costs in 1938. 
Similar comparisons were made for various vehicle classes (heavy 
trucks, light trucks, busses, and passenger cars). To make these 
comparisons, fair methods of cost allocation were devised by in-
tensive analyses of highway benefits to various groups, of high-
way costs that various groups may occasion, and of cost alloca-
tions employed in previous studies. 
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SUMMARY AND CON CL USIONS 
Highway Costs and P ublic Policy 
Highway costs and high~ay-tax policies constitute two sep-
arate, though related fields of inquiry. Costs include deprecia-
tion, interest on unamortized investment, and expenditures for 
maintenance, administration, and traffic control. \Vhen a com-
parison of costs and revenues for all road systems reveals that 
revenues are equal to or in excess of costs, the relative merits of 
continued capital improvements of the highway plant, diversion 
of highway-tax revenues to nonhigh~ay purposes, or reduction 
in highway-tax rates should be examined. 
If, however, analysis sho\~S that current revenues do not cover 
current costs for the entire plant, the question of tax policy is 
whether current beneficiaries should be compelled to pay In-
creased amounts for highway services. High\Vay services can be 
maintained at existing levels even if revenues are insufficient to 
earn any net return on past investment. On the other hand, 
relatively little inequity results when vehicle users (and each 
class of vehicle users) are required to pay sums sufficient to 
cov·er their share of costs. Moreover, to require these payments 
promotes an economic allocation of resources between highways 
and other forms of transportation. There is no merit in requir-
ing general taxpayers to pay more than is sufficient to cover 
their share of curl"ent depreciation, maintenance, and administra-
tive costs. 
Cost Allocation and P ublic Policy 
No precise cost allocation between general taxpayers and ve-
hicle users can be determined on the basis of economic reasoning. 
It is logically possible to view the highway function from any or 
all of four viewpoints: (1) As a general governmental function to 
be financed by general taxation, (2) as a special governmental 
function to be financed by vehicle-user taxes, (3) as a public 
business enterprise, with vehicle-user taxes regarded as prices or 
fees paid for road use, or ( 4) as a combination of a governmental 
function and a public business enterprise. Since a mixture of 
social and individual benefits flows from highways, the relative 
shares in highway suppo1t assigned to general taxpayers and to 
vehicle users necessarily will depend upon the relative impor-
tance assigned to each of these major types of benefit. Use of 
the public-business viewpoint, which emphasizes the support of 
high ways by vehicle users, tends to prevent subsidization of 
highway transportation by general taxpayers and to encourage 
efficient expenditure of highway funds. 
• 
• 
G 
It is desirable to charge each \ ehicle class heayy trucks. light 
trucks, busses, or passenger car ~~ith that portion of total 
high\vay costs \Vhich it occa~ions, but lack of exact information 
concerning variation in high\\ ay costs between vehicle classes 
renders this n1ethod in1practicable. As a substitute, costs may 
be allocated \vith rea onable fairness on the basis of benefit · re-
ceived. A practical mea ure of benefits IS son1e physical unit of 
service, uch as a ton-mile of travel. 
Cost and Revenue Rtlationsh1ps 1n Story County and in Iowa 
Hig-h\vay-tax revenues fron1 all sources "ere n1ore than uffi-
cient to cover annual econon1ic co ts of public high\\·ay serYices 
in Story County, lo\va, during 1938. Both \·ehicle user and gen-
eral taxpayers contributed ~un1& n1ore than sufficient to cover 
their fair share of total co t~. There was no subsidization of 
motor-veh1cle users by general taxpayers. ince revenues ex-
ceeded costs, substantial sun1s V\ ere available for net capital im-
pro\ ements. There is suffiCient economic merit in the continued 
improvement of motor toads In the county to \\arrant continu-
ance of present vehicle-user taxes. 
Owners of passenger car& and hght trucks contributed more per 
ton-mile of use of lo\va h1gh \vays In 1937 than O\\ ners of heaYy 
trucks and combination&. This situation, \vhich still prevails 
under 1941 la\\ s, could be altered either bv a relative increase in 
the hcense fees paid by heavier trucks and "combinations or by the 
assessment of a ton-mile tax falling upon owners of heavy trucks 
and combinations only. 
• 
An alysis of Highway Costs an d 
Highway Taxation W ith an 
Application to Story 
County, Iowa 
INTROD UCTION 
During the past 30 years United States governmental units 
have embarked on a program of rapid expansion in highway ex-
penditures. Fundamentally, this expansion has been the result 
of an increased demand for transportation services because of the 
development and growing use of motor vehicles, although the in-
creasing use of motor vehicles has, in turn, been stimulated by 
road improvement. The national level of highway expenditures 
has now risen to approximately 2 billion dollars a year, and 
highways and streets are provided for the users of more than 30 
million motor vehicles. Iowa has participated in this national 
trend, and in recent years payments for roads and streets in this 
state have been between 40 and 50 million dollars annually ex-
clusive of debt retirement and have constituted, along with ex-
penditures for education, one of the t\vo major types of state and 
local expenditure. 
With the motor-vehicle era now entering a stage of maturity, 
and with annual taxation and benefits impinging on groups of 
diverse and often opposing interests, questions of public policy 
that were only partly apparent during the ·earlier years of rapid 
road improvement have now captured public attention. Although 
they involve economics, the main issues are not subject to settle-
ment solely by economic analysis, for they undergo continuous 
adjustment and change through political decisions. Such issues 
range all the way from determining what unimproved secondary 
roads merit some degree of improvement, to determining the 
relative spheres of transportation service which should be occu-
pied by rail or truck transport. Three of the major problems 
may be stated as follows: 
1. How much should the various groups of beneficiaries pay 
for the continuing support of the expensive highways and streets 
already constructed? 
2. How shall sums raised through vehicle-user taxes be dis-
tributed between highway and nonhighway uses, among various 
road and street systems, and among various political units ad-
ministering a given class of roads? 
3. In the future. \\hat total amount should be raised for high-
\vay purpose~, against\\ hat groups and in \vhat proportion should 
the co t of further capit~ J impro\ en1ents be charged, and \vhat 
criteria should be adopted in the programming of expenditures? 
IVIany studie have been made of the fir:st of these questions 
in recent years br uch pecial-interest groups as the railroads 
and high \Vay-user a . oc1at1ons, as \Veil as by the federal goYern-
ment and certain state high\\ay departments. orne of these 
studies purport to sho\v that general taxpayers are subsidizing 
motor-\ ehicle users ; orne assert that although vehicle user as a 
class are paying their full share of high\vay costs, O\\ners of 
pas enger cars are subsidizing trucks and busses; and some claim 
lhat n1otor-veh1cle O\\ ners as a group are overtaxed. These 
studies ha\ e not been based on adequate, complete highway cost 
and traffic data, thu their concJu ions n1ay be subject to 
question. 
Such discussion evidences that th~ motor-vehicle era has 
reached a stage of maturity in which emphasis is shifting from 
borrowing to taxation and in which taxation falls on a total num-
ber of vehicles that is no longer gro'-"ing rapidly. In contrast, 
the prime emphasis during the period 1915-1930 was on the con-
struction of state high way systen1s connecting all important 
towns and cities. Borrowing was relied upon to pay a large 
share of the improvement costs, vehicle-user taxes were still in 
the stage of development and were falling on a rapidly rising 
number of vehicle owners, and national income was rising. In 
consequence, there was little about the earlie:' period of expan-
sion to cause much interest in the nature of highway costs and 
their allocation among different groups of beneficiaries. 
Even when tax burdens are not in dispute, legislatures, 
organized vehicle-user groups, and high \vay administrators often 
differ over the use of highway-tax funds. Such controversie 
also have been largely the result of maturity in the motor-vehicle 
era. With some kind of all-weather surface provided for the 
trunk highways and much of the secondary mileage in many 
states, legislatures have been increasingly tempted to dedicate 
portions of vehicle-user tax revenues to other public purposes. 
1 Federal Coordinator of Trans porta tton Public Aids to Motor-Vehicle Transportation. 
U.S Government Printing Office, Washington, D C 1940 
Breed C B., Clifford Older, and W S Dov.:ns Htghwa} Costs Assoctation o! 
Amertcan Ratlroads, Washington, D C 1939 , _ 
Glover, V L. A Study of Highway Costs and Motor-Vehtcle Taxation in Illinois. IUmots 
Division of Htghways, Springfield, Ill 1938 
Missouri Highway Department. Study of Missouri Highway and Street Costs Missouri 
Highway Department, Columbia, Mo 1937 
Oregon State Highway Dcpartn,ent An An 11} sis of the Highway-Tax Structure tn 
Oregon Technical Bulletin 10, Oregon State Highway Department, Portland, Ore 1938 
Dillman, G C. John S Worley, D Philip Locklin. and G Lloyd \Vilson Htghwa)-
Costs and Motor-Vehicle Taxatton Illinois Htghway Users Conference. Chicago, I ll 1939 
Stocker, H E Is Motor Transportation Subs tdized? National Highway Users Confer-
ence, Washington, D C 1939 
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For the entire country, the diversion of highway-user revenues 
to nonhighway purposes increased from $7,179,000 in 1925 to 
$158,284,000 in 1938, from 1.8 to 13.5 percent of user revenues. 
Thirty-seven states diverted revenues to nonhighway purposes 
in 1938. - Such diversion arouses opposition from high way ad-
ministrators, who contend that continued improvement of the 
high\\·ay plant is vital to the \\:elfare of the motoring public and 
that replacement requirements are being overlooked. It also 
arouses opposition from organized vehicle-user groups, 'A ho as-
sert that highway-user taxes are equitable only 'A1hen spent for 
highway purposes and should be reduced if not spent for such 
purposes. 
Another aspect of the use of high 'A·ay funds relates to the 
allocation of user-tax revenues among road systems. The com-
petition of various systems for a portion of these revenues is 
on the increase. Urban localities find a grievance in the fact 
that while 25 to 35J percent of the total traffic on all roads and 
streets is carried by urban streets in most states, and while many 
urban vehicle users do all or nearly all their driving on city 
streets, user revenues allocated to urban streets are relatively 
small. Thus, in 1937, of $1,195,000,000 net vehicle-user imposts 
distributed by the states, only $43,124,000 went for work on city 
streets, exclusive of urban extensions of rural trunk highways, 
and grants were made to urban localities in only 15 states. 
Rural residents also are becoming increasingly articulate in 
their insistence that, with the state trunk roads substantially 
completed, an increasing portion of user revenues be provided for 
secondary road systems. Such pressure has been strengthened 
by recent grants of the federal government for secondary roads, 
contingent upon the matching of these grants by each state. In 
Iowa the result was passage of a 1939 law which placed a ceiling 
of $16,000,000 on expenditures for primary roads out of current 
state user-tax sources. • All revenues over this amount were allo-
cated to improvement of the secondary system. However, state 
highway authorities pointed out the need for continued large-
scale expenditures on state trunk roads to modernize and further 
improve them for a growing volume of traffic. 5 
-Iowa was not one of the 37 states which so diverted highway-user revenues m 1938. 
All Iowa user taxes have been pledged to highway purposes since 1915. 
3Such traffic was reported to be 30 8 percer.t for 17 widely separated states by H S 
Fairbank in a recent paper entitled 0 Utlllzation of the Plannmg Survey." The ffgure for 
Iowa in 1936 and 1937 was 31 percent Iowa Statewide Highway Planning Survey Report 
of the Road-Use Survey. Table 27-SA Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa. 1938. 
•This amount was increased to $17,000,000 by 1941 legislation. If receipts from user-
tax revenues continue at the 1940 level, this law will provide about $3,000,000 annually for 
secondary r oads in the state. 
5A recttal of the physical and financial needs of such a program for the primary road 
system of Iowa is found in the following reference Iowa State Planning Board, Transporta-
tion Committee. Report and Recommendations of the Subcommittee on Secondary Roads 
Iowa State Planning Board, Des Moines, Iowa 1939 The committee estimates that the 
amount r equired to provide a really adequate primary road system is $124,215,000 and that, 
with existing revenues, 16 years would be r equired to complete such a system 
10 
Problems of finance likely to arise in the future are naturally 
not the subject of as much contro,:ersy. Furthermore, it seen1s 
clear that if acceptable bases of taxation can be determined for 
allocation of costs of the high \\rays already built, the financing of 
future capital in1provements ·will be partly on that basis. But 
certain issues \\'ill still ren1ain. There \vill be the continuing 
problem of developing tests \\hereby the public n1ay decide 
\vhether an added dollar spent for high \vays \vill yield greater 
benefit than if spent for other public or private purposes. As 
current programs of debt retirement are completed and recon-
struction progran1~ become he a vier year by year, there \vill be 
decisions to make bet\veen taxation and borro\ving as a means 
of financing capital outlays. vVith a large mileage of all-
weather, hard-surfaced high\\ ays completed, but vvith the acci-
dent toll high, the n1erits of programming expenditures of state 
funds with primary reference to safety considerations may \\·ell 
take precedence over the older objective of savings in vehicle 
operating costs. If federal funds continue to floV\~ to high\vay 
commissions for expenditure under efficient conditions and to 
relief labor for expenditure under inefficient conditions, decisions 
as to objectives and methods of spending federal funds on high-
\vays \vill be necessary. 
All this, of course, is only a partial recital of present and future 
problems In the field of high \\·ay policy. \Vith so large an area 
of disagreement in so in1portant a category of public expenditure 
and taxation, it has seen1ed \\northwhile to extend the numerous 
studies of the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station in the field 
of highway econonucs to some of the present pressing problems, 
especially those on highway costs and their allocation. This 
bulletin, therefore, has two primary objectives: 
1. The examination of basic theories of highway finance and 
highway costs in order (1) to reveal the fundamentals of cost 
allocation, and (2) to make clear the current basic assumptions 
of various groups in present high\vay controversies. 
2. The application of these theories by a factual study of high-
\vay economics for a high\\ay unit embracing all major classifica-
tions of roads and streets and covering substantially the entire 
motor-vehicle era. For this purpose, Story County, lo\,·a, has 
been selected, and the period from 1913 through 1938 has been 
studied. 
GENERAL THEORIES OF HIGHWAY FINANCE 
There are three theories of the function of the government in 
providing highways; each produces its logical counterpart in the 
kind of public revenue s:ystem which is indicated as a means of 
financing expenditures. These theories either underlie current 
thought about highways, are incorporated into existing revenue 
• 
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systems, or both. Briefly, the theories presume that the high-
way function of government is essentially: 
1. A general activity of government conferring indivisible 
social benefits. 
2. A special governmental activity occasioning costs for and 
conferring benefits upon distinct groups or individuals. 
3. A business enterprise \vhose services, provided by the state, 
confer benefits on private vehicle users and are to be financed 
through fees or prices paid by these users . 
In each type of governmental activity it is generally possible 
to isolate both social and individual benefits, but the social bene-
fits are considered to be predominant in the first theory, while 
individual benefits are con idered to be predominant in the last 
two theories. 
Associated with these theories of public function are four 
theories for the distribution of governmental costs through taxa-
tion: (1) The ability-to-pay theory, (2) the benefit theory, (3) 
the privilege theory, and ( 4) the cost-of-servioe theory. The 
ability-to-pay theory specifies that governmental costs are in-
curred for the general welfare, are a collective obligation of 
society, and should be distributed among the individuals com-
prising the social unit in a manner which imposes the least hard-
ship. The least hardship is thought to be involved when each 
individual contributes according to his ability, which usually is 
considered to vary with his net incomeo or the value of his 
property. 
According to the benefit theory, governmental costs should be 
charged against each individual taxpayer in proportion to the 
benefits which he receives from the conduct of public functions. 
Under the cost theory, the cost of the service rende:Ped to indi-
vidual taxpayers, and not the value of the service, would be the 
criterion of governmental cost allocation among the members of 
society. That these last two theories would not always lead to 
the same tax schedule can be seen by assuming that two trucks 
of a gross weight of 10 tons each, one carrying only coal and the 
other only high-priced merchandise, use the same highways. To 
the extent that these trucks occasion highway costs, the allo-
cated costs would be equal. However, in these two instances, the 
economic value of service rendered by the state in providing the 
highway would be quite diffetent in terms of the highest tax that 
the trucks could bear without being forced off the highway. 
Both theories assume that (1) governmental functions involve 
measurable benefits or costs to individuals and that (2) govern-
mental services should generally be sold to individuals jn tlte 'vny 
in which government-owned utilities sell units of electricity or 
water. 
• • 11Properly adjusted for number of dependents and f or l'Xemption of a cl"rtain ::nin imur.1 
standard o! consumption 
• 
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The privilege theory is really a variant of the benefit theory. 
It is argued that leg-al privileges conferred by government, such 
as the privilege of doing business as a corporation or of using 
the public high\vays, confer special benefits that could not be 
enjoyed except by g-overnmental permission, and hence \varrant 
special taxes. The special benefit is not believed to come fron1 
any positive governmental service but rather from the permission 
to do something not otherwise legally pe1missible. 
All the theories of taxation are linked \vith one or more of the 
theories of public functions already stated, and consequently are 
no\v examined in relation to taxation theories, particularly as 
applied to highways. 
Highways as a General Governmental Activity 
The basic concept of the go\ ernment in a private-enterprise 
economy (that of an agency for performing those functions \Vhich 
private enterprise is either unwilling or unable to perform in the 
social interest) is revealed in the concept of general governnlen-
tal activities. The element of Indi\·isible social benefit is so pre-
ponderant in some general go\"·ernmental activities that private 
enterprise is unthinkable, for exan1ple, in the maintenance of a 
military estatblishment or a judiciary system. There are other 
activities which the government has had to assun1e becau e 
private enterprise proved unable to protect the public interest. 
An illustration of such an acti\-ity is the conservation of natural 
resources. Finally, thel'e are those general activities where clear 
supplementary individual benefits exist, but where the social 
benefit still is considered paramount, such as fire protection and 
education. 
Highways themselves have long been held to confer important 
social benefits. Until the coming of the motor-vehicle era they 
wer·e regarded as conferring only supplementary individual bene-
fits (much as do education and fire protection) except for the 
brief toll-road period in the early part of the nineteenth century. 
The maintenance of a system of rural unimprov·ed roads, for 
example, was regarded as necessary to provide a means of inter-
course between various parts of the community and to provide 
means of access to property. Even improved roads sometimes 
have been analyzed primarily from the viewpoint of social bene-
fits. It has been pointed out that road improvements prom.ote 
education (both because they stimulate trav-el and make possible 
the consolidated school), recreation and health, the breakdown of 
rural isolation and urban congestion, better postal service, and 
national defense efforts. 
Acceptance of the general benefit theory has important impli-
cations for taxation. Where the social benefits of general gov-
13 
ernmental activities are indivisible, the most logical theory of 
taxation is the ability-to-pay theory. The benefit and cost theo-
ries of taxation cannot be applied even if it is desired to do so, 
since a method of measuring the costs or benefits attributable to 
an individual has not been devised. 
To the extent that social benefits are recognized in a system 
of highway taxation, such taxation should be of a general nature 
on the ability-to-pay principle. More precise obJectives of high-
way taxation which follow from this point of view are: (1) The 
promotion of national defense, internal administration, and com-
munication; (2) the promotion of public health, r ecreation, com-
munity life, and employment; and (3) the utilization of natural 
resources by promoting the exploitation of land, minerals and 
timber. I' 
Preceding the motor-vehicle era, communal benefits and gen-
eral taxation within local units of government were accepted 
as the bases of highway finance, as is shown in Appendix A. 
While the emphasis shifted sharply to special benefits and ve-
hicle-user taxation after 1910, the general benefits conferred 
by highway expenditure are still used to Justify some 
general taxation for local roads and streets. This theory also 
underlies much of the philosophy of federal highway programs. 
From its inception in 1916 until 1933, federal aid was based on 
the social ends of improved national def.ense and post roads, al-
though in concentrating on the construction of a network of 
trunk high ways partially supported by federal aid, the program 
actually conferred large special benefits on millions of private-
vehicle users. Since 1933 the social objectives have been broad-
ened to include unemployment I~elief through federal relief ex-
penditure on secondary rural roads and city streets and to stim-
ulate the capital-goods industry through large emergency grants 
to state highway departments as a means of speeding general 
recovery. During the fiscal years 1936 and 1937 the Works 
Progress Administration spent more than 1 billion dollars for 
highway and street proJects. During the fiscal years from 1931 
to 1937, Congress appropriated more than $1,200,000,000 for 
emergency federal-aid work on highways by the various state 
highway departments. 
On the revenue side recent federal highway finance presents a 
rather confused picture. The increase in federal grants or direct 
spending for roads and streets since 1931 has obviously occa-
7
Thfs does not mean that all ta.Aes levied and collected by governments for their gen-
eral functions follow the ability-to-pay principle. Unfortunately, expediency finds an impor-
tant place in our tax systems, both federal and state, and many types of commodity ta.xes 
are levied on necessities, and bear with relative sever1ty on the lower-income groups in society 
But expediency can scarcely be elevated to the status of a taxation theory, and the conclusion 
as to the desirable way to finance ordinary governmental activities remains 
s Owen, WJlfred, and Bertram Lindman Motor-Vehicle Taxation Rate-Maktng Personal 
communication 1939 
• 
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sioned a portion of the federal deficit financing-. A · uch it has 
not been supported, in the in11nediate ~ense, by tax revenues at 
all, although it re. t~ in the last analy i~ on the tax po\ver. Fron1 
19:33 to 1941 the federa l government collected exci e taxes (a~ a 
part of its general exeise-tax progran1) on the ·a le of 1notor 
vehicles, parts. accessorie ga. oline, and oil more than sufficient 
to finance 1ts federal-aid grant to the states. ontinuance of 
these excise taxe n1u t be regclrded either a having no connec-
tion \vhatsoever \vith federal aid, in \vhich ca e such taxes are 
contrary to the ability-to-pay theory, or as being occasioned by 
and related to continued federal aid. In the latter ca e the logic 
of federal aid n1u~t rest largely on the pecial benefit~ \vhich 
it confers on n1otor1st , rather than on its avO\\ ed ocial benefits. 
Legally ~uch tax revenue~ are not earmarked for high \vay pur-
poses, but examination of hearingb on federal-aid high\vay acts 
leaves no doubt that because these excise taxe e\-entually are 
pa1d by motorists, they play a part in influencing Congr e s to 
vote appropr1a tions for high\\ ay purposes .. , 
Htghways as a Special Governmental Activtty 
In contrast to general go\~ernn1ental activ1tie , there are actiY-
itles \vhich are undertaken for the benefit of distinct groups 
'Within societ}. Often they are undertaken in re pon e to pre -
sure from these groups. These are called ~pecial govern1nental 
activities. A city, for exan1ple, may undertake the paving of a 
street in a ne\v subdivision at the request of property o'Y\·ners 
along that street; and a county n1ay r egister a deed, ell a hunt-
ing permit, or grant a marriage license. 
Early in the motor-vehicle era the expansion of public expend-
Itures for the improven1ent of rural roads was recognized as 
being undertaken largely at the insistence and for the imme-
diaV:l benefit of the growing motoring public. Consequently, the 
construction and maintenance of improved high\vays as un1ed 
th~ characteristics of a special go\ ernn1ental activity. It there-
fore \\as recognized that Yehicle users could be a ked to bear a 
large share of high~ay costs. The benefits vvh1ch ha ye accrued 
to \ ehicle usors as a group are substantial. They include reduc-
tion in vehicle operating costs ; constant acce s to all portions of 
the community (whether for commercial, educational, n1edical, 
soc1al, or other reason) ; saving in time; and an increased pos-
s ibJ.e range of movement. 
Somewhat later it began to be r ecognized that larger .'lnd 
he1.vier vehicles incur g r eater highway costs and derive greater 
benefits from high way use. Thus the basis was laid for applica-
0 U.S. House of Representattves. Comm1ttee on Roads Hearings on F'ederal-Aid Htghw:l\ 
Act , January 25 to F ebmar} 9. 1938, p 21 2~ . U S Government Prmtmg Office. Washin;!-
ton, D.C. 1938 
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tion of the cost-of-service and benefit principles to various clas-
sifications of vehicles as \veil as to motor vehicles as a group; 
and the benefit theory, cost-of-service theory, and privilege 
theory all have found application in systems of highway taxa-
tion. The benefit theory has been used to Justify collecting 
sums from vehicle users sufficient to cover their fair share of 
annual highway costs. This was accomplished through such de-
vices as motor-fuel taxes, license fees, and mileage taxes. 
Benefit and cost theories have been applied in systems of 
vehicle-user taxation to distinguish between the use of high-
ways by passenger cars and light trucks, and by heavy trucks 
and busses. The registration or license fee to cite a specific 
type of vehicle levy has been regarded as a privilege fee for the 
right to use the public highways, as a stand-by charge to cover 
the costs of high\vays built and ready for service, and as one 
method of compelling larger and heavier vehicles to pay their 
full share of high way costs. 
Prior to and throughout the motor-vehicle era the special 
assessment on specially benefited property \vas continuously 
used to finance the improvement of property-access streets and 
roads. This constitutes another illustration of the financing of 
special governmental activities according to the benefit principle. 
During- the past quarter century the acceptance of the special-
benefit character of highway improvements has resulted in a 
tremendous increase in highway-us<::r tax revenues available for 
rural highway purposes. From 1921 to 1937 such reYenues in-
creased from about 120 million dollars to more than 819 milhon 
dollars according to the ational Highway Users Conference. 
General taxation has supplied a decreasing portion of the rev-
enues for rural high ways. Tax rates for heavier trucks, for-hire 
trucks, and busses have increased. Io\va experience in this re-
spect is summarized in Appendix A. 
H1ghways as a Bus1ness Enterprise 
Until recent years, most students of highway finance have 
been content with the concept of the highways as essentially a 
special governmental activity. Beginning about 1932, 10 however, 
there emerged a concept of high ways as a business enterprist-!-e -
the conduct of a transport facility or public utility primarily in 
the interests of traffic. From this point of view, the state acts as 
a representative of the people, invests capital in and maintains 
the high ways, and sells the business services which it provides to 
vehicle users at prices paid in the form of vehicle-user taxes. 
This concept is apparent in many recent developments. First, 
1 up e terson , Shor ey. High" ay Policy on a Commercial B asis. ~uarterly Journal of Economics, 16 :417-443. ~Iay, 1932. 
• 
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there is an increa. ed en1pha. IS on high\vay planning as a guide 
to the efficient expenditure of h 1gh 'A'ay funds . Thi. i evidenced 
in the high\vay planning urveys conducted in 46 states under the 
auspices of the Public Roads Admin1 tration frorn 1935 to 1941. 
Second, various high\vay cost tud1e have been n1ade by such 
varied groups as high \vay department~, railroad . and the fed-
eral government (footnote 1, page ) . In the e studie the ade-
quacy of exi 'ting high\vay-u er tax structure has been exam-
ined in the light of high\vay co. ts defined in the busines ense. 
that is, "'- ith depreciation and interest on the entire unamortized 
investment included. Third, high\\ ay econon1ist · have given gen-
eral emphasis to the pos Ibihties of procuring an econon1ic utiliza-
tion of resources \\,hen nigh\\ ay expenditur es are tested in the 
light of tangible, measurable econon11c benefits and \Yhen high\vay 
users are made to pay charges for the use of high'-" ay facilities 
~hich are high enough to exclude any element of high\\"ay-u er 
subsidy. 
Proponents of a business concept of the high\vay plant logi-
cally contend that (1) a tate' entire high\\ay and treet sy ten1 
and its subdivision ar e now in many ways a unit of interrelated 
parts within which there IS an extensive flow of traffic among 
the various urban and rural road systems and on \vhich user 
revenues actually are earned by t he operation of vehicles over 
every mile of thoroughfare in the state,' that (2) users of the 
high way plant in their own vehicles are enjoying essentially pri-
vate uses, whether for business or pleasure purposes, and that 
(3) the annual re\ enues raised and expended are so large that 
highway operations must be conducted from the business point 
of view if sums raised are to be spent \visely and efficiently. 
When this concept is adopted, the economic benefits to traffic 
are stressed In much the same way as when highways are con-
sidered primarily a special governmental activity. Ho\\"ever,more 
emphasis is placed on quantitative measures of these benefits 
as possible guides in determining priorities of new capital pro-
Jects and in determining the optimum limits of capital outlays 
as a whole. From this point of view, capital outlays for highways 
are warranted only as long as a reduction in total transportation 
cost is obtained, such cost being the sum of annual highway costs 
and annual costs of vehicle operation. Also apparent is the 
emphasis already noted on such highway cost elements as depre-
ciation and interest, and on the use of uniform methods of high-
way accounting as a guide to intelligent forecasts of replacement 
needs in the future. 
The kinds of governm,ental charges to highway users may be 
no different than in the case of high ways as a special govern-
mental activity, but highway-user taxes are viewed as prices 
11see Table 35 in Appendix A for a n illus tration of the~ l' interrelationshtps for Iowa 
• 
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paid, either in return for special costs incurred for given vehicle 
groups, or in return for a variety of services rendered. As such, 
these prices are expected to provide sufficient income at least to 
cover all the long-run economic costs involved in public owner-
ship and operation of trunk highways, to provide part of the costs 
of secondary roads, and to provide additional sums for capital 
improvements as well if the optimum development of high\\·ays 
and streets has not yet been reached. As already implied, propo-
nents of this theory V\ ould minimize forms of high"" ay support 
other than user revenues because high\\ays are assumed to be of 
primary benefit to private vehicle users. It is pointed out that 
even a strictly private business confers social benefits as inciden-
tal by-products in the sale and consumption of the commodities 
or services involved, but that while "most production is socially 
important, so long as the ordinary demand for the product is 
sufficiently great that the social by-product is incidentally real-
ized, we are commonly content and do not expand on the social 
implications." · When public operation of highways 1s considered 
from the business vie\\ point, there is no need to rely on forms of 
public revenue other than motor-vehicle levies except \vhen meas-
urable economic benefits to traffic from highway improvements 
are clearly insufficient to cover the added costs of the improve-
ment. 
Application of Theories to Different Vehicle Classes 
A special problem in the application of these general theories 
of high way taxation is found in the allocation of high way costs 
chargeable to vehicle users among different vehicle classes. Fun-
damental to this particular problem is a recognition of the spe-
cial character of highway costs. In an ordinary manufacturing 
business, it is possible to distinguish two types of costs, those 
which can readily be assigned to a particular unit of production 
and those which cannot. However, once a highway plant is built, 
it is difficult to prove that any high way cost is obviously and 
directly attributable to the provision of highway services for a 
particular vehicle. •' High ways are constructed for the purpose 
of furnishing services to all vehicles jointly, and none of the costs 
incurred are directly attributable to a particular motor-vehiclt 
movement. This renders the problen1 of cost allocation among 
different motor vehicles extremely difficult where the purpose is 
to assign to each specially benefited vehicle or vehicle class an 
annual tax burden equal to its fair share of high way costs. 
Three major solutions are possible. The first is an attempt to 
apply the cost-of-service taxation theory by isolating the high-
way costs attributable to particular vehicle groups, charging 
•:!Peterson, Shorey, op. cJt •• p . 418. 
•ac lark, J M 1urice. Studies in the Econom ics of Ov t> rhead Cost s. p. 304. Un iv er s ity 
of Chicago Press. Ch icago. Ill. 1931. 
• 
• 
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those group \vith uch costs, apportioning the costs among each 
vehicle in the group and apportioning the remaining costs 
among all vehicle groups on the basis of son1e common unit such 
as the number of vehicles or the vehicle-Iniles traveled. It is 
reasoned that, while particular costs cannot be directly related 
to a particular motor-vehicle mo\ ement over the road·, it till is 
possible that certain vehicle group do incur , pecial costs. uch 
costs may be entailed through provision of extra facilities for 
these g-roups \Vhen a high \vay IS built, or throug-h extra mainte-
nance costs \vhen the high \vay I con1pleted and in use. The ca e 
most commonly cited is that of vehicles \vhich are heavier and 
larger than the private passenger car, but it is possible that eYen 
pa5senger cars have a bpecial responsibility for modern high \\·ay 
costs since in most states passenger vehicles are permitted to 
drive faster than large truck and highways designed for fast 
driving are more costly. The desirability of forcing each group 
of vehicles to pay Its full share of the cost of faci lities necessary 
to accommodate it Is attractiYe from the economic vie\vpoint if 
substantial agreen1ent can be reached an1ong engineers as to 
wh.at special costs are attributable to what classes of vehicles. 
The other t\\ o cost allocations proposed represent applications 
of the benefit theory of taxation. According to the e proposals, 
costs cl1argeable to motor \·ehicles "':ould be apportioned among 
classes of vehicles either on the basis of some phy ical unit of 
use, such as vehicle-miles or ton-miles of travel, or on the basis 
of the value of the use of the high 'A ays. Physical unit of u e as 
a basis for highway-user laxation find special favor with those 
who view the operation of high vvays as essent ially a governn1en-
tal enterprise which furnishes services to its users , and \vith 
those who believe that the cost-of-ser vice method of allocating 
highway costs is not practicable. As a physical unit of use, ton-
miles of travel gives weight both to distance traveled and to the 
possibility that heavier vehicles have a greater responsibility for 
highway costs, even where those extra costs are not directly 
measurable. 
The value-of-service method attempts to differentiate bet\veen 
low-valued and high-valued commodities vvhich pass over the 
highways and to charge haulers of these commodities on the 
basis of what the traffic will bear. It is defended as a n1ethod 
which follows logically if service costs for particular vehicles or 
v·ehicle groups cannot be determined and if it is assumed to be 
of public benefit to prornole highway utilization by encouraging 
the flow over the highways of a large and varied stream of com-
moditi·es. The varying results of these theories of vehicle tax-
ation are examined in some detail in the section of this bulletin 
studying the highways of Story County . 
• 
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Summary 
An impartial analysis of the general theories of public func-
tions and of taxation with respect to highways has been at-
tempted in the preceding pages. While highway finance can be 
approached through any of these theories, current public policy 
gives weight to all of them. ,General tax revenues continue to be 
rais·ed for local roads and streets, and perhaps for a portion of 
the federal aid to highway systems. Special assessments are lev-
ied for the construction of urban and rural local-use roads, 
though to a smaller extent than 10 years ago. The gasoline tax 
is linked in the public mind \vith the notion of a payment for spe-
cial benefits received and for the provision of new capital for fur-
ther improvement of motor roads. Hea\ y tax schedules for large 
trucks and busses are Justified by the assumption that costs of 
highway service for these vehicles and benefits 1~eceived by them 
are greater than for passenger cars. 
It is obvious, too, that all groups-highway officials, railroads, 
organized highway-user groups, and highway and engineering 
economists-recognize to some degree the validity of each of 
these bas1c concepts, either implicitly in the kind of emphasis 
which they give to highway taxation and expenditures, or ex-
plicitly, as when they argue for outright adoption of one concept 
as basic, but not exclusive, for the problems involved. Thus, the 
Association of American Railroads holds to the public-business or 
public-utility concept with all its implications for heavy-vehicle 
taxation. Yet even the railroads recognize the general nature of 
certain benefits conferred by highways and do not suggest com-
plete support of all roads and streets by vehicle-user taxes or 
other special imposts. On the other hand, highway-user groups 
make their own studies to show that highways are not in any 
sense a public utility, that inclusion of cost elements such as in-
terest on the entire unamortized investment in test1ng the ade-
quacy of existing tax structures is wrong, and that continuing 
social benefits of highways justifies the maintenance of general 
taxation for highways at its present level. Yet these groups, too, 
recognize the special-benefit character of highways and do not 
urge the abolition of vehicle-user taxes. 
Economists who agree on the desirability of promoting efficien-
cy in highway expenditures to obtain an optimum highway de-
velopment cannot agi'ee whether the commercial viewpoint 
should be wholeheartedly adopted for highway policy or whether 
it is sufficient to refer to highways as predominantly a special 
governmental activity. In general it may be stated that no com-
plete agreement ever can be reached on the proper and best 
theory of high way finance, precisely because there are special 
groups with opposing v1ews and because the public conduct of 
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high \vay can be partly viev.Ted from all three basic standpoints 
simultaneously. 1 reverthele ·s, it is important, for the pecific 
issues subsequently to be discussed, to keep these basic concepts 
in mind, since in1plicit or explicit acceptance of any one of them 
a~ the primary approach to problems of high\\ay economic deter-
mines the attitude on these is. ues. 
HIGHWAY COSTS AND PUBLIC POLICY 
Defin1tions of Cost 
In the first &ection of this bulletin, en1phas1 \\as given to the 
fact that the present maJor i~sue in high\\ay finance i that of 
the nature of highway costs and the allocation of the burden of 
meeting them among groups in the community. That the nature 
of highway costs hould be the subJect of controversy may seen1 
strange to those who are not students of highway finance. To 
most people it probably would seem reasonable to argue that 
highway costs must equal high,vay expenditures during any 
given period. ince the work of a committee of the High\Yay Re-
search Board 1n 1929, ho\vever, high,vay costs have been con-
sidered to be the annual sums necessary to provide full payment 
for the use of resources devoted to existing high ways as against 
alternative forms of investn1ent. I ' These costs include costs of 
maintenance, administration, supervision, policing, and traffic 
control; depreciation on all portions of highvvays subject to ex-
haustion in service-rendering capacity; and interest on the entire 
unamortized investment. This report also pointed out that high-
way costs are but one co1nponent of total high \vay transportation 
costs; the other is vehicle operating costs. ' :1 
Several elaborate high way cost studies made in recent years 
likewise define costs to include full current depreciation and inter-
est on the entire unamortized investment (footnote 1, page 8). 
Many studies have gone even further and have made taxes fore-
gone an annual cost because the highway property investn1ent is 
publicly rather than privately owned. Moreover, such studies 
have been made to test the adequacy of existing vehicle-user tax 
structures for meeting highway costs. Many have come to the 
conclusion that highway users are being subsidized, either direct-
ly at the expense of general taxpayers, or indirectly at the ex-
1<~ Agg, T R . Cha irma n . Report of the Committee on Highwa} Transportation Cos ts 
P rocc:edmgs. H ighway R «:>search Boa rd (1929 ). 9 360-368. Washington , D C. 1930 
to Vehlcle opera ting cos ts, the subject of several s tudies in the Iowa Engineering Experi-
m ent Station, include such fixed cost s a.s interes t on vehicle inves tment. license fee, propertY 
t ax. garage r ent, insura nce, a nd deprectah on a nd such varta ble cos ts as those for ttres. 
gasoline, oll, a nd r epairs. E x cept for veh icle- user taxes , vehicle operating cos ts are of 
little d irect concern in highway fina nce, bu t a re o f considerable mdlrect importanc(' in th~ 
broad t•r field of highway economics. 
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pense of competing forms of transportation. tl The result has 
been to arouse the opposition of so-called highway-user groups/' 
who have recently published studies of their own to discredit the 
idea that depreciation, interest other than contractual interest, 
or tax equivalents are proper elements of highway costs, and to 
demonstrate that no subsidization of vehicle users exists when 
costs are defined to include only cash outlays for replacements, 
maintenance, administration, and traffic control. I 
In summary, four current interpretations of the term "highway 
costs" may be found: 
1. Highway costs are all expenditures for highway purposes, 
including capital outlays and debt service, as well as expenditures 
for maintenance, engineering, administration, and traffic control (popular definition). 
2. High way cost s are that portion of total expenditures neces-
sary to maintain the present plant, finance replacements, and 
meet debt service (definition accepted by highway-user groups). 
3. Highway costs are the annual sums necessary to maintain 
the present plant, provide for its futui'e replacement to the extent 
that it is used up currently, and cover interest on the entire un-
amortized investment (Highway Research Board definition). 
4. High way costs are the sums listed in the previous definition 
plus an amount equal to taxes foregone on the highway invest-
ment (railroad definition). 
The first of these definitions or identifications differs from the 
other three in including all capital expenditures as costs. This 
definition of costs, however, is rejected for two reasons. First, it 
is just as true with highways as with any other kind of business 
that annual costs on capital account include only charges to re-
cover that portion of the total service cost of the capital goods 
used up in a particular year and to pay a return on the invest-
ment. Second, current disputes over highway costs do relate to 
the costs of the plant already built and now in service. 
As between the second definition of costs and the last two, the 
basic difference is between costs as cash outlays and cost s as the 
annual charges necessary to provide full payment for the use of 
resources devoted to highways rather than to alternative forms 
too ne im por tant study reached the opposite conclusion: F ederal Coordm a tor of T rans-
porta tion, op ctt This study includes mterest and depreciation bu t not taxes for egone in 
highway costs a nd concludes that , for the per iod 1921-1938, motor-vehicle users more tha n pa id t hei r way 
t7 The principal organization of the group styles it self t he Nat ional Highway Users 
Conference It is unders tood t o be financed m a inly by motor-vehicle manufacturers a nd 
road-equipment a nd road-materia l com panies In genera l, its publicat10ns a re designed for 
use m comba ting presen t or future motor -vehicle road-use char ges. 
tsstatem ,an ts of this position a re set forth in the follow ing references 
Dillman , G C , J ohn S. Worley, D P hilip Lock lin, a nd G Lloyd Wilson, op. ctt. Stocker, H E . op ctt. 
Elgen, Riley E Are Highwa ys a " Public Utili ty"? National H ighway Users Con fer-
ence, Washington, D.C. 1939. 
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of inYestment. nder the third and fourth definitions capital 
costs do not depend on the particular financial arrangements 
under which resources have been obtained. Interest as a cost 
appears as interest on the entire unamortized investment, not as 
contractual interest only. A depreciation charge is used to re-
flect annual consumption of capital, rather than debt-retiren1ent 
pa} ments based on on12 arbitrary borro\ving period. Costs also 
include charges \Vhich may not become actual outlays on high-
\\rays in the san1e period, and sometimes never. Depreciation 
charges on a plant \vhich has ceased to expand might not involve 
actual outlays on plant replacement for a considerable period. 
and revenues l'aised to cover interest on the entire inYestment 
in such a plant \vould be available continuously for other govern-
mental purposes or available for tax reduction in other than ve-
hicle-us~r taxes. As bet\\ een the third and fourth definitions, 
of course, the only difference is the inclusion or exclusion of 
taxes foregone. 
Controverstal Cost Elements 
That the HighVtay Research Board committee in 1929 defined 
costs in a ¥r-ay Similar to the third definition above ha already 
been noted, and this n1igh t be sufficient ground for flatly accept-
ing this definition and proceeding \\"ith the analysis. Recently, 
however, some experts in the highway transportation field have 
argued that to recognize such elements as depreciation and inter-
est on investment as elements of annual cost is improper. They 
assume that to do so would necessarily sanctinn their inclusion 
in determining whether existing vehicle-user tax rates are ade-
quate and that to sanction their inclusion in this way would 
create inequitable taxation. These experts assume that high-
way costs cannot be identified with long-run private business 
costs because to do so would create a situation in which taxpay-
ers would be forced to contribute twice for the use of high\\'ay 
facilities, once when they provide such facilities and again '"hen 
they use them. Other experts accepting the definition of costs 
given by the Highway Research Board, have not been clear as to 
JUSt how interest on investment is a cost and what implications 
its acceptance as a cost has for public policy. In view of cur-
rent disagreement and lack of understanding r especting these 
elements of depreciation, interest, and taxes, it seems desirable 
to examine their relationship to the subject of highway costs 
and taxation by three approaches : 
1. Are depreciation, interest, and taxes on the highway in-
vestment elements of high way cost? 
2. How may consideration of depreciation and interest as costs 
aid the understanding of highway problems? 
3. How should consideration of depreciation and interest as 
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costs affect public policy in the field of taxation? 
In considering these questions, it may be pointed out that the 
discussion of depreciation, interest, and taxes under these sepa-
rate h·eadings has the advantage of separating questions of fact 
from questions of policy. Interest on investment, for example, 
may be a cost of investment in public highways under all circum-
stances, but it does not necessarily follow that those who support 
highways through general taxation or through payment of motor-
vehicle taxes should be compelled to pay sums sufficient to cover 
such interest on the entire investment. Failure to make this 
distinction between fact and policy often results in confusion of 
the issues presented. 1 o The questions of fact will here be con-
sidered apart from those of policy. 
DEPRECIATION 
As an element of highway cost, annual depreciation-whether 
arising from physical deterioration through use, weathe1ing, or 
other factors, or from obsolescence because of changing conoepts 
of adequate highways-must be accepted. Its importance is 
emphasized by the gradual rise of high V\:ay reconstruction re-
quirements year by year. Its existence as a cost does not depend 
on whether highways are viewed as a general governmental func-
tion or as a business; a gradual exhaustion of service life takes 
place and must eventually be made good if the service-rendering 
capacity of a particular part of the highway plant and the plant 
as a whole is to be maintained. 
INTEREST 
As previously pointed out, the Highway Research Board cost 
formula published in 1929 included interest on the entire un-
amortized investment as a cost. Despite this, there has subse-
quently been some confusion, particularly among highway engi-
neers and engineering economists, concerning interest as a cost 
element on capital owned by the state. There has not been uni-
versal acceptance, for example, of the proposition that this item 
is a true annual charge against public ownership of the high-
ways. Thos·e who deny it, however, have not been able to ex-
plain why the capital costs of public investment differ from those 
associated with private in vestm·ent in private enterprise: since 
in both cases the funds are committed to investment purposes 
by members of a given community. Such lack of understanding 
calls for careful consideration of the nature of the interest 
charge. The interest charge may be examined when operation of 
highways is considered (1) as one of a large number of general 
governmental functions, or (2) as a business enterprise oper-
ated to provide services for motor-vehicle users. 
1 ~This confusion seems to characterize the whole discussion of depreciation, interest, and 
taxes in DJllman, G C , John S Worlev, D. Philip Locklin, and G Lloyd Wilson, op ctt. 
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Ft; DAl\lE~TAl s OF 1. 9 1 ERE T. \Vhenever it is desired to invest 
present resources to obtain a future increased flo\v of good and 
services, re. 1stance to the con1n1itn1ent of funds (\vhich are the 
1neans of procuring real resources) to more or le ·s distant enter-
prises must be overcon1e. uch resi~tance repre ent. the eco-
nomic cost of inve tment and finds 1ts monetary equi\ alent in the 
interest charge. Three n1ajor factors lie behind thi~ resistance: 
( 1) Time preference, the preference \\ hich a n1aj ority of people 
are believed to have for vre ent consun1ption over future con-
sumption of goods and ei \Ice&; (2) liquidity preference. the 
preference for liquid fund tather than fund comn1itted to 
investment because of the risk that funds comn1itted to in\~est­
n1ent today \Viii not be returned in the future; and (3) in titu-
tional costs, the operating costs \vhich banks and other investing 
institutions Incur in handling and investing funds. 
Economists are not agreed on the relative importance that is 
to be attached to each of these underlying causes of interest, 
but they are agreed that some co1nbination of them establishes an 
interest rate reflecting the scarcity of investn1ent funds. \Yith 
market rates of Int·erest established, every commitn1ent of funds 
to some specific enterprise in\·olves, for individuals, the fore-
going of alternati\~e interest returns on other possible types of 
in\~estment. For society it In\ olves the foregoing of an alterna-
tive stream of goods and services of another type. Although re-
solvable Into basic real causes, interest appear to individuals or 
institutions considering investments to be primarily a n1atter 
of opportunity cost. It also appears as an opportunity cost to 
those who are debating vvhether to save and invest at all, for the 
cost of expenditure of one's entire income for consumption is the 
foregoing of an interest return on investments. (Alternatively, 
Lhe going interest rate reflects the current appraisal of the mar-
ket on the cost margin involved in restricting present consump-
tion to provide for the future.) 
INTEREST AS A COST ~7HEN HIGHWAYS ARE AS UMED A GENERAL 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTION. If the state exercises its tah PO\Ver 
to obtain funds for pubhc works, such as schools, high ways, and 
public buildings, interest as a capital cost is present in the same 
basic sense as it is in private Investment. Those vvho supply the 
funds to the state forego alternative opportunities for their ~se 
just as clearly as if they were invested in private enterprise. 
Most of the funds provided for such public investinent v.rould 
oth·erwise have been invested in interest-earning private in\Test-
ments or used to expand consumption. However, in public invest-
ment compulsion is used to obtain funds, and interest payments 
are not subsequently made to those who provide the funds .. The 
highways already built can and presumably will be continued 
regardless of whether current tax income is sufficient to do more 
• 
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than provide for their maintenance and replacement. 
Interest, as an expenditure, appears only when capital has 
been bon·owed, and even default on highway bonds will not affect 
the continuance of highway services provided by the previous 
investment. Bondholders cannot force the state to turn over the 
properties to them under foreclosure proceedings, contrary to 
the case of a default on bonds by a private business. At the 
worst, such default would only prevent the state from further 
extending its highway system through additional borroV\-ing. 
The relation of investment return to production is somewhat 
different for private than for public investments. It is equally 
true for both that when owned capital has once been sunk in 
durable plant and equipment, the absence of an investment re-
turn will not prevent production from continuing until the capi-
tal equipment has worn out. But a private enterprise, unlike a 
public enterprise, must earn at least the going rate of interest 
(for enterprises of similar degree of risk) or capital eventually 
will be withdrawn from the enterprise. If a private firm has bor-
rowed long-term capital funds, and defaults on the intei'est pay-
ments subsequent ly, it is likely that the creditors will assume 
control of the business. Even so, they are likely to continue 
operating the business so long as there is any return over 
and above out-of-pocket costs. In the long run, however, capital 
will not be reinvested unless there is a prospect that q return 
equal to the going interest rate subsequently will be earned. 
INTEREST AS A COST WHEN HIGHWAYS ARE ASSUMED TO BE A 
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE. If the highways are a business enter-
prise, the state, acting for the public, sells highway utility serv-
ices to high way users, exacting prices or tolls for these services. 
As customers, highway users are presumed to obtain value com-
mensurate with the price paid, just as in the voluntary purchase 
of any utility service or consumer good. In fact, as customers, 
highway users do lose title to any funds thus committed to the 
purchase of highway services. Investm·ent of funds thus ob-
tained by the state for furth·er highway improvetnent repre-
sents a use of public funds not legally belonging to highway 
users. 
If the state charges fees (for that portion of highway serv-
ices deemed to be for the benefit of vehicle users) which are 
insufficient to provide a net return above depreciation, mainte-
nance, and administration c0sts, it is clear that highway use1·s 
are purchasing services below cost and that the general public 
is meeting th.ese costs by continuously foregoing a return on its 
previous highway investment. If the state charges fees just suf-
ficient to earn a n·et return equal to the going interest rate on 
th.e previous investment, then interest actually is earned through 
payments by vehicle users. Where interest as a continuing cost 
• 
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falls ultimately, hO\\·ever, depends on ho\\7 the interest income is 
used. If it is used to finance ne\v types of governmental services, 
extend old types, or reduce types of taxation other than vehicle-
user taxes, the public may be regarded as receiving a direct or 
indirect return on its previous highway Investment and vehicle 
users may be considered as meeting the interest cost. 20 If it is 
used to finance further high\vay improvements, the public con-
tinuously foregoes a return on its increasing highway invest-
ment, and interest becomes a continuous cost to the public. In 
this case highway users cannot be regarded as actually con-
tributing capital for investment in the high\\·ay utility simply 
because they pay a sum sufficient to produce a fair rate of re-
turn on previous investment, any more than a return on private 
capital investment can be regarded as a capital contribution by 
the customers. 
Finally, if the state establishes user taxes which yield reve-
nues in excess of a fair rate of return, the state not only is cover-
ing full economic costs of operating the high ways, but is in addi-
tion (from an economic, though not from a legal point of vie\v) 
obtaining excess returns. If such excess is invested in high ways, 
vehicle users may be regarded as making a capital contribution 
to this extent. A privately owned and regulated utility, in theory, 
would be unable to obtain such excess returns. Interest as a cost 
on such excess is borne by vehicle users who have contributed 
the capital, but they likewis·e receive an investment return in 
the form of expanded services for their benefit. If the excess 
return is not invested in highways but is used for other public 
purposes, then interest as a cost likewise falls on the vehicle 
users, except that in this instance no expansion in special serv-
ices for their benefit subsequently occurs. Under this general 
assumption of the highways as a public business, it is clear that 
in every case interest appears as a cost, either to the general 
public or to highway users. 
TAXES FOREGONE 
Whether taxes foregone (because the public highway invest-
ment is tax-free property) constitute an element of highway 
cost is a further question. Whenever capital which might other-
wise have been privately invested is used for public investment, 
the tax base available to the state shrinks. Although this means 
that taxes are foregone by the state on such property, it does 
not mean that tax revenues need be reduced so long as the state 
is able to levy higher tax rates on the smaller tax bas·e. The 
state is able to do this so long as the economy remains predom-
inantly a private-enterprise system. Since this has been true 
20Fro m the highway user's standpoint, such use ot funds constitutes diversion. As 
mch, It ts typically protested as unjus tifiable by highway-user groups The analytical ele-
ments tn the diversion problem are examined later. 
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throughout the modern highway era, it would appear that taxes 
not levied on highway property do not constitute in any sense an 
element of highway operating expense to the state as owner. 
Whether amounts equal to taxes on highway property con-
stitute costs to any group is unanswerable unless it is agreed 
from what viewpoint the conduct of the highway function is to 
be approached. If highways are regarded simply as one of a 
number of general governmental functions, and if vehicle-user 
taxes are regarded as one of a large number of souroes of gov-
ernmental support, then obviously taxes not levied on highway 
property involve no net costs. The general public simply con-
tributes less through highway taxes and more through other 
types of taxes. Vehicle users are not believed to receive a net 
subsidy, since they are regarded as a part of the general public. 
Such an analysis, however, is scarcely tenable, since high way-
user taxes originally won acceptance because th-ey constituted 
specific levies on a special group and were used to finance an 
expanding public function for the immediate benefit of that 
group. Consequently, it seems more valid to consider highways 
as a public business enterprise. From this viewpoint, highway-
user taxes are really charges for highway use, and the state is 
considered to be selling high way services to a select transit 
group composed of v·ehicle users. Under such a plan, failure to 
collect sufficient highway-user taxes to equal the property taxes 
foregone does involve net costs for the general public, which has 
to pay high.er property taxes than would otherwise be necessary 
to produce a giv·en public revenue for general governmental pur-
poses. Consequently, taxes not levied on highway property are 
a cost to the general public and a subsidy to vehicle users. 
The net cost, however, may not be large. A certain proportion 
of highway-user taxes which include sums equal to property 
taxes on the highway investment in the long run would be 
passed on to the g·eneral public anyway. This is true of all com-
mercial high way uses, for prices must reflect all business costs 
in the long run. Also, all vehicle owners and vehicle users are 
thems,elves members of the general public, so that even for non-
shiftable highway-user taxes, the amount of net cost involved 
is doubtful. It can only be surmised that failure to tax noncom-
mercial highway users sufficiently to include highway property 
taxes does place some net burden on general taxpayers and on 
all those who ultimately feel the incidence of property taxes. 
This is because vehicle use is so much more widely distributed 
than real property, and because accepted economic analysis indi-
cates that the important part of the property tax which falls on 
land values cannot be shifted. Since th·e extent of the net cost 
cannot be measured, the tax equivalent has not been regarded 
as one of the basic highway costs in the revenue-cost compari-
• 
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sons in the last section of this bulletin, but it is introduced 
rather as a supplementary item to reflect the fact that, to some 
unkno\vn extent, it is a cost item. 
Depreciation and Interest Cost Factors tn Highway Analysis 
Ho\v may consideration of depreciation and interest aid in an 
understanding of high\\ ay finance problems? l\iost of the ele-
ments in the answer can be isolated through a discussion of 
depreciation. Depreciation analysi \viii help high\\-ay depart-
ments predict ":ith some accuracy the annual reconstruction 
loads which they \viii face in the future, and \\·ill help them ar-
range their finances in such a \vay that these requiren1ents may 
be met. It will help indicate the present value of the public 
highway investment, an estimate \\ hich is required if it is de-
cided to charge vehicle users annual amounts sufficient to include 
interest on plant investment. It will indicate with some accu-
racy whether the government is collecting sufficient taxes for 
highway purposes to maintain the service-rendering capacity of 
highways. 
This last use of depreciation analysis has been examined for 
three assum·ed stages in highway development, where extension 
and replacen1ent outlays (1) exceed current depreciation, (2) 
JUSt equal current depreciation, or (3) fall below current depre-
ciation. For all three stages, it will be assumed that (1) high-
ways are financed without resort to borrowing, (2) high""·ays 
absorb all net receipts from highway-us·er taxes so that no prob-
lem of diversion from highway to nonhighway uses exists, and 
(3) highways are financed by general taxpayers, vehicle users, 
and others in proportions which are accepted as a fair allocation 
of the total tax burden. 
Depreciation analysis of all highway fixed capital assets is 
necessary to discover which of the three stages represents cur-
. rent development. The common Pl'esent assumption is that net 
additions are continuously being made to the capital value of 
our highway and street plant. However, it is possible that a 
broad depreciation analysis for the entire highway plant rna) 
disprove this. It seems likely, of course, that for those portions 
of the highway system nnanced exclusively or largely fron1 
vehicle-user revenues (such as a system of state trunk high-
ways), the annual outlays for extensions and l'eplacements have 
continued to exceed current depreciation on highways already 
constructed. On the other hand, it is probable that for the 
streets of many urban communities and for secondary local 
roads, current outlays for extensions and replacements fall con-
siderably below curvent depreciation. This certainly would be 
true for those urban communities of essentially static popula-
tion which carried through an almost complete program of 
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street improvement 10 or 15 years ago when urban street out-
lays were at their peak in Iowa. 
If analysis shows that the public highway plant is being 
operated in the first or second stage, then in effect highway 
beneficiaries (general taxpayers, vehicle users, and others) al-
ready are being charged sums sufficient to cover, or more than 
cover, annual depreciation. Such a policy is not obJectionable, of 
course, so long as it is considered to be in the public interest to 
maintain or expand the service value of the highway plant. With 
either of the first two stages of highway development the ques-
tion of charging for depreciation in cul~'ent highway tax levies 
does not become a recognized question of public policy because 
annual tax levies are not made in excess of current expenditures 
and no accumulation of cash depreciation charges is involved, 
with its attendant problems of fund management. 
Analysis, however, may show that the highway plant is cur-
rently in the third stage of its development and that present 
beneficiaries are not meeting all present costs . While this situa-
tion probably does not exist for all road and street system3 
which comprise the highway plant, it may exist for highways as 
a whole. If so, it then becomes a matter of public policy to de-
cide whether full depreciation should be charged against current 
high way and street beneficiaries. 
The value of depreciation analysis in this respect is that it en-
ables one to determine whether a problem of policy actually 
exists. Such analysis must ther-efore precede consideration of 
policy problems in the field of taxation. 
The inclusion of interest in the cost analysis is useful in a 
similar way. Whether existing revenues for highways equal, 
exceed, or fall below a going interest rate on investment, and 
whether there is any problem of tax adequacy, can be dete1mined 
only after a revenue-cost comparison including all elements of 
highway cost has been made. If current highway tax revenues 
are equal to or in excess of the amount sufficient to provide a 
fair return and all such revenues are being devoted to highways, 
then there is no problem of tax adequacy. Howev~er, if vehicle 
beneficiaries are contributing amounts in excess of a fair return, 
an issue of public policy is presented; namely, whether there is 
economic Justification for investing such excess revenues in fur-
ther highway improvement. If the added benefits seem to be 
less than the added costs, and if it is assumed that such excess 
should be used for highways or not collected at all, then a !'educ-
tion in highway taxes is indicated. 
Depreciation and Interest in Relation to Tax Policy 
Only if present beneficiaries are not fully meeting present 
costs is there a basis for controversy as to adequacy of existing 
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high\\ay-tax structure . The fundamental question then raised 
is this: Should a demonstration that current revenues fall belolv 
current costs be accepted as a test of the adequacy of high loay-
tax structures? pecifically, under uch circumstance should 
present beneficiaries be required to pay amounts sufficient to 
cover depreciation and intere. t on the high \vay inYestn1ent? 
Those opposed to accepting uch a conclusion and itc; implication 
urge21 that to accept it is to adopt a fal~e theory of the high\vay 
function of governn1ent and forces t xpayers to pay depreciation 
and interest for the performance of only one out of many gen-
eral governmental functions. Fron1 this point of vie\v, the high-
way function Is not fundan1entally a public business activity at 
all but is, at most, a combination of special and general goYern-
mental functions . As such, no conclusion as to the inadequacy 
of current tax revenues based on the foregoing analysis is ac-
ceptable, since no n1ore rea on is admitted why taxpayers 
should pay depreciation and interest on account of public invest-
ment in highways and streets than in carrying on any other 
public function. In fact, 1t is contended that, a ide from charge 
for depreciation and contractual interest on debt, charge for 
interest on O'Nned capital or for taxes foregone on highway in-
vestment \\ ould be a meaningless bookkeeping procedure, since 
tax rateR which produce a surplus of revenues for high\vays 
automatically produce lo\ver tax rates for other governmental 
purposes when it is assumed that a given an1ount of revenue is 
to be raised. 
Opponents of such a public policy also contend that it \\·ould 
involve inequitable double taxation, by forcing beneficiaries of 
highways to pay t\vice for capital facilities, once when highways 
are built and again when they are used. It is further contended 
that adoption of such a public policy would involve an upward 
revision in existing tax structures which probably would be 
politically impossible and economically inadvisable, and would at 
any rate create a problem of the proper utilization of funds ::tc-
cumulating from depreciation and intere t. Politically it is 
urged that the n1a.1ority of voters (most of whom are either ve-
hicle owners or members of a vehicle-owning family) naturally 
would oppose any n1odification of the tax structure which would 
impose additional burdens that might other\vise be escaped, or 
at least postponed. 
It is further contended that n1otorists already are so overtaxed 
that any further shift toward heavier user taxation might re-
:.tlThe a rguments which follow gen ernllv h " ve been pres ented on the assumption that 
to a pply the theory of private business cos t s to the highways would necessarily force a n 
increase in levels of hi~hway-user taxation. Ar tuall:v this may not be true, but it can only 
be determined by a compreh ens ive revenue cos t s tudy, a s was previously pointed out 
22Apart from any formal r ecognition of full highwa)- costs a s the basis of vehicle-user 
taxation, the Highwa y Research Board recently pointed out that since 1932 only 14 out of 
330 bllls introduced into state legislatures to in creas~ gasoline tax rates have passed 
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suit in diminishing returns, that is, might establish a new equi-
librium in the demand and supply of highway transport at a 
point where the demand would be elastic. Even if they were 
politically feasible and economically advisable, it is contended 
that increased vehicle-user tax rates might create public cash 
reserves subject to political mismanagement and dissipation and 
would ultimately require the investment of funds accumulating 
from interest and tax charges in other public purposes than 
highways, thus opening the possibility of a still further \\·aste 
of resources. 
Contrasting with the viewpoint just presented is the opinion 
shared by those who look upon the operation of high\vays as a 
public business €nterprise and who argue that it should be public 
policy to charge full private business costs for high \vay use. 
Members of this latter group, however, do not exclude social 
benefits in considering the composition of a good highway-tax 
system, and grant that the theory of private business costs 
need not be applied as a test of the adequacy of general taxation 
for support of that portion of highway mileage which remains 
the obligation of general taxpayers. They feel that highways 
should be supported largely by vehicle users and that prices 
charged users for the en] oyment of private benefits should re-
flect the full costs of providing the high way system. 
In addition, it is contended that any increase in vehicle-user 
tax schedules which might be required to cover full current 
costs would (1) raise no important problems of tax equity, (2) 
promote an economic allocation of resources, (3) require 110 
public policies that are politically impossible or economically in-
advisable, and ( 4) raise no insuperable problems In the utiliza-
tion and management of the increased revenues. Since these 
propositions flatly contradict the viewpoint already presented, 
their analytical bases must be examined carefully. 
If the issue of tax equity is approached from the viewpoint 
of the highway as a public business enterprise, it may be as-
sumed that the policy in the immediate past has been either to 
collect vehicle-user revenues just sufficient to cover all costs, 
including a fair return on investment, or to collect vehicle-user 
revenues more than sufficient to cover all costs, that is, to pro-
vide an investment return in excess of a fair return. In either 
case, the assumption is made that all revenues so collected have 
been invested in further highway improvement. The question 
of public policy is whether current vehicle users should be asked 
to pay prices (taxes) sufficient to cover their share of all current 
costs, including depreciation and interest on the investm·ent 
made in the past. 
If such a policy is adopted, there is no question of tax equity 
where users have paid prices in the past just sufficient to cover 
• 
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all cost . From neither an economic nor legal vie\vpoint can users 
be regarded as ha\ing contributed capital in the past, since they 
actually have paid just enough for services received to cover 
all economic costs incurred. ertainly in private industry, 
customers are not said to have contributed capital simply be-
cause the O\vner make profits and reinvest then1 in the business. 
The case of the public hig·h \\·ay enterprise IS analogous. In this 
instance, therefore, it is fallaciou · to contend (as some have) 
that purchaser· of curl'ent high\\ ay ser\ 1ces \vould be charged 
twice for the use of the high 'Nays If asked to pay prices \V hich 
included depreciation and interest on the in,~estlnent. 
A question of tax equity is raised \vhen current users are 
asked to pay full current costs, proYided users in the past have 
paid prices sufficient to yield excess return, for they may be re-
garded as having made capital contribution to the extent of this 
excess return. To compel users to pay depreciation and interest 
on an investment which they have made does involYe a measure 
of inequity, but the inequity is not great. 
In the first place, the composition of the high,vay-user group is 
constantly changing, so that son1e of the current usGrs ha .. e not 
previously contributed to the investment in existing high\vays 
and streets. Such present users may be regarded as having an 
obligation to pass on to future users facilities \vhich are equally 
as good as those they received. They are further obligated to 
make an interest payment for the use of capital provided 
through the state. 
Secondly, part of the current users \vho have come for\,·ard 
from the period \vhen present improvements -...vere made, are 
business users of various types. They, in theory, have not con-
tributed capital to highways in the past, since high\vay taxes have 
appeared to them as business costs which tend to be shifted to 
consumers or to purchasers of their services. Assun1in~ this to 
be true, no inequity is involved in charging such users full pres-
ent costs. If it is objected that consumers are then forced to 
pay twice for the use of highvvay facilitites, it may be pointed 
out that the consum·er group is itself a constantly changing one. 
Third, insofar as improvements of municipal streets and sec-
ondary roads have been financed by special property assessn1ents, 
vehicle users have not made a capital paym·ent for past improve-
ments. As present beneficiaries, they may be regarded as hav-
ing a responsibility to do so, insofar as benefits accruing from 
such improvements are regarded as accruing to vehicle users. 
Fourth, insofar as present motor highways have carried over 
an investment from the days when there were no motor vehicles, 
the responsibility of vehicle users for meeting the present annual 
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costs of this portion of the investment is clear. ~:I 
The only problem of tax equity at all, in fact, appears to be 
with respect to that group of present noncommercial users of 
the highways who have come forward from an earlier period of 
the motor-vehicle era when, through vehicle-user tax rates, they 
may have contributed amounts in excess of the going interest 
rate on the then existing capital investment. Qualitatively, such 
a problem must be recognized. Quantitatively, it cannot be 
measured, but it is certainly much less serious than the problem 
commonly posed in the sweeping statement: "To force vehicle 
users to pay depreciation, interest, and taxes on highway invest-
ment is per se inequitable." 
In defense of the policy of charging vehicle users full business 
costs, it also may be argued that such a policy would promote an 
econornic allocation of resources between expenditure of funds 
by the state and the alternative expenditure by private individ-
uals, and between business uses of highways and competing 
forms of transportation which are entirely privately O\vned. 
Thus, it may be contended that if vehicle users as a class were 
to pay their full share of total costs as defined, pressure for ex-
penditures on highways by this group would be more clearly con-
ditioned on a consideration of alternative benefits to be obtained 
by private uses of the resources required. It seems clear that 
business users (both commercial users and private business 
users) must pay full private business costs for the use of high-
way facilities if their pricing polici·es to prospective purchasers 
of their products or services are to be placed on an unsubsidized 
competitive basis with the pricing policies of competing forms of 
transport service, that is, if highway transport is not to be sub-
sidized. 
But even if the foregoing arguments in support of a vehicle-
user tax policy based on covering all costs (including interest and 
depreciation) are accepted, certain questions still remain. For 
instance, would it be politically possible or economically advisable 
to make an upward revision of user tax structures if such a re-
vision were indicated in some or all states? How could the in-
cr.eased funds which would result be utilized? These eminently 
practical questions are, in fact, most difficult. Proponents of 
such a public policy find satisfactory answers elusive. Several 
states have succeeded in establishing relatively high levels of 
vehicle-user taxation without serious political repercussions, and 
z Even if t he public·bus iness v iewpoin t is not adopted as a poin t of depa rture in 
a na lyzmg these issues m ta x t>qUit )' , the g roup of a rgum ents jus t cited a pply Without this 
viewpoint the arguments apply to a ll revenues which h a ve been contributed in the past 1n 
excess of sums necessary t o provide for the mamtenance of h ighwa} services a t the level then 
existing. 
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urban voters generally might be induced to favor some up\vard 
reYI ion in u er tax rates by the promL. e that urban localities 
would receive larger amounts of user revenues than they do at 
present. It could even be urged that the public might be edu-
cated to accept a public-busine 'S concept of the high\vay plant. 
\vith its implications for a vehicle-user tax policy based on cover-
age of full costs for the entire high\\ay and street plant. The 
political difficulties presented, ho\vever, are really a potent \\ eak-
ne~s in the argument no\v being presented. 
Any upward revision '"hich might be required by the adoption 
of such a highway cost concept is likely to be limited by the ~rad­
ual acceptance of the idea that it is intelligent and fair to charge 
current user~ for current depreciation of roads 1.nd streets, and 
by acceptance of the entire private-busines cost theory \vhen ap-
plied to business users of the high \vays. That such popular 'lc-
ceptance would be possible in the case of depreciation follov{s 
from the widespread recognition that current highway users are 
\\ earing out facilities which must be replaced in the future if 
e\ en the same amount and quality of high,vay service is to be 
maintained. Popular acceptance of the proposal to charge busi-
ness users full economic costs probably \vould be possible because 
of recognition that business users are profit-seeking enterprisers 
who should be forced to pay their full costs like other business-
men. 
That higher user tax rates entailed by adoption of the private-
business cost theory might be economically inadvisable apparent-
ly is a less s~rious ob.1 ection. The required increases V{Ould be 
unlikely to produce substantial diminution in either vehicle own-
ership or highway use because user taxes are a relatively small 
portion of total vehicle operating costs, -4 and because there 
is a lack of available substitutes for the service or benefits obtain-
ed through highway transportation. An elaborate study made 
by Leageru bears this out. He investigated increa es in gaso-
line tax rates and license fees in a large number of states for the 
period 1925-1932, and concluded: 
"There is but a slight relationship between changes in the 
amount of the tax per gallon and changes in the intensive use of 
automobiles .... The tax has not shown any signs of having 
reached the point of diminishing returns .... Further, the exten-
sive use of cars does not depend on a low level of license fees 
being in force. Like the gasoline tax, the license fee has not 
reached the point of diminishing retu1ns." 
Finally, it is argued that adoption of the private-business cost 
·• Increased vehicle-user taxes for heavy trucks might reduce the number of these 
vehicles, but the total number is very s mall at present 
• $Leager, Marc C. Financial Management for High\\ ays Bulletin 8. Engineering Ex-
periment Station, North (.;arolina State College, Raleigh, N (" 19.33. 
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theory for purposes of vehicle-user rate making would involve no 
insuperable difficulties in the utilization and management of th~ 
increased revenues which might be involved. Such increased 
revenues might be reinvested in extensions and improvements of 
highways and streets and thus raise the current level of expend-
itures on th.ese systems. Up to the point of an optimum develop-
ment, that is, the development of highways to the point where 
the sum of highway costs and vehicle operating costs would be 
minimized, this method of revenue utilization would represent an 
economic utilization of resources. If the optimum has been 
reached, however, interest return would have to be diverted to 
other governmental purposes or used to reduce forms of taxes 
other than vehicle-user taxes. Annual depreciation sums might 
for a time exceed current replacements of the optimum plant al-
ready constructed. In this case the traditional problem of the 
accumulation of public cash reserves and their management \vould 
arise. This is an ultimate implication of a policy charging full 
costs against current users. If past experience is any guide, it 
is an unpleasant implication. 
Advocates of the private-business concept answer this argu-
ment by declaring that only under special circumstances would 
a problem of cash depreciation sums arise, that is, where a high-
way plant had rapidly ·expanded to the optimum point before 
ceasing entirely, and where the highway required no substantial 
replacement for several years. Such special circumstances are 
unlikely to be encountered. Highway and street plants as a 
whole have been improved rapidly but continuously, and for a 
long time replacement of retirements will involve betterments. 
It is further argued that it may be possible to educate the public 
to some of the merits of conducting the highway transport facil-
ity on business principles, which might make possible the estab-
lishment of safeguards against the dissipation of cash deprecia-
tion sums through political manipulation or unwise investment. 
Diverston of Highway-User R evenues 
It is possible that highway-user revenues, once collected, may 
not be devoted to highway purposes, but diverted to other public 
purposes. Such diversion recently has become an important is-
sue in highway finance; as many as 37 states use highway-user 
revenues for other than highway purposes, and organized high-
way-user groups protest such diversion as an unfair use of tax 
revenues originally designed solely for highway purposes. 
When the diversion is considered from the viewpoint of ihe 
highway function as a public business, it appears that it actually 
may represent several distinct kinds of situations, som.e defen-
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ible from a tandpoint of tax equity, son1e not. '~hen u er rev-
enues produce ufficient incon1e to CO\ er maintenance, adminis-
tration and current depreciation, but provide no inve tn1ent re-
turn on the high\\.ay in\ e tn1ent, diversion seems indefensible 
if it is the pubhc intention to preserv~e the serYice-rendering ca-
pacity of the high\\.'ay . It is clear that depreciation . urns in 
excess of current replacen1ent should be InYested in further ex-
ten 1on5 and impro\ ements unle the plant ha reached its ulti-
mate stability. In the latter case such un1s hould be con-
served to meet future replacen1ent requirement . 
If user revenue yield ~ufficient incon1e to provide a fair re-
turn on the public investn1ent in addition to un1s sufficient to 
cover depreciation, me:untenance, and administration, the invest-
n1ent return should be reinYested in further exten ion and im-
provements until an optin1un1 high\vay development is obtained. 
Beyond this point (\\;hich probably still IS remote in the lTnited 
States) it is JUSt as defensible to divert highv1ay-user revenues 
to other public purposes a i L is to divert the earnings of munic-
ipally operated utilities, as is being done in many communities. 
If user revenues produce annual sums in exce of a fair re-
turn on the given plant, diYersion to nonhigh\\·ay purpo es is to 
be condemned if it 1s clear that high\Yay development ha not 
reached an optimun1 so that continuing capital expenditures are 
JUStified. If high\~;ay development has reached an optimum 
point, a reduction in user-revenue tax schedules i then needed, 
rather than diversion to nonhigh\vay purposes. U er revenues 
diverted under such circun1stances cease to be prices or fee 
Justified on the basis of a fair charge for thP use of existing 
high ways and become merely types of taxes levied for general 
governmental purposes contrary to the ability-to-pay principle. 
As such, there is an a p'riori argument against such public fi-
nancing, but the problen1 is one of the entire tax system and is 
beyond the scope of thi discussion. 
Finally, when user revenues are designed to produce sum suf-
ficient to give a fair return and, in addition, an equivalent for 
taxes foregone, revenues equal to the tax equivalent may .i ustifi-
ably be diverted to general governmental purposes. They need 
not be invested in highways at all, except to the extent that gen-
eral governmental revenues finance highways. 
In summary, diversion may be defended where (1) part or aU 
of fair highway returns are not required to further improve the 
highway plant, or where (2) user revenues are utilized to collect 
tax equivalents. Diversion is to be condemned where (1) it uti-
lizes depreciation sums necessary to maintain the capital invest-
ment, or whel'e (2) it involves the use of net returns in excess 
of a fair return. 
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Conclusions 
The major purpose of this section has been to examine the 
nature and elements of highway costs and to indicate what bear-
ing the concepts of costs may have on public policy in the field of 
highway taxation. The analysis has shown that: 
1. Regardless of highway-tax policies, highway costs include 
depreciation and interest on unamortized investment, in addition 
to cash outlays for maintenance, administration, and traffic con-
trol. 
2. Analysis of current highway-tax revenues in relation to 
costs thus defined is necessarv before anv conclusions can be 
. ~ 
made as to the adequacy of current tax structures. 
3. Adoption of the private-business cost theory does not re-
quire that this theory be extended beyond a test of the adequacy 
of vehicle-user taxation to include the adequacy of general taxes 
raised for highway purposes. 
4. Relatively little inequity is involved in basing highway-tax 
policies on a definition of highway costs as equivalent to private business costs. 
5. To adopt the private-business cost concept as a test of ade-
quacy of highway-user tax structures would promote an eco-
nomic allocation of resources. 
6. The private-business cost theory is helpful in analyzing the 
issues raised by the diversion of high way-user taxes to nonhigh-
way purposes; diversion is defensible in some cases, Inequitable 
and undesirable in others. 
This foregoing survey of general theories of high way finance 
and analysis of highway costs in relation to tax policies make 
possible the testing of alternative theories of high\vay taxation 
through an empirical study of costs and taxation for a highway 
unit embracing all classifications of roads and streets. This has 
been done in the succeeding section for the highways of Story County, Iowa. 
HIGH W AY COSTS AND FINANCE IN STORY COUNTY, 
1913-1938 
Introduction 
The basic theories of highway finance and highway costs have 
been examined in preceding sections. In this section these theo-
ries are applied through an empirical study for a highway unit 
embracing all major classifications of roads and streets and cov-
ering substantially the entire motor-vehicle era. The specific 
ObJectives of the study were: 
• 
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1. To ascertain the physical and use characteristics of the 
present high\\ay and street plant of Story County. 
2. To inYestigate the financing of this highway unit to ascer-
tain the relative contributions ~rhich have been and are being 
made by various groups in the community to support the high-
\\ay plant. 
3. To determine all annual high\vay costs and to investigate 
the plant investment on all systems. 
4. To compare all high\\ ay costs and revenues to a certain 
\Vhether existing tax revenues, particularly \ ehicle-u ·er tax 
revenues, are adequate to cover costs. 
5. To study the problem of cost allocation bet\veen general 
taxpayers and vehicle users by (1) inYestigating the distribution 
of high\\·ay benefits, (2) de\ eloping and applying n1ethods of 
cost allocation wh1ch seem fair on the basis of benefit analysis, 
and (3) dete1mining ""hether, on the basis of these methods, 
highway users are being subsidized in the use of the plant being 
studied. 
6. To study the problem of cost allocation among different ve-
hicle classes by (1) considering the relative merits of the incre-
ment and ton-mile methods of cost allocation, (2) applying ton-
mile analysis to the comparatiYe revenues contributed by var-
ious classes of vehicles in Io\va in 1937, and (3) detern1ining 
whether, on the basis of this analysis, certain groups of vehicle 
users are subsidizing other groups. 
Because of the large number of studies on highway costs and 
highway finance which have been made in recent years, the 
merit of an additional study which uses many 0f the same tech-
niques and investigates the same basic problems might logically 
be questioned. In the analysis which follows, however, impor-
tant refinements were attempted which generally were not in-
cluded in pl'evious studies. It is believed that these refinements 
strengthen the accuracy and adequacy of the data necessary to 
support the conclusions reached. The most important of these 
refinements are listed in the following paragraphs. 
1. Capital expenditures were allocated to present mileages in 
each maJor road and street system. Thus, all expenditures made 
by the county in early years of the motor-vehicle era on mileage 
now in the primary system were charged to the primary system. 
Likewise, all expenditures by the Iowa Highway Comn1ission on 
present secondary roads were charged to the secondary system. 
This procedure gives investment data for present mileages which 
are more accurate than the published figures . 
2. Where capital investments of an earlier period had been 
retired through subsequent improvement programs, such retire-
ments were noted and subtracted from the capita] account . 
3. A complete separation was made between investment in t he 
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county trunk and county local secondary systems, although 
prior to 1930 all expenditures for structures on these two sys-
tems were combined in published reports. Access to county rec-
ords made possible the desired separation of investment expen-
ditures. 
4. A separation was made between investment in and annual 
costs of primary urban extensions and of other urban streets, on 
the assumption that the extensions should be treated as a sepa-
rate system, since they carry both the through traffic of primary 
urban roads and the local traffic of urban streets. 
5. An investigation was made of the financing of present mile-
ages in each road and street system. In some instances this 
proved to be a complex task. For example, some primary urban 
extensions have been constructed in part by a city, in part by the 
county, and in part by the state over a period of many years. 
They often were financed in a variety of ways-bond issues, 
property taxes, vehicle-user taxes, special assessments, and fed-
eral aid. 
6. The mass of traffic, road-use, investment, and financial data 
obtained by the Statewide Highway Planning Survey bet\\1een 
1936 and 1939 were constantly available for use in the analysis. 
In this study, it would clearly have been best to have studied 
the ·entire highway and street plant of the state. Because limit-
ed time and financial resources prevented such a course, the Story 
County unit was chosen. However, to give a broader presenta-
tion of the problems of highway use, administration, and finance, 
a historical study for the state as a whole was made and is in-
cluded in Appendix A. The county uniL chosen is perhaps not as 
TABLE 1. CoMPARATIVE HIGHWAY DATA FOR SToRI CouNTY AND IowA, 1938 
Item Story County Iowa 
Ptrcentage of total rural mileage in: 
Primary roads 8 57 8 30 
County trunk roac.ts 12 91 13 38 
County local roads 78 52 78 32 
Percentage of rural mileage surfaced~ 
Primary roads 
Paved 6~8 59 9 
Other surfaces 34 2 38 6 
County trunk roads 100 0 82 8 
County local roads 70 6 30 5 
Average daily traffic per mile on : 
Primary roads . 
Paved 1,989 1,017 
Graveled 322 334 
County trunk r oads 
Graveled 146 124 
County local roads 
Graveled 38 9 38 6 
Unsurfaced 12 8 19 3 
I 
• 
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typical of average conditions in the state as might be desired be-
cause it is further advanced in its program of secondary road 
Improvement than is the state as a \Vhole. 6 In addition, the 
main arteries of traffic through the county (paved primary 
roads) carry a much heavier traffic than the average paved 
primary road in the state (Table 1). 
Other considerations, ho\Yever, overruled the choice of another 
county that might haYe pro\ ed to be more typical. It was pos-
sible to make a complete study of tory County with the re-
ources available, ~ince IO\\a Stale College is located in Story 
ountJ. Further, It \vas possible to obtain a nearly complete 
picture of secondary road Improvement and finance back to 
1913, something \\ hich \\ ould have been impossible in many coun-
ties of the state. This \Vas because the secondary program in 
Story County had been car1 ied on by the same county engineer 
for more than 25 years, and over this period he had kept financial 
records -vvith scrupulou8 care. 
Description of the Study 
The basic method of analysis used in the comparison of high-
""7ay costs and revenues closely parallel that used in nearly all 
highway cost studies during recent years. High,vay costs (as 
defined by the High\vay Research Board, see page 21) \Vere de-
termined for the various road and street systems. These costs 
were then compared with the revenues currently available from 
vehicle-user taxes levied by the State of Iowa, fron1 general tax 
revenues, and from other general sources in county and munic-
ipal governments. This comparison was made to dete1mine 
whether revenues were adequate to cover economic costs. The 
allocation of the cost burden bet\veen vehicle users, general tax-
payers, and others was then considered both through analysis and 
through use of various cost-allocation formulas. Tentative con-
clusions respecting the present adequacy of motor-vehicle-user 
taxes for support of the high way unit under discussion \vere 
made and the analysis extended to cost allocation among vehicle-
user classes. 
Two types of problems were encountered in working with the 
Story County unit-those inherent in any highway cost study 
and those peculiar to the choice of a county instead of a state 
unit. 
Gaps in original data constituted one of the problems of the 
first type. Before 1930, for instance, the to\vnships still con-
stituted highway units. Some of these did not make annual re-
2 11The rather sha rp divis ion between northern and southern Io,~a in the matter of high-
way improvem ent m a kes the usual notion of an average inapphcable It would be more 
accurate to say that Story County is quite typical of cond1Uons in the northern half of the 
sta te but unlike conditions in the southern half 
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ports to the county on road construction; others made incomplete 
reports of the manner in which funds for construction purposes 
had been expended. In urban localities, construction-cost records 
exist for the most part only where the construction has been 
financed by special assessments or bond issues, although such 
construction has represented the major portion of the costs of 
urban street improvement in Story County. As a result, exact 
historical costs are not available for some improved mileage. A 
complete investment account is necessary, however, when de-
preciation and interest on unamortized investment are included 
as highwaJ costs. To arrive at such an account, it is possible 
to use (1) historical or original cost minus accrued depreciation, 
'vhich may be termed actual investment value; (2) reproduction 
or replacen1ent cost minus depreciation; or (3) some combination 
of these t,,, o. As indicated by many competent engineers and 
economists, none of these methods of valuation is completely sat-
isfactory. Replacement cost was chosen for this study because 
of the gaps in data on original costs. Valuation at replacement 
cost offered the only possibility of a single, consistent, inclusive 
valuation base. It therefore has been used throughout the cost 
analysis which follows, but has been supplemented by valuation 
at original cost for comparative purposes wherever possible. 
To obtain replacement costs of portions of the plant for which 
historical costs were available, highway construction-cost indices 
were set up by the use of primary data based on actual invest-
ment in the Story County plant wherever possible. Such indices 
were used to put historical investment on a replacement-cost 
basis as of 1938.27 For portions of the plant for which historical 
costs were not available (chiefly grading and surfacing costs for 
county local roads built before 1930 and for urban streets im-
proved out of general funds), engineering estimates of the phys-
ical quantities represented were obtained, and averag·e unit re-
placement costs were applied to these quantities to estimate the 
replacement costs. A minor omission still exists in the data 
used, since no investment r·ecords are available for rural roads 
prior to 1913, when a county engineer first was appointed, or for 
urban streets prior to 1910, when Story County street improve-
ment apparently began. However, the portion of present invest-
ment in roads and streets which antedates 1910 or 1913 probably 
is so small that the error introduced by ignoring it is not large. 
'T'he valuation of right of way constituted a special problem. 
Legal precedent exists for including all right of way of regulated 
transport systems in the valuation base at the value of adjoining 
property. There seems to be little economic merit in applying 
this legal dictum to highway right of way. Right of way com-
mitted to road purposes by governmental units when the s tate 
Z7These indices, t ogether with explanation of their sources, a re g1ven in Appendix B 
, 
' 
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"as laid out involved practically no public investment. That 
such right of vvay involves interest as an annual highvvay cost 
appears absurd. Consequently, inclusion of this right of way in 
the valuation serves no useful purpose. Moreover, to prove that 
the \qalue of right of way is derived from the value of adjoining 
land would be impossible. It would seem more plausible that the 
value of adjoining land is dependent on the means of access to 
it ~·hich the right of \\-ay provides. Therefore, none of the right 
of ~-ay assigned to road use from state lands \vas included in the 
valuation base used to formulate the conclusions reached later 
in this section. 
Right of way acquired through purchase by governmental 
units since the motor-vehicle era presents a different aspect. 
The price paid for such additional right of way reflects a capital 
investment by the state. As such it has a place in the valuation 
base used for determining annual costs, either on the basis of 
original cost or on the basis of replacement cost. 
It was necessary to make certain estimates concerning the 
probable service lives and salvage values of the various highway 
elements to determine expected annual depreciation rates. Be-
cause not all component parts of a high,vay are affected in the 
same manner or to the same degree by the forces producing de-
preciation, it seemed desirable to study each part and assign 
suitable probable service lives and salvage values to each. The 
component parts used are right of way; roadway grading or 
earthwork; small drainage structures; bridges and large struc-
tures; roadway wearing surface; roadway base for the wearing 
surface; and signs, signals, and other traffic control devic-es. 
At present there are only scattered records of the service lives 
of most highway components, although there a1~e several esti-
mates based on opinion and recollection. Roadway surfaces, 
however, have been studied in some detail. ·' The estimates of 
probable service lives used in this study (Table 2) are based on 
the few published observations and on the judgment of engineers 
who have specialized in the highway field .. o Consideration has 
been given to the age; physical condition; past, present, and 
probable future traffic; and present general suitability of 
each road to traffic. It should be noted that if the average 
2SMarston, Anson A Morta lity Curve Study of the A ctual Service Lives of Brick-on-
Concr ete Pavements 1n Des Moines, Iowa, 1909-1928 Proceedmgs, Highway Research Board 
(1934), 14:49-58. Washington, D C. 1935. 
Winfrey, Robley. Preliminary Studies of the Actual Service Lives of Pavements 
Procced tngs, l:Ughway Research Board (1935 ), 15.47-60. Washmgton, D C. 1936 
Winfrey, Robley, and Fred H Farrell Life Characteristics of Surfaces Constructed on 
Primary Rura l Highways. Proceedmgs, Highway Research 'Board (1940), ZO :165-199. Wast.-
tngton, D.C. 1941. 
29F'or the most part, the es timates were made by Robley Winfrey, research associate 
professor of the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station, who has conducted extensive studies 
In the s ervice life of pavements for the Public Roads Administration and the Station, and 
who ts well qualified to make such estimates. 
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TABLE 2. DEPRECIATION RATES AND SALVAGE VALUES USED IN THE STUDY OF 
STORY COUNTY HIGHWAYS 
Year of R oad Es timated Estimated Type of a sset service salvage, construction sys tem ltfe, years percent 
Concrete pavement 1914 Urban 32 
1916 Prima ry urban 32 
Urban 36 
1921 Prim a ry urba n 30 
Urban 35 > 20 
1922 Urban 
• 
35 
1923 Prima ry urban 30 
Urba n 35 
1924 Urba n 35 
1926 Prima ry u rban 35 
Urban 40 
1928 Primary urba n 35 
Urban 40 
1929 Prima ry rural 30 > 1930 Primary rural 30 25 
• 1931 Primary rural 30 
1934 Urban 40 
1038 Primary rural 35 
Urban 40 
Brick pavement 1917 Primary urban 40 0 
Urban 40 0 
1935 } Stab11ized gravel 1936 Urban 15 25 1938 
Earthwork All Rural 100 50 
Urban Indefinite -
Bridges and culverts: 
Concrete or s teel All All 60 0 
Timber or timber-s teel All All 40 0 
combinations 
Tiling and drainage All All 100 0 
life of a particular class of unit is 20 years, there are some that 
will last far less, and some far more, than 20 years. For specific 
components of the Story County plant, the following observa-
tions on service life and salvage value are pertinent. 
1. Estimates of service life for pavements and surfacings 
are based on published and unpublished data. 
2. Estimates of service life for grading and earthwork are 
based on local traffic conditions and geographical location. The 
unusually long life assigned is based on th·e fact that the end of 
service life comes only with realignment of the road and changes 
in grade, both of which are expected in only a very limited de-
gree in Story County. 
3. Estimates for structures likewise depend on changes in 
alignment and in grade, but are based primarily on probabilities 
of deterioration and inadequacy. Service lives assigned a:ve 
longer than usual in studies of this type, both because changes 
• 
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in alig-nn1ent and g-rade probably \Vill be fe\v in tory County, 
and because the type of construction used predon1inantly in the 
county ince 1913 has been of a permanent character. 
4. Estimates of salvage values have been n1ade \vith due re-
gard to local conditions and probable method of reconstruction 
and relocation of existing high\vays. 
Theoretical con 1deration. indicated the u e of the '"Inking--
fund or the con1pound-intere t depreciation method, but practical 
considerations dictated the use of the aln1ost universally em-
ployed straight-line method (under \Vhich investment cost n1inus 
sal\ age, divided by years of service life, gives the annual depreci-
ation charge). This latter method \\as therefore employed. 
The different methods all give the same average annual depreci-
ation allowances for extensive properties consisting of n1anr units 
in stabilized stages of de\-elopn1ent, providing all retiren1ents 
are removed from the accounts, and betterments are added as 
they are made. 
A decision also had to be made with respect to the interest 
rate to be used in determining the annual intere t charge on un-
amortized in\·estment. In accordance \\ ith the 1929 recom-
mendation of the High,vay Research Board Committee, the cur-
t,ent interest rate in state highway financing in Io\va was em-
ployed. A weighted average of new and refunding primary-road 
bonds floated during the period 1935-1938 showed this to be 2.16 
percent, but for sake of convenience a rate of 2.25 percent was 
used. While this rate is lo\ver than has been used on other 
studies, it not only is in accord with recent high\vay financing 
in the state, but reflects the fact that long-term interest rates 
have fallen in recent years to what appear to be permanently 
lower levels. To give consideration to the possibility of a rise in 
interest rates subsequent to 1938, however, co ts also were com-
puted on the basis of a rate of 3 percent. 
A second maJor problem arose because a county instead of a 
state unit was chosen for analysis. This choice complicated both 
the allocation to Story County of vehicle-user revenues collected 
by the state, and the allocation of highway costs among- different 
classes of motor vehicles. Allocation of revenues could theoreti-
cally have been made according to provisions of the law or ac-
cording to the relative traffic carried by the Story County 
roads. The latter basis was chosen, primarily because it seemed 
desirable to treat Story County as a complete highway unit. that 
is, as though it were a complete small-scale state. The differ-
ence between the two methods can be illustrated by the revenues 
from the motor-fuel tax. Under the 1938 law five ninths of the 
revenue went to the Iowa Highway Commission for primary 
roads and the remainder to counties on an area basis. Under 
the relative-traffic basis, Story County would be allocated t hat 
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portion of the total motor-fuel tax \\·hich ton-miles of travel in 
Story County bear to total ton-miles for the state. Such a basis 
of allocation is preferable for this study because it actually as-
signs to Story County the approximate amount of gasoline-tax 
revenues which arise from travel on its roads and streets. Sim-
ilarly, motor-vehicle fees collected by the state were allocated 
to Story County on the basis of relative Yehicle-miles, the ton-
mile tax on the basis of relative ton-miles, and truck operator 
permit fees on the basis of relatiYe truck registration. 
Similar problems arose in connection vhth cost allocation among 
vehicle classes. While a county unit ~·as being studied, it seemed 
unrealistic to deal only with vehicle revenues contributed by 
vehicles registered in Story County, since traffic originating and 
ending outside the county comprised a large portion of total traf-
fic, particularly on the primary road system. 30 On the other 
hand, annual cost data had been developed only for this county, 
not for Iowa as a whole. No direct comparisons seemed possible, 
therefore, between user revenues paid by various vehicle classes 
for use of the Story County roads and the share in annual costs 
of this highway plant equitably assignable to each class. • 
The substitute method employed Iowa registration and user 
revenue data. User taxes actually paid by each class of vehicle 
were compared with the equitable share of total user taxes which 
should have been paid by each class, rather than with its ~qui­
table share of annual costs. Such analysis, however, will indi-
cate whether each class of vehicle was paying its fair share of 
annual costs for use of the Story County plant only if (1) total 
user taxes allocable to the county cover the share of total costs 
fairly assignable to all vehicle users, and (2) the vehicles using 
Story County highways represent a cross section of state regis-
tration. The latter condition seems probable, but cannot be ver-
ified; the former condition is verified later in this bulletin. In 
any event, the analysis can show whether, at existing levels of 
vehicle-user revenues, one class of vehicle user is subsidizing 
other classes. The analysis was made with these provisions in 
mind. 
It was necessary to have access to large amounts of primary 
data to conduct the study. The most important sources of 
such data included (1) the Highway Planning Survey, par-
ticularly its sections dealing with road traffic and road use, road 
life, and high way finance; (2) published reports of the Iowa 
State Highway Commission for 1913-1938; (3) published reports 
and investment records of the county engineer of Story County 
for 1913-1938; ( 4) special-assessment files of all incorporated 
municipalities in the county which made use of this method of 
3 OLocated in the center of Iowa, Story County 1s a crossroads for a large volume of 
Intercounty and interstate traffic. This is reflected in the greater-than-average traffic 
volume carried by its primary roads 
' 
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financing capital improvements bet\veen 1910 and 1939; and (5) 
the published reports on municipal finances of incorporated 
municipalities of lO\\a for 1910-1938. 
D escriptive Data on Story County Highways 
A historical summary of the development of Iowa highways 
during the motor-vehicle era is given in Appendix A. It covers 
physical plant, plant use, finance, and administration. Most of 
the generalizations made for the state as a whole for the period 
discussed apply to Story County as well. In the description of 
Story County highways which follo\VS, the same general features 
will be covered, but with the following differences. 
1. Much of the traffic and road-use data for present state 
high\vays \vere gathered only on a tate\vide basis. Conclusions 
based on these data can be regarded as applicable to Story Coun-
ty, but the county data are not available. It is as true for Story 
T ABLE 3. CLASSIFICATION oF STORY Co~ NTY 11L ~ICIPALITIES, 1938 
- -
-
Size g roup P opula t ion ~umber of incorporated 
m un icipalities 
J 50 I' !81 3 250 1,656 4 
500 3,219 5 
1 .000 1.434 1 
2, 500 3.133 1 
10.000 10. 261 1 
County as for the state as a whole that the present highway use 
is hi~·hlv interdependent between systems. that average miles 
trav.eled differ for different vehicle classes and for rural and 
urban vehicle owners, that much of the traffic on urban streets 
originates and ends there, and that the average trip on rural 
high ways is for a short distance. 
2. The general development of state la\vs respecting nlotor-
vehicle taxation and highway administration needs no repetition, 
except where it se·ems desirable to .expand on the treatment given 
in Appendix A. 
3. There are certain aspects of a descriptive treatment for 
which more and better information is available for Story County 
than for Iowa. This applies particularly to information concern-
ing expenditures for and financing of urban street improvements, 
and to the separation of historical investment by systems in 
terms of their present mileage. 
Story County is on·e of 99 Iowa counties. At the time of this 
study it had a population of 31,141, representing 1.26 percent of 
the state total; an area of 576 square miles and 1,057 miles of 
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TABLE 4. STORY COUNTY HIGHWAYS AND STREETS, 1938 
R oad Mtleage Surface, miles 
system Urban Rural Total Paved Other Unsurfaced surface • 
Primary 12.3 90.6 102 9 65.7 37. 2 00 
County trunk 7.5 136.5 H4 0 0.0 144.0 00 
County local 6 0 824.0 830 0 00 586.0 244 0 
Urban 100 6 0.0 100 6 32 6 55.8 12 2 
Total 126 4 1.051.1 1 ,177.5 98.3 823.0 I 256 2 
• All these roads are graveled except a f ew miles which are cindered 
rural roads, both of which represent 1.03 percent of the state 
total; and 103 miles of primary roads, or 1.08 percent of the 
state total. 
In 1930 its population was divided between rural and urban 
areas in the ratio of 35.2 and 64.8 percent (the state ratios were 
41.6 and 58.4 percent), while vehicle registration was divided in 
the ratio of 25.5 and 74.5 percent. Rural population was 10,957 
in 1938; a classification of population within urban areas is given 
in Table 3. 
The complete highway plant with which this study deals is 
summarized in Table 4, which shows the mileage in the various 
systems, and the degree of improvement of each system and of 
the total mileage. This table shows that by the close of 1938 
the entire primary and county trunk mileage, nearly the entire 
urban mileage, and more than 70 percent of the local county 
road mileage had been given some type of all-weather surface. 
This indicates that Story County is nearing the end of what may 
be called a road-improvement program sufficient to meet the 
minimum demands of vehicle users and th·e community. In this 
respect, as has been pointed out previously, Story County is typi-
cal of the counties in the northern half of Iowa but much farther 
advanced in its secondary road program than southern Iowa. 
This is largely because the per capita wealth (as measured by as-
sessed property value) is higher than in the sonthern half of the 
state. Also contributing to this situation is the fact that road 
construction costs are lower in northern Iowa because gravel de-
posits are more abundant and the topography is more regular. 
The bulk of road and street improvement in both Story County 
TABLE 5. IMPORTANT CHANGES IN THE R URAL R OADS OF STORY COUNTY, 1920-1938 
"Year I Primary rural County trunk roads, miles County local roads, miles roads, miles 
Paved Graveled Total Graveled Unsurfaced Total Graveled Unsurfaced Total 
1920 0.0 31.0 64.1 58.8 70.7 129.5 0 841 841 
1930 43 7 21 8 65 5 139 3 0 .0 139 3 220 612 832 
1938 63.5 27.1 U0. 6 136.5 0.0 136.5 586 244 630 
• 
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and lo\va has come since 1920, although bet\veen 1910 and 1920 
about 100 miles of rural road in tory County \\·ere surfaced and 
a few miles were pa\·ed in the larger urban communities. During 
1920-1938, 63.5 miles of primary rural road \\·ere paved and 648 
miles of rural road on all systen1s \Vete graveled. In addition, 
nearly all the 41 miles of urban street pavement \Vere laid during 
this period. Table 5 summarizes the changes since 1920. 
Total expenditures during 1910-1938 for all high\vays and 
street in Story ounty \\-ere in excess of 13,400,000. If debt 
retirement is excluded to aYoid double counting, expenditures to-
taled $12,915,000. General tax revenues furnished 42.66 perrent 
of the funds for these expenditures; Yehicle-user taxes, 26.45 
percent; special assessments, 14.7 percent; net borro\ving, 9.18 
percent; federal aid, 5.65 percent; and mi cellaneous sources, 
1.28 percent. 
TABLI<~ 6 METH ODS OI•' Fl~A~CI~G HIGH\\',\) \NO STREET EXPFNDITURES I~ STORY 
Cot, NTY BY 10-YE'AR P ERIODS, 1910-1938 
Type of revenue 
General revenues 
Vehicle-user taxes 
Special assessments 
Borrowmg 
Fedl•ral aid 
Other rPvenues 
Total amount 
A venl.f:e per year 
Deflated average~ 
Total expenditures financed 
by various methods, pt'rcent 
---:-1-::-91:-::0:---1:-::9:-:-1-::-9 -~- 19 20-19 29 
66.76 
4 73 
26 43 
1 50 
0 0 
0.58 
2 024.960 
202.496 
202.496 
12.15 
22 01 
19 84 
13 11 
0 77 
~ 09 
5 461.389 
546, L39 
329. 198 
1930-1938 
28 66 
35 07 
5.34 
17.53 
12.67 
0. 73 
.. 5. 428,698 
603.200 
501.413 
Methods of ori~inal financm~. mcludinf: all procl•eds from loans a nd excluding vehicle-
user and f:eneral taxes used to retire debt. 
tGl•neral revenues include both proceeds from general propert} ta."\. es and exp\?nditures 
from general city funds derived in part from other than property-tax sources, such as profits 
from operation of municipal utilities turned into the gent>ral fund It was impossible to 
determine the exact sources of such general municipal funds. although the~ rested largely on 
property-tax revenues. 
tA highway construction cost index was used to deflate actunl ex penditures (Appendix B) 
Expenditures by decades and methods of financing are sho,vn 
in Table 6. Shifts in finance methods occurred \vhich closely 
followed the state pattern pointed out in Appendix A. These are 
indicated and, in addition, con1plete data on special assessn1ents 
for both urban streets and rural roads are sho,vn. 
Of the $12,915,000 spent on highways and streets during the 
period studied, $7,754,000 were spent for capital improvements . 
B·ecause a major issue in the current highway-cost controversy 
concerns the fairness of charging full economic costs to vehicle 
users who already allegedly have contributed the major portion 
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TABLE 7. FINANCING OF CAPITAL IMP~OVEMENT~ oN STORY CouNTY HIGHWAYS 
AND STREETS, 1910-1938 
Caplt~ll improvements financed 
T;>- pe of r evenue by various methods, percent 
1910-1919 1920-1929 1930-1938 
General revenues 45 67 25.26 8 98 
Vehicle-user taxes 7 87 20 18 31 81 
Special ass~ ssments 43 97 3158 8 89 
Federal aid oo 1 .22 21 11 
BorrowJ'\~ 2 49 20.91 29 21 
Other revenues 00 O.S5 0 .0 
Total 1-"~mount . 1.217. 173 . 3 1~3. 107 ~3.258.:i42 
of the capital required for highV\'ay improvement, it is essential 
to note how these capital improvements have been financed. 
Story County highway data indicate that only 31.06 percent of 
capital improvements for 1910-1938 \vere financed by vehicle-
user taxes, while 57.39 percent were financed by property im-
posts (general tax revenues and spec1al assessments). Ho\v-
ever, Table 7 shows that the trend has been steadily in the di-
rection of increased financing from vehicle-user taxes and fed-
eral aid. 
Table 8 presents the methods used for financing the improve-
ment in the various systems of Story County highways from 
1913 to 1939. All data in the table r elate to present mileages 
in the various systems and to the financing of these mileages. 
The investment in urban streets excludes that portion of plant 
improvement for which definite data could not be obtained, which 
is estimated at between $70,000 and $80,000. The relatively 
large amount of federal aid on primary urban extensions is the 
result of construction of a large, expensive underpass in 1938 to 
which federal contributions of $396,000 were made. Net bor-
rowing is that portion of bond issues originally f loated which 
T ABLE 8 METHODS OF FI!':ANCING l~\ £ST\.1EXT I~ ROAD AND STREET I MPROVEMENT 
IN STORY COU NTY, 1913-1938 
Capital improvements fmanced 
b' va rious m et hods percent 
Type of revenue Prima ry Prim a ry Other 
rural urbaJ"t urban Secondary Total 
roads s treets s treets ro~ds 
-
General revLnues 8 06 9 08 12.12 60 07 24.79 
Vehicle-user taxes 41 93 19 89 o.o 27 19 26 31 
Spec1al a ss< ssments 0 59 29 23 87 68 8 05 23 83 
Federal aid 10 30 40.30 0 0 1.50 9.41 
Net borrowing 38 29 0 .92 0 20 3 .09 15 28 
Other reve~nes 0 83 0 .58 0 .0 0 .0 0 38 
Total amo~1:1t ~2 . 874 . 020 S982.660 S1.544 ,060 S2,353 ,548 $7 .754,288 
Averag<' per mile 31.722 79,891 13,531 2 ,4J5 6. 549 
. 
• 
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\vere still outstanding at the end of 193 . Retirement of these 
bonds probably \Vill be accomplished either through vehicle-user 
taxe or general taxes, \\:hich thus ultimately bear the burden of 
the capital improvement. 
In compiling Table 8 it \vas assumed that all user revenues 
received by the county vvere used for improYement of secondary 
roads. pecial assessments for secondary roads for the period 
1920-1930 \vere not separated from miscellaneous revenue 
sources in every year; they were estimated for years in vvhich 
they \\<·ere not separated by multiplying the costs of graveling in 
each year by 25 percent, which was the percentage of the cost 
of surfacing charged to property owners on all roads graveled by 
the county after 1919. For the period 1931-1938, recorded re-
ceipts from special assessments were used. Estimates were 
made of contributions by property owners for graveling on town-
ship roads during the years 1925-1929. For the years preceding 
1930, when less than the full number of 16 townships reported, 
the totals were adjusted to a basis of 16 on the assumption that 
construction practices in the 2 to 4 not reporting were sub-
stantially the same as in those reporting. 
User-tax support for secondary mileage recorded in Table 8 for 
the years 1920, 1921, and 1923 includes expenditures by the Iowa 
State Highway Commission on mileage subsequently returned to 
the county road system. Property taxes were assumed to be 
the source of any revenue not raised by indicated methods. 
These revenues were used principally to retire county road and 
bridge debt and to pay engineering costs prior to 1930. Pro-
ceeds of bond issues sold by the county in 1920 and 1921 were as-
signed to the present primary rural, primary urban, and sec-
ondary roads in the ratio of the relative expBnditures by the 
county on these systems in these years. County expenditures 
for structures and right of way on the primary system for 1919-
1923, for which the county was subsequently reimbursed from 
the primary road fund, were treated in Table 8 as having been 
made originally from primary road funds financed by user-tax 
revenues. 
Construction of a highly improv·ed physical plant and its fi-
nancing by a variety of means have been accompanied by the de-
velopment of complex use characteristics. These are pointed 
out for the state as a whole in Appendix A, and since they are 
applicable to Story County, will not be repeated. Certain rele-
vant characteristics of the Story County plant do merit mention, 
however, and these are summarized, for the most part, in Table 
9. This table shows that in 1936 and 1937 the roads and streets 
of the county carried a total annual traffic of about 82,381,000 
vehicles of all classes. Traffic was concentrated on the primary 
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TABLE 9. ESTIMATED VEHICLE-MILES AND TON-MILES TRAVELED ON STORY COUNTY 
RoADS AND STREETS, 1936-1937 
Vehicle-miles Ton-miles Average 
traveled traveled vehicles per Road S:) stem 
Percent mile per day Total 1-'ercent Tota l 
Primary rural 43.627,000 52.96 103.896.000 5648 1,331 
Pnman urban 11.014,000 13 37 24,518,000 13.32 2,455 
Other urban 11,099,000 13 47 21.502.000 1170 266 
County trunk 7,260.000 • 8 81 14 ,945,000 8 12 145 
County local 9.381,000 11 .39 19,076, 000 10 38 30 
Total 
I 
82,381,000 100.00 183,937.000 100.00 4 ,227 
rural and urban roads, with a greater concentration on primary 
roads than was true for the state as a whole. This may be at-
tributed to the character of the main highways in Story County. 
While the data of Table 9 clearly sho\\· the differences in aver-
age intensity of use per mile of the various systems, they do not 
indicate the marked variations in th·e traffic flow over roads 
within each system. These differences were noted for every 
mile of rural road in the county in the Highway Planning Survey 
and ar·e summarized in Table 10. This table shows that for the 
the primary system, traffic clusters about two concentration 
points, one of 350 vehicles a day, the other of about 2,000 to 
2,500 vehicles a day, while ranging all the way from less than 
100 to more than 3,000 vehicles a day. The spread for the county 
trunk system is from 50 to 500 vehicles per day, and for the 
county local system the range is from less than 10 to more than 
100 vehicles daily. 
TABLE 10. R URAL R oAD MILEAGE IN STORY Cot:NTY CLASSIFIED BY TRAFFIC CARRIED 
PER D AY DURING 1936 AND 1937 
Average I Primary rural County trunk County local vehicles roads roads roads 
per day 
I M1les Per~ent M1Ics Percent Miles Percent 
0- 10 0 0 () 0 00 00 183.77 21.52 
10- 25 0 0 00 00 00 287 37 33.65 
25- 50 0 0 0 .0 2 00 146 257 45 30.14 
50- J 00 0.28 o.:n 43 20 31 47 102 11 1195 
100- 200 6 63 7.39 68 32 49 77 23 42 2 74 
200- 300 3 77 4 20 14 17 10 32 0 0 00 
300- 400 16 16 18 00 8 08 5 89 0 0 0 0 
400- 500 I 2 82 111 1 50 1 09 00 0 0 500- 600 5 52 f) 15 00 o.o 00 0 0 600- 700 0 30 0 J 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 .0 0 0 0.0 
700- 800 0 0 0.0 0.0 
SOO- f'OO 3 65 4 {)7 o.o o.o 0.0 00 
900-1000 3 66 l 08 o.o oo 0.0 00 
1 OOu-1250 6 56 7 31 0 0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
1250-1500 5 28 5 88 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
1500-2000 12 05 13 12 0.0 o.o 0.0 00 
2000-3000 11 !:10 13 26 0.0 0.0 00 0 0 
Above 3000 11 19 12.47 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
I 
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T ABLE 11. EXPE TDITUnes F'On AI .. L HIGH w · Y<:: \N ~TREETS 1:--. T JRY Cou ..... TY 
D URING 1938 
Road Type of expenditure Total 
system Constructlon Operating Interest Debt e.xpendJture costs• and finance retirement 
Primary rural ..,218,112t .,.53,533 ... 26,405 ..,42,000 ~340,050 
Primary urban 371,017t 4 .562 0 0 375.579 
County t.runk 0 2 .088t 5,100 19,000 52,18 
County local 91,886t 90, 685t 0 0 182,571 
Other urban 67.257 59,950 3,4 9 5,500 136,196 
'l'otal 748,27~ 236,818 3 :l, 994 66,otJO 1,086,584 
•Operating costs Include maintenance, admimstration, ana municipal street lighting. T he:r 
also include Sl7,571 for costs of administering motor-\'ehlcle laws of the s tate, allocated to 
Story County and to systems within the county. 
t Payments for work completed in 1938. A large expenditure on primary urban e.'X-
tensions was incurred by the construction of an expensive underpass. All engineering, m-
spection, and administration expenditures allocated to or e .. 'Xpended in Story County have been 
allocated to construction and maintenance. 
:t:Includes expenditures of .,.37,-10! by the \V.P.A. in Story C r ty, allocated as tallows : 
County trunl- maintenance, S2, 762 ; county local construction 18,702; and county local 
maintenance S15,910. 
, Includes refunds to municipalities for maintenance, but does no t include state work on 
urban extensions, which could not be separated from other mu mtenance expenditures on the 
primary system. 
H1ghway Costs a nd R evenues for Story County During 1938 
COSTS 
F our definition of highv\ay co t · vvere presented on page 21. 
While the first definition (that costs equal ca h expenditure 
for all purposes) V\as r eJect ed a erroneou , the total expendi-
tures for 193 (Table 11) have certain ignificance although 
construction expenditures on the primary rural and urban sys-
tems during 1938 were too large to be typi~al of the period 
studied. The total expenditures for 193 vvere $1,087,000, which 
compare with an average of $646,000 for 1930-1938, $557,000 
for 1920-1929, and $463 000 for 1910-193 . 
Under the second definition, costs were ubstantially equal to 
the sum of operating costs and debt service, or $338,312 (Table 
11) , although the elem ent of replacement cost entered into the 
1938 construction out lays in the county to the extent of perhap 
$10,000. 
Under the cost definition of the Highway Research Board, 
which is believed the most satisfactory as an expression of the 
economic costs involved in the co1nmitment of resources to high-
ways, ii was necessary to determine depreciation and inte1 est 
costs. These are listed in Table 13. While the ma jor technique 
involved in constructing these costs a lready have been explained 
(page 40) and the details of the derivation of the valuations of 
each system shown in Table 12 a re presented in Appendices C, 
D, E, F, and G, brief comn1ent at this point on the data shovvn 
in Tables 12 and 13 seems desirable. 
• 
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Interest costs are based both on depreciated replacement cost 
and on depreciated original cost wherever possible, but the com-
plete cost figures are based on repl3.cement-cost valuations. The 
valuation bases used for cost computat ions include only right of 
way \Vhich has been purchased during the period studied (which 
means, for all practical purposes, all right of way which has 
been purchased). 
Maintenance costs are based on a 1935-1938 average to better 
reflect the typical annual outlays expected for this purpose. 
Costs associated with vehicle registration and the IoVva Highway 
Patrol (both costs of the Motor-Vehicle Department) were allo-
cated to Story County on the basis of relative registrat ion; costs 
of collection of the gasoline tax were allocated to tory County 
on the basis of relative ton-miles of travel; and costs of admin-
istering motor-carrier laws were allocated on the basis of rela-
tive truck registration. Amounts thus allocated to Story Coun-
ty were allocated to the various systems on the basis of relative 
travel. 
Expenditures by the W.P.A., averaging $31,967 for 1935-1938, 
were assigned 50 percent to secondary road construction and 50 
percent to secondary road maintenance, on advice of the county 
engineer. They were included in the economic costs at only 30 
T ABLE 12. V ALU ATION OF STORY COU NTY HIGHWA) S EXISTING IN 1938 
( 000 0 MITTEO) 
ou y oun y Urba n Valuation base rural urban tru nk local roads 
roads roads roads roads 
Primary Primary C nt C t 
-
Origina l cost of 1913-1938 capita l 
All 
roads 
investment S2,874 998 . 851 :)1,504 $1, 598. $7,825 
Original cos t of present useful 
investment 2 ,577 961. 702 t 1,492. t 
Replacement cost of present useful 
investment, bas is I t 2, 314 932 .. 551 1,450 1,452~ 6,699§ 
Replacement cos t of pres ent useful 
investment, basts II· 2,372 996 640 1,962 2,486 8 ,456 
Deprecia ted ortgmal cos t of 
present investment 2 ,196 791 593 t 1.064 t 
Depr eciated replacement cos t, 
1,201 bas ts U 1 960 759 456 1.o:n 5,407 
Depreciated replacement cos t, 
basis II · 2,018 823 540 1 , 713 Z,065 7 ,159 
' 
Excludes certain milea ge whose valua tton is included under r eplacem ent cos t , but for 
which origmal cost ts not a vallalJie 
TNot available 
%Includes only right of way actually purch ased 
f includes $6,000 which is the es timated replacement cos t of 3 78 miles of gra veled pri-
mary urban extensions and should be excluded when r eplacem ent cos t is compa red with 
origmal cost. 
~Includes $86,000 which fs the es timated replacement cost of 69.30 miles of graveled or 
cindered roads within urba n localities and should be excluded when replacement cos t is com-
pared with original cos t 
§Includc.s S92,000 v.hich is the estima ted replacemen t cos t of grav eled or cindered roads 
and should be excluded when r eplacement cos t I S compared wtth original cost 
Includes a ll right of way, which is valued on the basis of es timated value of a djoining 
propert} 
• 
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percent of actual expenditure , ho~:ever, vvhich '\\·as the percent-
age of efficiency represented by such \\-~ork in the opinion of the 
engineer. 
\Vhere engineering judgment dictated that part of the hi -
torical inve. tment till physically present \\as no longer perforn1-
ing any useful service, uch portion of the inYe tment "·a not 
included in the' aluation. The major in,~e ·tment elen1ent of this 
type \Va& the large expenditure for tiling in 1919-1925; only 50 
percent of the pre. ent depreciated value of thi. investment ele-
ment \vas included. 
By applying· the n1ethods outlined above and using the depre-
ciated replacement cost ( 5,407,000) of the present investn1ent, 
including only right of \\ ay purcha ed, total annual co t of 
$458,098 (\vith interest rate of 2.25 percent) or $498,651 (\vith 
interest rate of 3 percent) V\ ere obtained (Table 13). \\' hile 
the e figures are correct if the depreciation rates and interest 
rate used are accurate, substantially higher figures for annual 
costs would have resulted if techniques of previous high,Yay-cost 
&tudies had been applied to the basic tory County data. The 
annual co ts obtained in this study are lo\\ er because of everal 
factors: (1) Valuation on the basis of replacen1ent cost rather 
than historical cost, (2) use of depreciation rates based on gen-
erally longer service lives, (3) use of higher alvage values, and 
TABLE 13. STOR\ C OL .l'.TY HIGHW'A Y AN D STREET COSTS FOR 1938 
- I Costs of road or s treet sys tem Total 
Cost elem ent Pnma ry Pnmary County County Other costs 
rural urban trunk local urban 
- - -
Deprecia tion 44 570 16. 72'3 "'13.800 '14.857 30,158 $120.108 
Maintena nce and admlnts tra t ion 29 788 1.325 23,655 87.755 53.229"' 198,752 
Administra tion of motor -vehtcle la \\ s 9 924 2,3·10 1,427 1.824 2,056 17 571 
Costs, bas is It 84,282 23.388 38.882 104,436 85,443 336,431 
Interest a t 2.25 % 1·t 097 17.083 10.256 27,025 23.206 121.667 
Interes t a t 3 % 58.796 22,777 13, 675 36,030 30,942 162,585 
Costs, bas is II-At ( 2 25t>o ) 128.~79 40,471 49,138 131.461 108,649 458.098 
Costs , basts II-B:t: (3rc) 143,078 46,165 52,557 140,466 116,385 498.651 
Tax equivalents 29,02~ 20,34.1 6, 75:S 17,787 27,630 101,536 
Costs , basis III-All (2.250o) 157,404 60.812 55.891 149,248 136,279 559. 634 
Costs. bas ts III-B fi (3 <( ) 172, 103 66, :'>06 59,310 158,253 144,015 600,187 
Costs, basis II-A on origina l cos t 138 ,402 41,9H 58,891 p 112.389 1 p 
-
·Includes $1,980 for count~ expend1tures on secondary road extensions within urban 
limits and $16,351 f ot s treet lighting All data a re based on a 1935-1938 fiscal-year average. 
' Basis I includes only the economic costs necessar~ to insure that present users or 
beneflcta rlcs pass on equally good faciliti es to future users. 
; Basis II includes full costs a s previous ly defmed in the text . 
~Basis III includes tax equiva l('nts for ta.xes foregone because highway property 1s pub-
licly owned. These sums a re presented s olely to indica te the r ela tive importance of ta~ 
equivalents. 
pNot ava ilable. 
• 
• 
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TABLE 14. SER\'1CE LIVES, SALVAGE VALUES, AND I NTEREST RATES USED IN VARIOUS 
HIGHWAY CosT STUDlES 
Federal I Illinois I Missouri I Breed I This study 
___ ..,;...._ _ _ 
Property element 
SERVICE LivES FOR STATE HIGH\VA YS, YEARS 
Concrete pavement 24 (1921-1932) 24 
26 (1933-1937) 
28 20 30 to 40 
Bridges and culverts 50 (1921-1932) 24 to 40 45 30 60 
55 (1933-1937) 
Excavation 65 (1921-1932) 24 to 48 45 50 100 
75 (1933-1937) 
SALVAGE VALUES FOR STATE HIGHWAYS, PERCENT OF ORIGI~AL VALUE 
Concrete pavement 20 20 to 25 
Bridges and culverts 
Excavation 10 50 
INTEREST RATE, PERCENT 
All 4 25 or 4 50 4 00 4 00 4.25 2 25or3 00 
•The complete citations for the studtes compared ln this table are listed in footnote 1, 
page 8 
( 4) use of a lower interest rate. Replacement-cost valuation, 
of course, was used largely because historical data on financing 
certain portions of the highway plant were not available. For 
the four road systems for which both historical and r·eplacement 
costs were available (all except the county local system and un-
important segments of the urban street system), annual costs 
were 7.6 percent lower when based on replacement costs rather 
than on historical costs. This was caused by falling unit costs 
resulting from technical improvements and a decline in the gen-
eral price level between 1920 and 1938. The use of replacement 
costs results in current depreciation charges which more accu-
rately reflect the annual charges necessary to transfer equally 
good facilities to future generations than do charges based on 
historical costs. Th·e use of historical costs does have practical 
advantages, however, where complete data are available. 
Contrasts between depreciation rates, salvage values, and in-
terest rates in some of the more important previous studies and 
in this study are shown in Table 14. Table 15 indicates the con-
trasting treatments of right-of-way values and tax charges. 
While sharp contrasts do exist, the choices for the current study 
can be defended. The service lives and salvage estimates used 
are presumed to be applicable to a local situation and need not 
agree with other studies conducted for other states or for the 
• 
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nation. The e e timate are ba ed on the judg1nent of an engi-
neer, Robley \Vinfrey, re earch a sociate professor of the tation 
taff, \\ ho ha pecialized in thi pa1ticular problen1 in studies 
conducted for the Public Roads Administration and for the ta-
tion. Explanation of the 1ntere t rate, right-of-\vay treatn1ent. 
and tax-charge n1ethocl u eel in this tudy ha been n1ade earlier 
in th1 discus Ion. 
T ABLr: 15. TRI-:A'TM I~.11'T OF CosT~ Of-' RIGHT o F \VAY A ... · n TAXES ~~ VARICt:~ 
HIGHWAY Cos ST ·orEs 
St d • u y 
Procedur e 
Federal I llinois Missouri Breed This s t udy 
A ll right of way included 'o ~0 Y es No No 
Only right of way purchased 
included Yes Alternate No Yes Yes 
Tax charge included No Yes Yes Yes No 
• T he comple te citations for the studks compa red in t his table a re list ed in footnote l, 
page 8. 
The sharp contra. t~ pre. ented in Tables 14 and 15 reflect a 
fundamental \\ eakne s of any high\\ ay cost analy is, na1nely, 
that in1portant decisions \vhich affect the results obtained n1ust 
be n1ade on the basis of judgn1ent rather than on the ba is of 
either empirical in\ estigation or a set of deductiYe premises 
"'- hich cannot be questioned. Road-life studies, for exan1ple, are 
as yet so meager that depreciation rates u ed n1ust be largely 
based on estimates. o long as this is true it cannot be contend-
ed seriously that any study ~ill give the only correct ans,ver. It 
can only be asserted that the answer obtained \vill be closer to 
accuracy than if depreciation as a cost were completely ignored. 
Although each highway system presents its own special prob-
lems, the primary rural road system may be used to illustrate 
the techniques of determining annual costs. ' Firs t, an investiga-
tion of the original investment cost on present mileage for 1913-
1938 was made. A study of county record vvas n1ade to sepa-
rate county investment in present primary rural roads from in-
vestment in other roads. County inYestment in present pri-
mary mileage vvas found to arise in three \Vays : (1) Investment 
during 1913-1919 in those county roads subsequently absorbed 
into the primary systen1, (2) investn1ent during 1919-1929 in 
county mileage added to the prilnary system after it V\ras estab-
lished, and (3) investment during 1919-1923 in the construction 
of certain bridges and culverts and in the acquisition of right of 
way on primary mileage for which the county was subsequently 
a 1 Som e explanat ion of the prob lems associ a t ed '''ith the determination o f a nnual cos t ~ for 
each system is g iven in Appendices C. D . E . F . and G 
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refunded. The county investment for 1913-1938 in present pri-
mary mileage was $347,000 of the $2,874,000 gross investment. 
Thus, the bulk of the investment has been made by the state. 
Complete information on the state investment was obtained 
from the studies of the Road Life Survey of the Statewide 
Highway Planning urvey, where data on primary road invest-
ment for the entire state were assembled. Gross investment in 
the primary system by year, by type of investment, and by 
stretch of road thus was obtained. The summary data on in-
vestment by construction elements are as follows: Concrete sur-
facing, $1,365,000; excavation, $376,000; bridges and culverts, 
$365,000; gravel surfacing, $242,000; engineering, $183,000; til-
ing and drainage, $162,000; right of way, $125,000; betterments 
under maintenance, $15,000; miscellaneous construction, $15,000; 
roadside improvement, $14,000; and signs and appurtenances, 
$12,000. 
It was necessary to make certain adjustments in the original 
investm·ent cost to obtain the original cost of the present used 
and useful investment in the system. Deductions were made for 
retirements arising primarily from the paving of mileage pre-
viously graveled and from the replacement of structures. Por-
tions of the physical plant still in use but rendering no useful 
service also were deducted. The latter deduction was necessary 
primarily because the large investment in tiling in 1919-1925 is 
not considered necessary under present practices of road con-
struction. These adjustments 1,educed the investment figure 
from $2,87 4,000 to $2,577,000. 
To obtain replacement costs it was then necessary to bring the 
original cost of the present investment to 1938 with the aid of 
construction-cost indices (Appendix B). When this was done an 
undepreciated investment value of $2,314,394 was obtained. The 
service life and salvage estimates were then applied to each 
component of the highway investment and a depreciated value 
of $1,959,854 was obtained. Annual depreciation also was deter-
mined for each of the highway elements. The original cost of 
the present used and useful investment, replacement cost, depre-
ciated replacement cost, and annual depreciation thus obtained 
for each of the investment components are given in Table 16. 
In compiling the engineering costs listed in Table 16 it was 
necessary to determine how engineering costs chargeable to 
construction for the state should be charged to Story Connty. 
The state ratio of engineering costs to construction costs for 
each year was applied to Story County investment for that year. 
It also was necessary to determine what portion of the total 
investment, excluding engineering, was subject to depreciation. 
This was found to be 74.5 percent, and this percentage of engi-
' 
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T ABLE 16. INVEST.ME.L "T AND DEPRECIATION DATA o.N V Antf"'US CoMPONENTS oF THE 
STORY Cou "T Y PRIMARY R uRAL RoAD S' ~TEM 
Original cost Depreciated 
Investment element or present Replacement replacement Annual 
Investment cost cost depreciation 
Concrete surfacing 1,365,000 1,211,000 997,242 -~9.396 
Excavation 390,ooo• 320,000 305,463 1,600 
Bridges and culverts 319,000 385,000 304,822 6,428 
Gravel surfacing •11 ,000 26,000 26,32~ 1. 756 
Engineering 170,000 158,000 138,499 3,046 
Tiling and drainage lOl,OOOt 84,000 73,025 838 
Right of way 125,000 87,000 87,2~5 0 
Miscellaneous 36,000f 43,000 27,256 1,506 
Total 2,577,000 2,314,000 1,959,854 44,570 
•Includes clearing, grubbing, and roadside development. 
tExcludes one half of the tiling and drainage investment for 1919-1925, or S61,300. 
t includes betterments under maintenance, signs and appurtenances, and other miscella-
neous costs. 
neering costs was depreciated at 2.585 percent annually, which 
was the average rate. 
The depreciated replacement cost was multiplied by 2.25 per-
cent to obtain an annual interest cost of $44,097. 
The average millage property tax rate for rural areas in 
Story County in 1938 was 22.81. Recent research indicates that 
the ratio of assessed to true value in rural areas in Io\va is about 
65 percent, ~ so for each dollar of assessed value, there is about 
$1.54 of market value. Thus, there was a tax rate of about 14.81 
mills per dollar of market value. On this basis, the tax equiva-
lent for the primary rural system was 1.481 percent of $1,959,-
854 (the depreciated replacement cost), or $29 025. 
It was a relatively simple matter to obtain cash outlays for 
the existing plant. Maintenance and administration costs for 
Story County mileage were determined for the period 1933-1937 
from published reports of the Iowa State Highway Comn1ission, 
and an average was taken to eliminate wide variations. The 
overhead administration costs of the commission chargeable to 
Story County maintenance and administration were obtained by 
(1) summing the costs of the various divisions of the commis-
sion which were charged to maintenance by the commission it-
self, and (2) allocating Story County its share on the basis of 
its primary road maintenance costs relative to those for the 
state as a whole. The 1935-1938 average maintenance and ad-
ministration cost was $29,788. In addition, the Story County 
primary rural system was charg.ed with $9,924, its share of the 
annual costs of administering state motor-vehicle laws. It was 
in such a manner that annual costs for depreciation, interest, 
maintenance, administration of construction, and administration 
uMurray, William G. Corporate Land, Foreclosures, Mortgage Debt, and Land Values 
In Iowa, 1939 p 328 Research Bulletin 266, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Statton, Ames, 
Iowa 1939 
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of motor-vehicle and carrier laws were determined for the pri-
mary rural road system of Story County. The costs are as-
sembled and totaled in Table 13. 
REVENUES 
A second step in the fundamental comparison of highway 
costs and revenues is the determination of the annual revenues 
available to meet annual costs. For this purpose it is necessary 
to divide highway receipts into two categories those available 
only for capital improvements which are not currently charge-
able as costs of the existing plant and those currently available 
to cover costs of the existing plant. In the first category are 
federal aid, J 3 special assessments, and bond issues. In the sec-
ond category are highway-user taxes, which are earned through 
vehicle use of the existing plant; general taxes from current 
levies, such as the property millage levies for highways; and 
funds currently accruing for highway purposes because of net 
transfers of funds, utilization of balances, and miscellaneous im-
posts. In a cost-revenue comparison, only the second category of 
33During recent years a rising percentage of federal aid has been expended for stage 
constructton, where improvement of a. road, previously improved to some degree, to a 
higher stage necessarily involves replacement as well as additional capital mvestment. A 
good illustration is the replacement of a gravel surface '\\-lth a concrete surface 
TABLE 17. FINANCING OF HIGHWAY AND STREET ExPENDITURES IN STORY COUNTY 
DURING 1938 
Highway or street system 
Revenue Primary Primary 
1 
Other Secondary All 
rural urban urban rural roads 
Vehicle-user taxes $237,850 $54,487 $2,056• $73,666 $368,059 
Property taxes 0 0 9,102 1 118.830. 127,982 
Other general revenues 0 25,0001 60,769 0 85,769 
Federal funds· 
Federal a1d 102,200 296,092 0 0 398,292 
W PA. 0 0 0 37,404 37,404 
Total 102,200 296.092 0 37,404 435.696 
Special assessments 0 0 7,219~ 6,732 13,951 
Spec1al-assec:;smeu t bonds 0 0 57,000 0 57,000 
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 1,250 1,250 
Total 340,050 375,579 136,196 237,882§ 1,089, 707 
•Prorata share of user revenues used to enforce laws relating to motor vehtcles anc1 
motor carriers which was assigned to Story County and in turn to urban streets, as wen 
as to other systems within the county. 
t Th1s figure is incomplete since it was not possible to determine accurately how large 
a portion of urban expenditures was financed by property-tax revenues, and how large a 
portion by general revenues from other sources 
:Uncludes S24, 100 levied by the county for debt service on county road and bridge bonds 
'"Contributed by the City of Ames from general funds toward meeting the cost of the 
underpass on Highway 69 
~Represents amounts current!} paid by property owners for debt service on special-assess-
ment bonds previously issued. 
§The total for secondary roads ts $3,123 in excess of the expenditures indicated in Table 
11 because revenues and expenditures 1n the financial statement of Story County do not exact-
ly coincide in time with the county <'ngineer's records of construction and maintenance work 
completed and paid for 
.. 
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highzvay receipt is included) ince rreceipts frorn the first cate-
gory obviously have nothing to do uith the adequacy of current 
ta~r..· st ructuT€ s to cover hig hu ay costs. 
Table 17 shov~ s ho\\ total expenditures of $1,087,000 in Story 
County in 193 \\ere financed. ' \ 'ehicle-user taxes in that year 
provided 63.3 percent of the 5 1. 10 raised fron1 current taxe~ 
or general revenue . 
In the basic revenue-cost compari on it \\a nece ary to deter-
mine the amount of Yehicle-u er taxes collected by the state 
which could logically be assigned to tory County and to systems 
within the county. For the n1o t part, user-tax revenues \\·ere 
assigned in the ratio of the Yolume of traffic, in Yehicle-miles or 
ton-miles, carried by the roads and streets of tory County rela-
tiv·e to that of the state as a whole, rather than through legal 
allocations of user-tax revenues. Becau e the primary rural 
roads, and to some extent the county trunk roads, in Story 
County carry more traffic per mile than the average for the 
state, revenues ~ere allocated to the county, not only on the 
basis of actual traffic, but also on the basis of the traffic 
which each system would have carried if its traffic had been 
equal to that of the state average on roads of similar surface 
types. This was done to permit revenue-cost comparisons \vhich 
would be more representative of state conditions than otherwise 
would have been possible. Iowa vehicle-user revenues collected 
in 1938 and assigned to Story County are given in Table 18. 
To obtain a complete revenue picture by sy terns for the 
3 <eTable 11 shows an allocation of this total e.-..:penditure by purpose and system. 
TABLE 18 ALLOCATION 01< THE VEHICLE-USER RE\ ENUES DISTRIBt;TED IN lOW i\ IN 
1938 TO STORY COUNTY HIGHWAY S 
- -
-
-Funds allocated 
Net funds to Story County 
Revenue distributed Based on Based on 
in Io\va• actual average 
traffic traffic 
Motor-vehicle fees .. 11.805.000 193. 130t $139,417 
Motor-fuel taxes 13,209,000 219,005t 152,206 
Motor carrier taxes 173,000 14.351U 5,298 
Truck permit fees 61,000 844~ 8·14 
Total 25,551,000 ·127.330 297,765 
•From data issued by the Public Roads Administration. The net funds distributed dif-
fered from the net total receipts only when there were adjustments necessttated by 
previously undistributed funds. 
tBased on the ratio of vehtcle-miles traveled in Story County to the total vehicle-mtles 
traveled in Iowa (1.636 percent) 
+Based on the ratio of ton-miles traveled in Story County to the total ton-miles traveled 
In Iowa (1 658 percent) 
UBased on the ratio of ton-miles traveled in Story County by common carriers subject to 
the tax to the total ton-miles traveled by them tn I owa 
~Based on the relahve truck registration of Story County in compa rison with that ot 
I owa 
• 
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TABLE 19. TOTAL RE\ENGES A\AILABLE' TO MEET A~NUAL COSTS OF STOR\ COUNTY 
H!GHWA '\ R AND STREETS Dt.:RING 1938 
Road 
S)stem 
Primary rural 
Primary urban 
Other urban 
County trunk 
County local 
Total 
User rev enues 
Basis I • B asis li t 
. 238.423 
57,308 
51,752 
35,020 
44 8Z7 
427,330 
130.173 
25.981 
65.999 
29,556 
46,053 
297,765 
-
-
General 
Property 
imposts~ 
0 
0 
:>16,371 
·17, 003' 
71,827 
135,201 
revenues Total revenues Annual Other 
Basis Il t costs revenues Basis r• 
0 $238,423 $1~0.173 IS128,379 0 57,308 25,984 
·10,471 
.: .'12, 568 120.691 134,938 108,649 299 82,32Z 76.858 
·19,138 1,809 118,463 119,689 131,-161 
54,676 617,207 487.642 458,098 
•user revenues allocated to Story County on the basis of actual traffic. 
·User revenues allocated to Story County on the bas1s of average traffic. 
Special assessments and general revenues devoted specifically to capital improvements are excluded. 
~County levies of S24,100 for debt service are included. 
county it was necessary to distribute the vehicle-user revenues 
to the systems and to add the general revenues available for 
each system. This is presented in Table 19. If revenue esti-
mates are based on actual traffic, vehicle users contributed 69.2 
percent of the current revenues available to cover current costs, 
and if revenue estimates are based on average traffic, vehicle 
users contributed 61.1 percent. 
COMPARISON OF COSTS AND REVENUES 
With the estimates of annual costs and revenues it vvas pos-
sible to determine whether current revenues are sufficient to 
cover current costs, without regard to the relative share of the 
total costs which should be borne by various groups in the com-
munity. The data of Table 19 indicate that user revenues from 
vehicles using Story County roads and streets, allotted on th·e 
basis of actual traffic, plus revenues derived from current im-
posts on property owners and others within the county were 
more than sufficient to meet current annual costs. Thus, cur-
rent beneficiaries of roads and streets within Story County were 
not only paying sums sufficient to continue facilities equal to 
those which they had received, but were providing additional 
sums which make possible net capital additions to the physical 
plant. This was true, moreover, for every system comprising 
the highway plant. For county local roads, where economic 
costs somewhat exceeded allocated revenues, the cost figure in-
cluded an interest charge of $27,025; since no debt was outstand-
ing on the system, current revenues were sufficient to make ad-ditions possible. 
This conclusion, of course, is not based on existing legal allo-
cations of vehicle-user iaxes. Under existing Jaws, the second-
ary roads of the county received $73,666 in 1938; on the basis 
of actual traffic, the revenue allocation was $79,847. Urban 
I 
J 
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streets, exclusi\ e of primary extension , recei\·ed nothing. All 
vehicle-user revenues not a llocated to secondary roads in Iowa 
go to primary roads and urban extensions of primary roads. 
When user revenues were a llotted on the basis of average 
traffic figures, total revenues \\ere still in excess of annual costs 
for the entire plant, although not for every ystem \Vithin the 
plant. Even for the various ~ysten1s, ho\vever, revenues \Vere 
more than sufficient to cover the costs necessarv to maintain 
.. 
the capital investment and to pass on facilities which are equal 
to those existing at present. This is shov~ n by a comparison of 
the costs on basis I presented in Table 13 for each system with 
the revenues for the system sho\\'n in Table 19. 
This revenue-cost relationship, of course~ is for the one year 
studied (1938). The relationship \vhich \vill exist in the future 
cannot be predicted, although it is reasonable to suppo:;e that 
both revenues and costs will increase. Costs will increase be-
cause a considerable portion of the primary and county trunk 
roads and the more important portion of the city streets proba-
bly will require replacement by a construction n1ore costly than 
that now used. Increased traffic and construction to higher 
standards in width of roadway, sight distance, and roadside 
service will result in much greater expenditures than were made 
for the original faci lities . Some completely new roads and 
streets may be built, although cost increases from this source 
are likely to be unimportant in Story County. Revenues have 
continued to increase with an expansion in truck ownership and 
in average travel by a ll vehicle classes. Income from Io\va mo-
tor-vehicle imposts in 1939, for example, totaled $27,245,000 as 
compared with $25,567,000 in 1938 and $23,477,000 in 1936. 
Allocation of Highway Costs Among Groups of B eneficiaries 
Even if there is no inadequacy in existing highway-tax struc-
tUl'eS for the highway unit studied, the tax burden may be in-
equitably distributed among groups of beneficiaries. Whether 
vehicle users and vehicle-user classes are paying their fair share 
of highway costs for any given political unit is highly controver-
sial. The current alternative theories of highway finance pre-
viously discussed are essential to an understanding of this con-
troversy. 
Despite analytical difficulties, the possibility of actually arriv-
ing at some quantitative, scient ific apportionment of highway 
costs among various groups of beneficiaries has greatly intrigued 
public and private groups interested in highway taxation prob-
lems. At least eight studies have been made since 1935, chiefly 
in an endeavor to determine whether vehicle users are meeting 
their share of annual highway costs. Each study has been con-
• 
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ducted by or for (1) the Federal Coordinator of Transportation, 
(2) the Association of American Railroads, (3) the National 
Highway Users Conference and its state affiliates, or ( 4) one of 
the state highvvay departments. These studies haYe been r~­
ferred to on pages 8, 55, and 56. 
Since there have been many charges thai special-interest mo-
tives and lack of highway training and experience have affected 
the conclusions reached by those who made the studies, a brief 
statement of the charges and some pertinent information about 
each group seem advisable. The sincerity of the experts em-
ployed by each group is not questioned here; neither is it guar-
anteed that the experts employed by some of the groups may 
not have been unconsciously influenced by what they knew their 
employers wanted. 
The two groups most criticized as special-interest groups are 
the Association of American Railroads and the Highway Users 
Conference. (The latter is financed mainly by the large cor-
porations manufacturing and selling motor vehicles, road equip-
ment, and road materials.) The cost studies published by the 
railroads have uniformly indicated that present commercial-mo-
tor-vehicle highway-use charges are too low; the cost studies 
published by the highway-users group have uniformly indicated 
that pres·ent motor-vehicle highway-use charges are either ade-
quate or excessive. 
The illinois and Missouri Highway Department studies \vere 
made by the respective highway commission staffs of the two 
states. Groups of commercial trucking corporations had sued in 
the federal courts for injunctions in each state against the col-
lection of existing truck highway-use charges. The highway 
commission staffs therefore made the cost studies to determine 
the veracity of the truckers' allegations. In both states, the 
truckers were overruled after the cost studies had been exam-
ined by the courts. 
The study by the Federal Coordinator of Transportation was 
made by staff experts whose sincerity is not questioned, but 
whose highway training and experience may not .equal those of 
the engineers of the state highway commission staffs. Like all 
the other studies, that of the Federal Coordinator was not neces-
sarily based on adequate and reliable data. 
The solutions propounded by seven of these studies are given 
in Table 20. The main highway-user group cost study is not in-
cluded in this table because it developed no independent cost al-
locations but simply applied formulas of previous studies to cost 
data dev·eloped in the study. An examination of the studies 
shows that while each discusses the different classes of benefits 
conferred by each highway or street system, the final solutions 
• 
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T.A.BLE 20. ANNUAL HIGHWAY CosT To BE CHARGED To ~10TOR VEHICLES 1 .. • VARIOus 
STUDIES 
Annual cost charged to motor vehicles, percent 
Type of road • Federal• Ennist Ouncant Breed Missounp Illinois~ Oregon•• 
... 
Main trunk road 83 5 82 90.4 90 90 85.6 
Intermediate road 31 85 82 90.4 66 60 10.9 
Land-service road 3·l 85, 82 90.4 66 60 10.9 
City street 30 51 25 47.3 50 50 18.5 
•Federal Coordinator of Transportation. Public Aids to .Motor -Vehicle Transportation. 
p . 159. U.S. Government Printing Office, \Vashington, D.C. 1940. 
tEnnis, \Villfam D . Motor- Vehicle Taxa tion in New Jersey. p. 35. Associated Rail-
roads ot New J ers( , Hoboken, N .J . 1935. 
tDuncan, C S Highway Competition. p. 6. 1935. (Original not seen.) Repo:u 1 r. 
DiUman, G. C., J >l' 1 S. \Vorley, D. Philip Locklin, and G. Lloyd \Vilson. Highway Costs 
and Motor-Vehicle Taxation. Illinois Higt wav Users Conference, Chicago, Ill . 1939. 
~Breed, C. B., Clifford Older, and \V S Downs. Highway Costs. p. 9. Association of 
American Railroads, \Vashfngton, D C 1939 
"Missouri Highway D epartment. Study of Missouri Highway and Street Costs. p . 20-21. 
Missouri Highway Depa rtment, Columbia, Mo 1937. 
§Glover V L . A Study of High'' 1~ Costs and ~:rotor-Vehicle Ta"\'l.tion in Ilhnois. 
p . 11-13. Ilhnois Division of Highways Springfield, Ill 1938 
• •Oregon State Highway Department. An Anah sts of the Highwa~ Tax Structure in 
Oregon. p. 112-113. T l'chnical Bulletin 10, Oregon State Highway Department P ortland, 
Ore. 1938. 
were based on one or more of the follo'V'ting plan of cost alloca-
tion. 
1. Differentiation betV\een general-use and local-use road fac-
tors by either ( 1) charging the costs of general-u e r oads 
against vehicle user and the costs of local-u e road against gen-
eral taxpayers, or (2) analyzing the extent to which each sys-
tem is of general-use or local-use character and determining cost 
a llocations in that ratio. 
2. Estimation of what the annual road and street costs would 
have been if motor vehicles had not developed, charging such 
costs to general taxpayers and the remainder of present costs to 
vehicle users. Two general methods have been proposed to ar-
rive at the desired estimate : (1) Computing the complete cost 
of constructing and of maintaining a system of high,vays and 
streets adequate to serve traffic of the premotor-vehicle type, 
and of a mileage substantially equal to that of the present high-
way system, or (2) detern1ining the per-mile costs or the per-
capita expenditures of the period 1905-1913, before the rising 
demands of vehicle users for high way improvements \vere recog--
nized in highway programs, finding the ratio of these per-capita 
costs or expenditures to real per-capita costs or expenditures in 
recent years, ~ and applying the resulting percentage to present 
annual costs. 
All these methods for co1npuiing cost allocations have weak-
36Real per-capita cos ts or exp(•nd1lurcs are those "h1ch have been adjusted by a cost 
index for changes in costs of construction and maintenance over the penod in order to de-
termine cost s tha t may be used for fa1r comparisons 
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nesses. Differentiation between general-use and local-use roads 
necessitates defining general or local use. A strictly general-use 
road may be defined as either a road on which all traffic passing 
over a given mile originated outside the township or county in 
wl'}ich the mile is located, or a road on which all traffic passing 
over a given mile originated on some other mile. Under either 
definition relatively few miles \vould qualify as either strictly 
general-use or strictly local-use roads. Origin and destination 
studies in Iowa (Appendix A) show that even on primary state 
' highways, 24.59 percent of the trips were of an intracounty char-
acter, and that on the county local system, 23.24 percent of the 
trips were of an intercounty character. Road-use studies (Ap-
pendix A) also show that 44.76 percent of the travel on the coun-
ty local roads originated with vehicle users living on other roads. 
Even on the primary system a small percentage (2.80 percent) 
of the travel originated on the system. Studies in many other 
states show comparable road-use characteristics. It appears, in 
fact, that only where land-access roads and streets serve prac-
tically no one but residents adjoining them does the distinction 
hetween strictly general-use and local-use roads have sound 
basis. (The basis of support of genuine local-use roads would 
logically be special-benefit levies supplemented by a measure of 
general taxation within the area concerned.) 
It is alleged, however, that even if almost no mileage is of 
strictly general or local use, analysis of the extent to which each 
type of use predominates on a given mile or system may be help-
ful in solving cost-allocation problems. Thus, the fact that only 
2.80 percent of the vehicle-miles traveled on Iowa primary rural 
roads originates on that system may be cited as evidence that 
vehicle users should support the primary system, and the fact 
that 74.01 percent of the traffic on county local roads originates 
within the county, and that 55.24 percent originates on the coun-
ty local system itself may be cited as evidence that vehicle-user 
support for county local roads should be limited. However, even 
on local-use roads access under present conditions is through 
motor-vehicle use, and some portion of vehicle-user revenues 
earned must be regarded as arising from such mileage. Such 
evidence is indeed admissible in determining cost allocations, but 
it is not especially h·elpful in determining- how the share of costs 
not charged to vehicle users is to be divided between specially 
benefited property owners and g·eneral taxpayers. 
Allocation of costs on the basis of what cost s vvould have been 
if the motor vehicle had not developed also has many weakness·es. 
It is impossible to determine what our highway and street plant 
would be like today if the motor-vehicle era had never developed. 
It is possible that, with rising standards of living proceeding 
from other sources than development of the automobile industry, 
• 
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considerably n1ore n1igh t have been spent for high \vays in the 
last 30 year. than \va . pent in the period 1905-1915, but even 
if this \\'Ould have been true the amount cannot be ascertained. 
Even if real per-capita expenditures or per-mile costs had re-
mained the san1e \\ ith the coming of the motor vehicle, it is fal-
laciou. to assume that none of the co ·ts of unimproved road 
might equitably be charged to motor traffic today. The benefits 
of ba ic road obtained through horse-dra\vn traffic 40 year ago 
are DO\\' obtained through motor-\ ehicle use. Even if the qual-
ity of the road .. had not changed, proponent. of motor-\·ehicle 
taxation could . till argue for a measure of uch taxation. 
The chief merit in this second ma.)or rnethod of cost allocation 
is its suggestion of a possible cost-allocation method \vhich pro-
ceeds by trying to define a degree of improvement in the roads 
and streets that may be regarded as sufficient to provide basic 
community and property-access benefits under present conditions 
of motor-vehicle transportation. This n1ethod of co t allocation 
will be examined later. 
Aside from the detailed \Veaknesses in the methods JUSt ex-
amined, the fundamental weakness 1n the co t ratios based upon 
them is in the assumption that there can be any scientific or ab-
solute cost allocation among groups of beneficiaries. uch an 
allocation is impossible because highway benefits to traffic, prop-
erty owners, and society are so intermingled that it i analyti-
cally impossible to indicate where one type of benefit stop and 
another begins. Furthermore, the actual allocation is constant-
ly being revised in the political sphere as prevailing notions of 
tax justice change, or as a special-intere t group succeeds in 
making an important impact on the thinking of legi lators in the 
field of highway taxation. 
It seems much more desirable to recognize at the outset that 
it is possible to analyze the problem of cost allocation from two 
angles. When it is assumed that continuing social benefits from 
highways are so great that these benefits should be emphasized 
and special benefits minimized, it appears that the major high-
way-tax load should be placed on the shoulders of general tax-
payers. On the other hand, when it is assumed that the billions 
of dollars spent on improved roads and streets in the past two 
decades have been expended primarily for and at the insis tence 
of specially benefited groups, the social benefits are minimized 
and the major highway-tax load falls on the shoulders of vehicle 
users. The latter point of view emphasizes tangible economic 
benefits to traffic wherever possible and thus provides rather 
definite tests for determining how much should be spent for 
highways and giv·es a measure of assurance that those imme-
diately benefiting in an economic sense will pay for those bene-
fits. 
• 
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When the alternative point of view is adopted, there seems to 
be the possibility that the whole problem of a rational expendi-
ture program and highway-tax program will be dismissed with 
the easy statement that highways justify taxation because they 
confer great, intangible social benefits. Yet the actual impact 
of social objectives in stimulating highway expenditur·es has been 
greater in recent years than prior to the motor-vehicle era and 
cannot be overlooked. This is evidenced by the increased federal 
spending for highways in recent years both through increased 
grants to state highway departments as a method of stimulating 
industry and through work relief spending on highways. 
ALLOCATION BY SPECIAL-BENEFIT ASSUMPTION 
If it is assumed that whenever special benefits exist they 
should be made the basis of highway support, the highway reve-
nue system obviously would rely heavily upon special-benefit lev-
ies of all types and especially on vehicle-user taxes. The extent 
to which such levies can be justified, however, can be deter-
mined only by intensive examination of the benefits conferred 
by rural roads and urban streets, both prior to the high vvay era 
and at present. 
RURAL ROADS. Prior to the motor-vehicle age rural roads 
served to bring products of agriculture and the forest to nearby 
trading centers and to take back the finished goods required by 
the producers of these commodities. They served farmers and 
their families as a means of receiving the mail ; of getting to and 
from schools, churches, and social gatherings; and of obtaining 
medical service. Persons living in urban localities used the 
roads for short trips into the country or occasionally for trips to 
summer resorts and parks. These uses were thus economic, so-
cial, and cultural. They were, for the most part, strictly local 
in character, although closely associated with long-distance rail 
or water transportation. 
It thus appears that the main ends served by the unim-
proved rural road system were much the same as those now 
served by improved roads. Furthermore, most of the benefits 
were obtained in the immediate sense through road use just as 
they are today. There were even business uses of the roads. 
The use of unimproved roads then differ.ed from that of our 
present improved roads in that (1) the range and speed of move-
ment were much more restricted; (2) commercial uses were 
mainly complementary to, rather than competitive with, other 
forms of transportation and typically were not for hire; ( 3) the 
number of vehicles using the highways was much smaller; and 
( 4) the unimproved roads could not provide constant, all-weather 
access to other sections of the community. 
While the roads were supported by general property taxes on 
the theory that the provision of highways was a general func-
• 
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tion of governn1ent, they might logically have been . upported 
largely by vehicle taxe. , ince mo t of the benefits \vere derived 
through road u e. That they \\ere not i attributable to tradi-
tional vie\vs of governn1ental functions, to the fact that hor e-
dra\vn vehicle did not lend then1. elves readilv to forn1 of u er 
"' taxation, and to the fact that continuou pres ure for ever-in-
creasing expenditures on high\vay in1pro,~e1nents \\·as not present. 
onsiderable unimproYed rural n1ileage remains in lO\\ a and 
other states, althoug-h it is constantly being reduced. The bene-
fits conferred by thi mileage remain 1nuch the same as in the 
premotor-vehicle era, yet today the e benefit are derived large-
ly through u e of motor \·ehicle \\ ho e O\\ ner pay user-taxe to 
the state for ga oline consumed in their passage over the ~ 
roads. It . eem rea onable, therefore, that some portion of uch 
road co ts ~hould be n1et from 'ehicle-u er revenue . 
In some sections of states that are \\ell advanced in their pro-
gTams of primary and econdary road improvement, however. 
unimpro\·ed rural mileage carries almo t no traffic except that 
serving the relatively feY\" families \vho live along these road . 
The amount of user revenues assignable to the support of such 
roads is necessarily insignificant under any kind of allocation 
plan, and Lhe customary way of financing their annual main-
tenance costs 1s still through general taxation \Vithin the imme-
diate political area involved, whether county or to\\nship. uch 
land-access roads, however, have approximately the status of pri-
vate roads for the two or three families \Vho may live along any 
particular mile of them. As special beneficiaries, it i the e re i-
dents who logically should pay all the annual costs of n1aintain-
ing them, although a part of their support may be derived from 
the small amounts of vehicle-user revenues which may be as-
signed to their support. If levies on the specially benefited re i-
dents are not legally or politically possible, then certainly such 
mileage should be allowed to return to the status of a private 
road and cease to be a burden on general taxpayers. 
Improved rural roads, which are almost entirely a product of 
the motor-vehicle era, have conferred substantial benefits on ve-
hicle users. These benefits include a reduction in vehicle oper-
ating costs, a reduction in accident costs because of safer high-
way construction, constant access to all portions of the commun-
ity, saving in time, and increased range of movement. The sav-
ing to vehicle users resulting from improved roads either be-
cause of lower vehicle operating costs or fewer accidents, pro-
vides a basis for the direct taxation of traffic. In fact, if the 
total annual costs of improved roads are more than offset by sav-
ings to the traffic passing over them, there exists no need to 
consider types of levies other than user taxes. Thus a solid 
• 
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economic basis exists for the tendency during the motor-vehicle 
era to place the support of state trunk highways and of the more 
important secondary roads on the shoulders of vehicle users. 
There is the possibility, of course, that a governmental local unit, 
such as a county, may wish to proceed with its improvement pro-
gram faster than its share of user revenues from the state will 
permit. Where improvement of the more important and more 
heavily traveled secondary roads is involved in such a program, 
resort to general taxation within the political unit may prove to 
be the most expedient way to raise the needed revenue. 
In many instances, the volume of traffic has been insufficient 
to warTant road improvement solely on the basis of savings to 
the vehicle user. Then, other types of benefits which improved 
roads confer must be considered when the relative merits of oth-
er types of public levies are being considered. Among the more 
important of such benefits is the constant access provided by an 
all-weather surface. Constant access itself has yielded benefits 
of several types, including those of a purely commercial nature. 
The farmer is able to market his commodities at what he consid-
ers the most opportune time and to obtain delivery of supplies 
exactly when they are required. The urban merchant serving 
rural trade has his volume of business more evenly distributed 
and probably suffers less risk of loss from spoilage of perishable 
foodstuffs imported from other regions. 
There also are certain satisfactions reflected by road use 
which may be enhanced by constant access, such as social and 
religious intercourse with other portions of the community, or 
between town and county. These satisfactions are derived par-
tially through the ability of the people to enJOY these benefits 
precisely at the time desired, partially through increased use of 
the improved roads. Further satisfactions derived from the 
assurance of constant access are not necessarily reflected in road 
use at all. Thus, from a farmer's standpoint, one of the most 
important benefits of living along an improved road is the fact 
that medical attention always is available. Certain common 
benefits not related to the use of the improved road by any one 
person also help justify the road cost from the standpoint of the 
community. An example of this is provision of constant access 
to consolidated schools. 
Constant-access benefits are not always related to use by indi-
vidual vehicle owners, but seem to represent community benefits 
in large part which are difficult to measure quantitatively. 
Where such benefits are used to justify the improvement of sec-
ondary roads, general taxation in the area chiefly benefited is 
a logical means of support. However, user taxation still should 
have a place in meeting improvement and maintenance costs of 
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thi · n1ileage, ince many constant-acce benefit are clearly re-
lated to vehicle use, and fe\\- are entirely separated from such use. 
Lo\v-traffic, emiprivate roads should be improved only at the 
insistence of adjoining property OY\ ner · and should be financed 
largely through special assessment on such O\vners. 
Other benefit of improved roads also are related closely to 
road use and al o are difficult to mea ure in a quantitative eco-
nomic sense. They furnish additional Justification for meeting 
a part of road-improYenlent cost · through vehicle-user taxation 
\vhere traffic \\arrants uch improvements. 
RBAN 'TREET ·. The apportionment of the co t of financing 
urban streets pre ents a more con1plex problem. The use of ur-
ban streets is not unlike that of rural roads, and, to this extent, 
a similar system of finance would seem to be suggested. Thus, 
for purely intracity traffic, ''there i an obvious range from the 
private street used only by the immediate residents and occa-
sional taxicab or delivery vehicles which serve them, through 
an ordinary r esidential street used to a limited extent and for 
short distances by others than the residents and those \vho serve 
them, and a secondary trunk treet, up to the so-called arterial 
street. The movement is heavy on these arterial streets in the 
mornings and late afternoons, when people are seeking to reach 
or leave concentrated places of work. In some cities there is one 
r well-defined business and industrial area, while in others there 
may be several." Jo In addition to int racity traffic, there is the 
traffic into, out of, and through the municipalities, carried by 
primary urban extensions which constitute so clos·e a link with 
the primary rural roads that their costs in many states are met 
in the same way, that is, through vehicle-user taxation. 
However, th·e proportion of revenues which can equitably be 
collected from private motor-vehicle users to meet urban street 
costs is much smaller than that of rural highways. Use of rural 
highways for purposes oth·er than private motor transportation 
is now unimportant, while city streets still are used to a consider-
able extent by pedestrians and bicycle traffic, by street railways, 
and by publicly owned vehicles of various municipal service de-
partments. In addition, although rural highways serve few pur-
poses other than transportation, urban streets serve a variety of 
other purposes-they afford an avenue of access for light and 
air to buildings, serve as f ire barriers between city blocks, pro-
vide surface and und~rground space for equipment of public util-
ities, and sometimes serve as recreational areas for city inhabit-
ants. In addition, most of the services of the street department 
-street lighting, dust abate1nent, snow removal, and street 
cleaning are not necessitated solely by the existence of vehicle 
traffic since they serve pedestrian traffic and occupants of ad-
a r.Federal Coordinator of Transportation, op. c•t · 
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joining buildings as ~-ell. Complicating the situation still further 
are the patterns of street use and categories of street benefit 
which vary widely bet~'een cities of various populations. Also, 
many miles of improved streets now serving motor vehicles were 
improved before the motor-vehicle era began, especially in large 
cities, and the possibilities of estimating savings in vehicle oper-
ating costs as a measure of vehicle responsibility for street fi-
nance are therefore slight. 
Although the problem of cost allocation is complex it is prob-
able from the special-benefit viewpoint that (1) costs of primary 
urban extensions should be charged against vehicle users, (2) 
costs of improving and maintaining arterial, heavily traveled, 
intracity streets should be met predominantly from vehicle-user 
taxes, (3) costs of improving low-traffic, property-access resi-
dential streets should be charged against property owners 
through special assessments, and ( 4) costs of improving inter-
mediate-traffic streets of an intracity character should be met 
by both vehicle users and adjoining property owners. The main-
tenance of improved streets in the third and fourth categories 
should probably be financed by general taxation or general 
municipal revenues. 
The analysis of cost allocation from the special-benefit view-
point seems to indicate the following general conclusions. 
1. For rural roads an analytical basis can be found for meet-
ing the ·entire costs of many improved roads and even part of the 
costs of unimproved roads through vehicle-user taxes. A basis 
also can be found for continuing general taxation for secondary 
roads, although such taxation might be still further reduced, in 
the case of high-traffic mileage by increased reliance on user 
taxation and in the case of low-traffic, semiprivate roads by 
placing the responsibility for continued maintenance on those 
who directly benefit from them. 
2. Urban roads should be financed by similar means, except 
that the costs assigned to general taxpayers should comprise a 
larger proportion of the total than in rural areas. 
3. In the improvement of property-access, low-traffic roads in 
both city and country, special assessments should continue to 
finance the improvement. 
4. A precise, analytical determination of the relative respon-
sibilities of each beneficiary class for the costs of each particular 
road and street is difficult, if not impossible. 
Even when the problem of highway cost allocation is analyzed 
from the special-benefit viewpoint, the existence of general social 
benefits justifying the continued use of general taxation for 
highways cannot be disregarded. Extended analysis of bene-
fits from the social viewpoint could easily expand the relative 
importance assigned to such benefits and result in conclusions 
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quite different from those reached in the discussion just com-
pleted. Ho\vever, issues of public policy cannot be settled by 
qualitative analysi alone, for various cost allocations are being 
demanded and \\ill be giYen as long a the cost responsibilities 
of various beneficiary groups are matters of public debate and 
of tax legislation. 
To seek such a quantitative an .. "" er has been the purpose of 
(lariou studies \\ hich too often have tried to demonstrate that 
a particular cost allocation ""·as the correct one. It is better to 
recognize that any cost allocation must be judged on the basis 
of it reasonablenes or Justice in the light of prevailing taxation 
concepts. 
COST ALLOCATION BASED ON OCIAL-BENEFIT A U11PTION 
A cost allocation can be obtained in t\vo ways. Either costs 
chargeable to the community (general taxpayers and others) can 
be determined and the residual costs charged to vehicle users, 
or the reverse procedure can be followed. In most of the pre-
vious studies the share chargeable to vehicle users has been de-
termined first. In the discussion which follows, both methods 
were employed, but the former 1nethod was used as a starting 
point. 
From the social-benefit viewpoint it is assumed that there is 
some degree of improvement in roads and streets of Story 
County which may be regarded as sufficient to provide basic 
community and property-access benefits under present conditions 
of motor-vehicle transportation. While such improvement is 
necessarily greater than simply the maintenance of a system of 
dirt roads, it is less than the improvement represented by con-
crete highways. Constant access to and rapid communication 
between all parts of the community could be obtained, for ex-
ample, even if no road or street had been improved beyond the 
grav·el stage. Dust abatement, a type of benefit which is partic-
ularly important to urban residential areas, may be obtained by 
some type of construction between gravel and concrete. When 
annual costs of such a system can be determined, they may be 
termed costs of a basic system and charged to general taxpayers 
or specially benefited property owners. The difference between 
present costs and assumed basic-system costs may be charged 
to vehicle users. 
It was therefor·e assumed that a system of rural roads suffi-
cient to meet the above requirements would be made up of grav-
eled roads covering the routes of the present surfaced mileage 
in the county. Such roads would be approximated by graded and 
surfaced county local roads having an average present construc-
tion cost of $2,346 per mile and annual costs of $192 (Appendix 
H). For urban streets improved beyond the gravel or cinder 
stage, it was assumed that the basic street could be represented 
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TABLE 21. ALLOCATION OF ANNUAL HIGHWAY COSTS IN STORY COUNTY AMONG 
MAJOR GROUPS OF BENEFICIARIES IF SOCIAL BENEFITS ARE CONSIDERED PARAMOUNT 
Road 
system 
Primary rural 
Primary urban 
County trunk 
Count} local 
Other urban 
Total 
Pnmary rural 
Pr1ma ry urban 
Count\' trunk 
Count} local 
Other urban 
Total 
Annual costs 
128.379 
40,471 
49,138 
131.461 
108,649 
458,098 
143 078 
46 165 
52 557 
140.466 
116,385 
498, 651 
Basic costs chargeable 
to general public 
Amount Percent 
I!\TEREST AT 2.25 PERCENT 
S16,381 
16.593 
2'5 ,119 
131.461 
86,093 
275 ,647 
12.8 
41.0 
51.1 
100 u 
79 2 
60 1 
INTEREST AT 3 PERCENT 
17.684 
18.009 
27 135 
140,466 
89,745 
293,0J9 
3.5 
3 .6 
5 4 
28 2 
18 0 
58 7 
Residual costs chargeable 
to vehicle users 
Amount J Percent 
. 111 998 
23.878 
2·1 019 
0 
22,556 
182 451 
12;),394 
28, 15G 
25, 12'2 
u 
26,640 
205.612 
87. 2 
59.0 
48.9 
00 
20 8 
39.9 
25. 2 
5 .6 
5.1 
0.0 
5.4 
41.3 
by the new stabilized gravel (gravel-clay mixture) streets re-
cently laid in Ames, the largest city in the county. These streets 
have been laid (1935-1938) at an average cost of $19,531 per 
mile, including costs of completed surface, grading, and curb 
and gutter for a street of 30-foot average width with 27 feet of 
stabilized gravel surface (Appendix I). This is considerably less 
than the replacement cost of the present streets surfaced with 
portland-cement concrete or asphaltic concrete. Other improved 
mileage of the gravel or cinder type was included in the basic 
system at the existing stage of its improvement. All existing 
structures in the rural road system were included in the basic 
investment, as were all urban structures except the recently con-
structed underpass in Ames. 
The basic costs computed for the entire plant and their alloca-
tion are presented in Table 21 ; Appendix J shows the details of 
computation. A comparison of vehicle-user revenues ($297,765) 
with costs charged to vehicle users ($182,451) indicates that ve-
hicle users were 1nore than paying their way when a cost alloca-
tion giving primary emphasis to social and property benefits is 
used. 
COST ALLOCATION BASED ON SPECIAL-BENEFIT A SSUMPTION 
A higher charge to vehicle users may be expected if the special-
benefit approach is adopted as a point of departure. In this case 
costs chargeable to vehicle users are first determined and the 
residual costs charged to the general public. This approach 
does not imply that vehicle users should be charged with an 
amount equal to the value of all the benefits they derive 
from road use. However, those roads which give the promise 
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of the greatest surplus of added benefits over added costs 
should be improved first, and improvement should not go 
beyond the point ""here added benefits equal added costs. As-
suming that, for th~ most part, thi policy has been follo\ved in 
the past, total benefits . hould greatly exceed present total costs. 
\
1 ehicle-user charges based on their share of the total economic 
ben~fits should s till leave users a surplus of benefits for the im-
provement program. This is exemplified clearly by many trunk 
high ""·ays which \\·ere hard-surfaced a decade ago. Traffic on 
these highways has continued to increase, and with the increase 
the surplus of benefits over annual costs has mounted. 
On the basis of these considerations an effort was made to ob-
tain a fair basic rate which could be charged to vehicle users for 
the support of roads and streets in all parts of the Story County 
road system. The state trunk roads and their urban extensions 
were used to determine this basic rate on the assumption that 
they represented a system whose benefits to vehicle users ex-
ceeded annual costs, whose traffic volume was known, and 
whose entire costs could logically be assessed to vehicle users. 
Annual costs of state roads and their extensions ($168,850) 
\Vere therefore divided by the "average" (page 60) total ton-miles 
of traffic (69,812,000) which they carry to obtain the basic rate 
used ($0.00242 per ton-mile). A ton-mile rather than a vehicle-
mile factor was used because ton-miles seem to reflect use bene-
fits more fully. Traffic on each of the road and street systems 
was multiplied by the ton-mile rate thus obtained to determine 
the share of costs charged to vehicle users. Remaining costs 
were charged to general taxpayers. The resulting cost alloca-
tion is given in Table 22. Charges to vehicle users ($315,323) 
were slightly in excess of amounts contributed by vehicle users 
($297,765). 
In this analysis an equal ton-mile charge was used for t ravel 
on all roads. This might seem to imply that the benefits per ton-
mile were assumed to be identical on all types of roads, but such 
T ABLE 22. ALLOCATION o~<· A~NUAL HIGHWAY Cos Ts IN STORY C ouNTY AMONG 
MAJOR GROU PS OF BENEFICIARIES IF VEHICLE-USER BENEFITS 
ARE C ON SIDERED PARAMOU NT 
Costs chargeable R esidual cos t s chargea ble 
Road to vehicle users to general public 
system Annual cos ts 
Amount P ercent Amount Percf'nt 
- -
Prima ry rural $128 ,379 $128 379 100 0 0 0 0 
P rima ry urba n 40 ,471 40, 471 100 0 0 0 0 
County trunk 19. 138 30.848 62 8 $18. 290 37 2 
County local 13 1,461 4 7 . 916 36 4 83, 545 63 6 
Other urban 108. 649 67 .709 72 3 40.940 37 7 
To tal 458, 098 315.323 68 8 142,775 31 2 
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was not the case. Vehicle-user benefits per ton-mile of travel 
do vary with the degree of road improvement, and the surplus 
of user benefits above costs probably is greater on the primary 
(state trunk) system than elsewhere. It was only assumed 
that a ton-mile rate sufficient to cover all costs on the primary 
system and its extensions will not exhaust total vehicle-user 
benefits on other systems. This assumption is borne out by the 
fact that m·easurable savings in vehicle operating costs per ton-
mile on roads improved only to the gravel stage are alone almost 
equal to the ton-mile rate used in the cost allocation in Table 22. 
Recent studies at the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station in-
dicate that such savings are about 2.35 mills per ton-mile for a 
passenger car. This compares with the ton-mile rate of 2.43 
mills found in the cost allocation. Such measurable savings are 
only one of several types of vehicle-user benefits, and the consid-
eration of other types unquestionably would raise total benefits 
above the ton-mile rate charged, even on county local graveled 
roads. 
The strikingly different amounts charged to vehicle users un-
der the two cost-allocation methods indicate that the cost alloca-
tion obtained depends on the assumption made. Even under the 
second method, however, the 1938 levies on vehicle users ($297, 
765) were almost sufficient to cover costs; on this basis they 
were more than adequate to cover depreciation, maintenance, ad-
ministration, and contractual interest, so that vehicle-user taxes 
were sufficient to provide for some net capital outlays. 
PAYMENTS BY VEHICLE USERS AND GENERAL TAXPAYERS 
A final cost allocation giving equal weight to both methods of 
allocation which have been developed was used. On this basis, 
charges to vehicle users were $248,887 (54.3 percent) and 
charges to the general public, $209,211 (45.7 percent). Vehicle-
user taxes yielded $297,765. Therefore) vehicle users were not 
being subsidized in their use of Story County highways in 1938. 
However, this conclusion does not prove that vehicle-user tax-
ation was excessive. Such proof would require a demonstration 
(1) that furth.er highway improvem·ents in the interest of ve-
hicle users are not worth the cost and (2) that general revenues 
are insufficient to cover the costs properly chargeable to the 
general public. Neither of these propositions can be demon-
strated for Story County highways. Much of the present 
gravel·ed mileage on the primary and county truck systems could 
be improved to an intermediate (bituminous or soil-cement sur-
face) stage at an annual economic cost of less than the probable 
annual savings in vehicle operating costs alone. This is true for 
16 of the 25 miles of graveled primary rural roads and for 20 of 
the 136.5 miles of county trunk roads. On another 60 miles of 
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county trunk road , . aving in vehicle operating co ts \Vhich 
\Vould accompany uch further improvement \vere found to be 
fr001 5Q to 9 percent Of the increase in annual CO t. . v"\7hen 
other types of benefits to vehicle users are considered, such as 
savings in time re. ulting from increased average speeds and 
increase5 In comfort re ulting from elimination of dust, econon1ic 
rnerit might al o be found for the imp1 ovem~nt of this larger 
mileage (Appendix G). ontinued expenditures on capital im-
proven1ents can therefore be rationalized . olely on the basis of 
in1mediate benefits to vehicle users. 
There is an appa·rent deficiency In general revenue . Analy-
• I. , ho\vever, re\ eal thi deficiency to be unin1portant. General 
revenues from all . ources in 193 equaled 1 9,677 (Table 19), 
\Vhile costs charged to general taxpayer in the allocation just 
developed \\·ere $209,211. This sum, how ever, included interest 
costs of $53,000, found by multiplying the Intere t charge (at 
2.25 percent) on the investment in each system by the percent-
age of cost on that ysten1 chargeable to general taxpayers. 
There is no more reason \vhy the public hould collect interest 
from itself on that part of high \vay investn1ent deemed to be 
the responsibility of general taxpayers than on public inYestment 
in durable goods for a V\Ide range of other general public serv-
ices . Of course, there may be general agreement that suffi-
cient general revenues should be collected to finance continuing 
programs of high "':ay impro\ ement conferring general benefits, 
but the adequacy of such tax rates should not be tested in the 
light of a current interest rate. 
If general revenues are sufficient to cover depreciation, main-
TABLI~ 23 CosTs OF STon' CoL NT'r HIGHWA vs CHARGEABLE TO VEHICLE UsERS 
UNDER VAmous CosT-ALLOCATION FoRM ULAS 
-
-
Cost study" Date o1 s tudy 1
- _ Costs charged to vehtcle users 
Amount / Percent of total 
------------------------------------------------
Breed 
Ennis 
Duncan 
Missouri 
Illlnois 
Oregon 
Federal I 
RAILROAD STUDIES 
1938 
1935 
1935 
ST\TE STUDIES 
1937 
1938 
1936 
FEDERAL STUDY 
f 
350.000 
339.000 
291.000 
307.000 
299,000 
157,000 
209,000 
76.4 
7-l.O 
63.5 
67.0 
65.2 
34.3 
15.5 
•The complete citations for the studies compared in this table are hsted in Table 20. 
t Total costs were assumed to be $458.098 (Table 13) . 
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tenance, administration, and contractual interest vvhich is charge-
able to general taxpayers in the entire political unit studied, there 
are no deficiencies in general reYenues which compel expenditure 
of vehicle-user revenues for general community purposes . In 
Story County the above cost items totaled $162,338, while gen-
eral revenues equaled $189,677. The excess payments of Ye-
hicle users previously noted therefore do not constitute any sub-
sidy to general taxpayers. 
To further analyze whether vehicle users were paying their 
fair share of annual costs for the high \vay unit studied, the var-
ious cost formulas developed in previous studies \vere applied to 
the cost data of this study. In presenting the results (Table 23), 
the studies were placed in three groups : ( 1) tudies made by or 
for the railroads, (2) studies made by or for state governmPnts 
or highway commissions, and (3) studies made by the Federal 
Coordinator of Transportation. 
Only two of the formulas indicate any marked subsidization 
of vehicle users in Story County; these were developed by rail-
road studies. Both studies have weaknesses in their basic as-
sumptions. Breed, Older, and Downs argue that since all 
highways are a part of one connected and interdependent sys-
tem, the responsibility of vehicle users for road support should 
be just as great for county local roads as for primary trunk high-
ways. In their study, the proportion so assigned is 90.4 percent. 
The general opinion outside the railroad field seems to be against 
such a conclusion. Most writers agree that highway use is high-
ly interdependent today, but they do not conclude, therefore, 
that benefits other than motor-vehicle benefits can be disregard-
ed in a discussion of equitable taxation for the support of low-
traffic, secondary roads. Even the intensive analysis of rural-
road benefits from the special-benefit viewpoint made earlier in 
this section did not .eliminate important social benefits. Under 
even the special-benefit assumption it cannot be denied that there 
are times when road improvement must be paid for by adjoining 
property owners because the quantitative benefits to vehicle 
users of the road are insufficient to JUStify such improvement. 
To argue that a county local road must be almost entirely sup-
ported from vehicle-user revenues because it is primarily a feed-
er of traffic to a trunk highway, overlooks the fact that much of 
the traffic on county local roads never leaves the farm-to-farm 
system. In Iowa, for example, this is true of 55 percent of the 
traffic on the county local system. Thus, the analysis used by 
Breed, Older, and Downs does not vitiate the previous conclusion 
that there is no evidence of subsidy to Story County vehicle 
users, even on the assumption that its roads carried only an aver-
age amount of traffic. 
1 Breed, C B ., Clifford Older , and W S Downs , op. cit. 
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Cost Allocation Among Classes of Vehicle Users 
BA .. IC 0 !DERATION 
Coordinate in importance 'Nith co ·t allocation bet\veen Yehicle 
u er and other beneficiarie is the allocation among various ve-
hicle clas es. The theoretical background for this problen1 al-
ready ha · been traced in the third ~ection of this bulletin, ,,·here 
the difficulty of sho\\ ing- that anv high\vay cost is obviously and 
directly attributable to the proYision of high \\-ay s~rYice for one 
particular vehicle \\a noted. The three major methods of cost 
allocation are (1) application of the cost-of- er,-ice taxation 
theory, (2) application of the benefit taxation theorv b y appor-
tioning co t. on the ba IS of a ph) sical unit of ser,·ice, such as 
the ton-mile, and (3} application of the benefit taxation theory 
by .apportioning costs on the ba. is of the value of service. The 
remainder of thi ection discusses the classification of Yehicles 
and the rna) or cost-allocation methods, and applies one of the 
1nethods to an analysis of costs and pay1nents for various ve-
hicle classes registered in Io\va. 
e\ eral methods of \ ehicle cla sification have been made the 
basis of vehicle taxation and others have been suggested. The 
more important are listed below. 
1. Separation of ,-ehicles into publicly O\\-ned and priYately 
owned classes. 
2. Separation of vehicles in to ca tegorie of passenger cars, 
trucks, and busses. 
3. Separation of vehicles into operating clas es, such as con1-
mon carriers, anywhere-for-hire carriers, contract carriers, pri-
vate business carriers, and private pleasure carriers. 
4. Separation of trucks into classes according to the prin-
cipal commodity hauled. 
5. Separation of all vehicles into size and weight classes. 
6. eparation of all vehicles into size and weight classes, with 
average mileage figures for each class. 
Classification by public or private ownership requires little 
discussion. Regardless of what division of costs is made be-
tween general taxpayers and private vehicle users, private ve-
hicle users should not be expected to pays costs which are in-
curred because of public vehicles unless such vehicles are oper-
ated primarily to serve vehicle users. General taxpayers have 
this irreducible minimum respon ibility for highway costs. 
Whether such payments find their way to highways through 
general taxation or user taxation of public vehicles is immaterial, 
for such payments would fall on the general taxpayers anyway. 
For example, two 5-ton trucks of t he same gross weight and 
traveling the same mileage, one publicly owned, the other pri-
vately owned, should pay the same total tax to,vard highway sup-
port. 
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One of the earliest license-fee classifications segregated pas-
senger cars, trucks, and busses. This classification probably was 
based on an imperfect realization that trucks and busses caused 
increased highway costs and received a business service through 
highway use. Later refinements have developed from this 
fundamental classification. 
Classification by operating classes also has been common in 
the more recent stages of the motor-vehicle era. In some states 
this type of classification has been the broad one of private and 
commercial carriers. In general, this broad differentiation for 
highway taxation is difficult to defend from the standpoint of 
equity. As the Washington Highway Cost Commission pointed 
out in 1935: 
"Such differentiation . . . tends to penalize the small busi-
ness to the advantage of the large corporation. With such 
a system of taxation large businesses such as chain stores and 
gasoline companies are able to purchase their own equipment and 
thus become private operators subject to the lower tax rate. 
The small business with but a few items to ship must pool its 
shipments w1th other small businesses by hiring the services of 
the highway transportation company. If the highway transpor-
tation company is required to pay higher rates for the use of the 
highways than the private business transporting its own goods, 
this highway tax is passed on to the small shipper in the form 
of increased rates and to this extent it may be said that the 
small business is being penalized. The same applies in the field 
of passenger carriage on the highways. The more fortunate 
persons who are able to own private automobiles may ride over 
the highways in a more luxurious manner upon the payment of 
a very small tax. Less fortunate persons must rely upon com-
mon-carrier motor coaches. The higher tax paid by the motor 
coach is passed on in the form of fares to those persons who 
must rely upon them for transportation." " 
·This statement indicates that trucks of the same gross 
weight and annual mileage should not ·be charged different 
amounts for the use of highways simply becaus·e they ar.e in dif-
ferent operating classes. The only valid exception to this state-
ment appea1·s to be the common carrier which holds an exclusive 
franchise for operations of specific type over a particular stretch 
of road. When such operations constitute a monopoly or yield 
an abnormally large profit, there .exists a basis for higher tax-
ation rates on such carriers for highway support. If monopoly 
profits exist and a flat tax is imposed on them, such a tax is 
not likely to be shifted and consequently is not subject to the 
criticism noted above. 
J"Highway Cost Commission, State of Washington. Report, January, 1935. p. 66. 
Washmgton State Printing Plant, Olympia, Wash. 1935. 
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This bulletin ha taled that high\\·ay co ts may be allocated 
on the ba i of ( 1) causal responsibility, that is, the extent to 
\vhich \ arious vehicle classe are responsible for high\Yay costs; 
(2) highway use, measured by physical units of service such as 
vehicle-n1ile or ton-n1iles of travel; and (3) value of ser,·ice ren-
dered. To apply any of these methods of cost allocation to a 
progran1 of vehicle taxation requires the u e of one of the last 
three vehicle cia sif1cations listed on page 78. 
o ts mav be allocated on the ba is of the cot of servic-e ren-, 
dered by either the dan1age theory or th~ incre1nent theory. 
During and immediately follo\ving \Vorld \Yar I the deYelopn1ent 
and use of he a' r 'ehiclec:; on road surfaces and bridges not de-
signed to carry uch loads unquestionably hastened deterioration 
and in some case caused actual ·breakdo,vn of such high\\~ay ele-
n1ents. uch deterioration has been en1phasized in the assess-
nlent of higher license fees again t heavier vehicles (the dan1age 
theory). Lack of n1eans to n1easure such damage, hO\\·ever, 
n1akes its incorporation as a genuine cost-allocation theory im-
possible. Also, under pressure of traffic increases and improved 
engineering design, high\\ays soon began to be designed to handle 
the hea\ y loads. Of course, it n1ay be argued that heavier and 
'' ider \ ehicles ha\ e been considered in proYiding better high-
\Nays, and that sucll vehicles have increased maintenance costs. 
This has tended to emphasize the increment theory, \Yhich as-
sun1es that vehicles requiring special investment should bear all 
the cost of the special investment, as \veil as their share of the 
normal investment. 
An excellent statement of the increment theory appeared in 
the 1933 report of a joint committee of railroads and high,vay 
users. According to this statement, uThe basic cost of construct-
ing, improving, and maintaining a given highvvay should be de-
termined from a highway designed for private passenger vehicles 
and other vehicles comn1ensurate therev~'ith. All vehicles using 
such high way should pay their proportionate share of that total 
as a base tax. The total additional cost of construction, im-
provements, and maintenance to make road suitable for a type 
of vehicle requiring such additional cost should be shared by 
each vehicle of that type and each vehicle of greater size. Thus 
each group should share in the base cost plus all increments of 
3l•The application of any of these methods to an analys1s of cost allocation ts made 
easit'r by the work \\hich has he>en done b) thl State\\ Hie Highway Planning Survey 
\Vhen, for example, certain gross weight classes have been set up, it is possible to find the 
average mileage tra\ eled b\ q_ vehicle m each class. the number of vehicles registered in 
each class. the avuage gasoline consumption of a vehicl<' in each class. and othE.>r pertinent 
information. Wtth this mformation, it ts possible to compute the approxtmate contribution 
of each cln ss to total user revE.>nues. and to compare tlus with "hat is concctved to be 
the c>quitable contribution under E'ttht>r a cost-of-servtce theory or some use theon, such as 
the ton-mile theory Prccisel). this sort of analysis was made in Io"a in 1939 \\ith the aid 
of Planning Surv<>v data and was macle thE' basis of a proposal to the legish ture for re-
\tsion m the llc<'nse-1ee c::truch.:r<•. The ob.Hct was to allocate total user taxes more 
equitably betwt>t>n classes of trucks Hnd comhmations on the basis of the ton-mile theory. 
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TABLE 24 HYPOTH ETICAL ILLUSTRATION OF TH E I NCREM ENT M ETHOD OF 
APPORTIO N I N G HIGHWAY C oSTS 
Vehicle Num ber Cost Cost Cost s per vehicle 
class of index increments, • I ncrem ent Cumulation vehicles percent 
Baste veh icle 100,000 100 0 . 16 'S l 6 
C lass B truck 15.000 125 25 10 26 
Class c truck 7.500 150 50 25 51 
Class D truck 2,500 175 75 100 151 
•For variable costs only. 
cost up to and including the cost required by it."' 0 
Two concepts are involved in the increment theory, a basic 
vehicle and a basic highway. A basic vehicle is a private pas-
senger car or light motor truck having a wheel load not exceed-
ing 2, 000 pounds. It is generally asserted that trucks in this 
classification should not exceed passenger-car width and length. 
A basic highway would be the type of highway necessitated if 
only basic vehicles were used. Proponents of the increment 
theory point out that highways would have been constructed 
much differently and much more cheaply if heavier and wider 
vehicles had not been us·ed. They further assert tl1at mainte-
nance costs, even on present construction, are increased by the 
use of heavy vehicles. 
To illustrate the taxation system which would be necessitated 
by the increment theory, a hypothetical case was evolved on the 
assumption that the theory not only is sound but actually work-
able (Table 24). Capital and maintenance costs of the basic 
highway were assumed to be $2,000,000, and it was estimated 
that half this amount would not vary even when highways are 
built with stronger surfaces and structures, lower gradients, and 
better alignm·ent to provide for the larger, heavier vehicles. It 
was assumed that the other $1,000,000 would be increased by 
the indicated cost increments for the successively heavier vehicle 
classes. Under the increment theory, if a high way is built to 
serve all vehicle classes, $2,000,000 of its annual cost represent 
an amount which is chargeable to all the vehicles using the high-
way, a charge of $16 per vehicle. In addition, all 25,000 vehicles 
in classes B, C, and D of Table 24 have a joint responsibility for a 
25-percent increase in the costs which vary with vehicle size, 
that is, for $250,000. Thus each vehicle in classes B, C, and D 
must pay $10 in addition to its share in the basic costs of $16 per 
vehicle. The total amount chargeable to each vehicle in class n 
becomes $26. By continuing the same analysis, total fees are 
$51 for class C and $151 for class D. 
4 0 Jomt Committee of Rai1roads and H1ghway U:::ers Regulation and Taxat ion of H igh 
way Tra nsporta tion p 16. Join t Committet- of Railroads and Highwa)o Users, New York, 
N.Y 1933. 
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This is an illustration of the increment theory only, and gives 
no weight to factors of high\vay use. The variations in service 
rendered to different vehicle classes also may be considered. 
Such modification of the basic method is likely to increase the 
relative share of costs charged to the larger vehicles, since they 
characteristically travel more than the average mileage. For 
example, if the a\ erage annual mileages of the four groups 
of Table 24 \\ere 8,000, 15,000, 25,000, and 35,000, respectively, 
average costs in each class \YOuld be $12.32, $30.60, $7 4.00, and 
$196.40. This compares 'A:ith allocated costs of $16, $26, $51, 
and $151 by the increment method only. 
If there were agreement on the extent to \vhich heavier and 
\vider Yehicles increase costs, application of the increment meth-
od would do much to promote an economic allocation of re-
sources between motor transportation and competing forms of 
transportation, since each vehicle would be forced to pay its full 
share of the cost of facilities necessary to accommodate it or to 
cease using the highways. Actually there is violent disagree-
ment concerning the extent to which heavy vehicles are respon-
sible for increasing highway costs. There does seem to be agree-
ment, however, that the correct measure of the strain exerted 
upon a road by a vehicle is not the gross weight of the vehicle, 
nor even the static wheel load, but rather the impact of the 
moving wheel load, which varies with the static wheel load, the 
speed of the vehicle, the type of road, and the nature of the tire 
equipment. It is further agreed that heavy impacts either ne-
cessitate a high-type surface or increase the maintenance costs 
of a low-type surface. Apparently no agreement exists, hovY-
ever, concerning the extent to which gross weight, wheel load, 
or impact force of heavy vehicles have actually increased expendi-
tures on roads. 
Because of the disagreement in the application of the incre-
ment method of analysis, there seems to be little merit in trying 
to use it. From this and foregoing conclusions it appears ther·e 
is slight possibility of constructing any kind of highway-user tax 
structure which will guarantee that each class of vehicle actual-
ly will pay its share of highway costs. If highway costs were 
exactly the same for every vehicle, and if the public were willing 
to accept the idea that every vehicle should pay its proportionate 
share of the joint cost through a flat fee, every vehicle could 
equitably be charged the same amount for meeting highway 
costs. It should not be overlooked, however, that costs do bear 
some relation to the weight and width of vehicles which pass 
over the highways, even if this relationship is not measurable, 
and the general public unquestionably feels that it is fair to 
charge for highway use in relation to the amount of service 
enjoyed. This induces consideration of possible indices of serv-
• 
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ice which the public will consider fair, even though not exact. 
The possibility of using either physical units of service or the 
value-of-service method for determining such service indices 
was mentioned previously. 
The ton-mile has been widely advocated as a physical unit of 
service for analyzing the fairness of user-tax structures. An 
analysis based on the ton-mile assumes that, within the kind and 
type of highway use which the law permits, a highway system 
is provided which is adequate. It furth·er assumes that the costs 
of this system allocated to vehicle users as a group should be 
distributed among classes of vehicle users according to the bene-
fits received, that use is a satisfactory measure of benefits, and 
that the ton-mile is a satisfactory measure of use. It gives con-
sideration to the factors of both weight and distance in deter-
mining the benefits derived by a particular vehicle from high-
way use. 
If the simple gross-ton-mile method is utilized, every ton of 
gross weight which moves one mile over the highways will pay 
a fee which, when multiplied by the number of tons moving over 
the highways in a year, will equal the total amount to be levied 
against motor-vehicle users in that year. This means that, if a 
vehicle with a gross weight of 40,000 pounds travels 1 mile, the 
charge for the privilege will be 10 times as much as the charge 
against a 4,000-pound vehicle. The charge is on the basis of use, 
although some consideration is given to the possibility that 
h€avier vehicles involve greater highway costs than basic ve-
hicles since the heavier vehicles pay a much greater fee. 
In the application of the ton-mile method to determine wheth-
er a giv·en vehicle class is meeting its fair share of highway 
costs, various vehicles are separated into classes according to 
empty weight and average loaded weight. The average annual 
miles traveled by vehicles in each class are determined and the 
ton-miles traveled are computed. The annual costs to be borne 
by all vehicles are then apportioned among the various classes 
on a ton-mile basis. The sum assigned to each class is divided by 
the number of vehicles in that class to give the annual cost per 
vehicle. These annual costs are then compared with the amount 
now being paid by the average vehicle in each class through 
registration fees, gasoline taxes, and other user taxes to deter-
mine whether existing fees are reasonable. 
The ton-mile allocation has several imperfections. First, it 
does not necessarily charge each class of vehicle with the costs in-
curred by it, since it cannot be demonstrated that such costs are 
proportional to ton-miles of travel. Second, although the ton-
mile method premises cost allocation on the basis of benefits re-
ceived, there can be no proof that economic benefits derived from 
road use are proportional to ton-miles of travel. Third, the sim-
• 
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ple ton-mile method is an imperfect measure even of highway 
use; it does not consider the relatively greater occupancy of the 
high,vays by large trucks and bu ses. Both trucks and busse~ 
are g·enerally of greater width than passenger cars, and the for-
n1er often slo\v other traffic. This sugge~ts that the ton-mile 
tax rate should be graduated if the ton-mile method is to be u ed. 
'uch graduation, ho'A- ever, is not a strict application of the ton-
n1Ile n1ethod since occupancy does not vary \vith the ton-miles 
tra \·eled. 1\ioreoYel, the ton-mile method cannot establish an 
equal ton-mile rate for e\~ery Yehicle of a given class so long as 
there are marked deviations fron1 the average \vithin each class, 
both in \Veight of \ ehicle and in annual mileage traveled. This 
particular defect might be o\·erconle by adopting a ton-mile tax 
as the sole form of user tax for all vehicles, but the administra-
ti\·e problems involved make such a tax impractical. 
For widely different reasons, therefore, neither the increment 
nor the ton-mile method 1s satisfactory for determining \vheth-
er certain vehicle classes are subsidizing other classes, or for 
calculating exactly what contributions each vehicle owner should 
make if he is to pay his share of high \Vay costs. ince the incre-
ment method is difficult to use and allocation on the benefit basis 
is an alternative which seems fair to the general public, the use 
of the ton-mile method of analysis probably is as good a practical 
solution as can be found. 
There is also the possible use of a value-of-service method in 
allocating highway costs. The value-of-service method derives 
its logic from the fact that once highways are built, their costs 
are essentially joint in nature. As such they may be apportioned 
on the basis of some unit of service. This method offers the 
possibility of varying transportation charges for various com-
modities sufficiently to encourage maximum highway utilization, 
an important social consideration. 
Railroad rates have long been charged on the basis of vvhat 
the traffic will bear. The application of this technique to high-
way taxation would require an enormous amount of study of the 
relative value of commodities hauled over the highways, of the 
profitability of various industries served by such transportation, 
and of other factors, before any kind of rate structure could be 
set up for maximum utilization of present highways. Any com-
prehensive attempt to apply the method would evolve a commod-
ity classification approaching the complexity of a railroad classi-
fication. The Supplemental Report of the Highway Cost Com-
mission of the State of Washington, issued in 1937, came to the 
following reasonable conclusion concerning the application of 
the value-of-service method to highway taxation. 
"The administrative cost and other practical difficulties in-
volved in issuing licenses and otherwise ensuring that each truck 
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is properly classified and paying its proper tax precludes the 
possibility of attempting to introduce such additional refine-
ments into the rate schedule. But, in the event the rapid in-
crease in the volume of trucking continues, it may be found ad-
visable, after a thorough study of commodity values and other 
elements, to reconsider the expediency of introducing further re-
finements by further classification."" ' 
Ton-Mtle Analysts of Motor-Vehicle Taxation in Iowa 
An application of the ton-mile method of allocating highway 
costs among vehicle classes was made for Iowa as a whole be-
cause registration and ton-mile data were available only on a 
statewide basis through the Highway Planning Survey. Ton-
mile analysis, moreover, was applied to total user revenues col-
lected from vehicles registered in Iowa in 1937:2 rather than to 
annual costs, since complete annual cost data for the state were 
not available. On the basis of the ton-mile allocation it was pos-
sible to show whether certain classes of vehicle users were sub-
sidizing other classes, and to indicate what changes in vehicle-
user-tax schedules would be necessary to eliminate such subsidy. 
It already has been shown that vehicle users as a group are pay-
ing sums in excess of their share of annual costs in Story Coun-
ty. If, ther·efore, vehicles using Story County highways repre-
sent a cross section of state registration, the changes required to 
equate the tax contributions of each vehicle type on a ton-mile 
basis for the state as a whole also would insure that each vehicle 
class would pay its fair share of annual costs for the use of Story 
County highways, in addition to contributing further capital for 
improvement of the plant. 
Several technical problems were encountered in making the 
ton-mile study. Until 1939, for instance, trucks, tractor-trucks, 
semi trailers, and trailers were registered in Iowa on a licensed-
capacity basis, and it was necessary to use load determinations 
of the Highway Planning Survey to convert each licensed capac-
ity to th·e gross weight necessary for the ton-mile analysis. 
Mileages and gasoline consumption data also were gathered by 
the Road-Use Section of the Survey on a rated-capacity basis for 
trucks, and it was necessary to use Survey estimates to translate 
these data into the gross-weight classification desired. The 
specific ton-mile tax on certified common-carrier trucks and 
buss·es which was in effect in 1937 could not be allocated between 
vehicles registered in Iowa and those registered elsewhere, and 
"'Highway Cost Ccmmtsslon, State of Washington Supplemental Report, January, 1937 
P 94 Washington State Printing Plant, Olympia, Wash 1937. 
• : The year 1937 was used because the large amount of work necessary to make a 
ton-mile analysis for the state had been done in a preliminary form by the Highway Plan-
ning Survey Recent ton-mile analysts of 1940 vehicle-user taxes in I owa by the Safety 
and Traffic Division of the Iowa State Highway Commission yields results very similA.r to 
those found with 1937 data 
I 
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it \vas nece sary to assume that it all \\'as paid by vehicles reg-
istered in Io\va:a In comparing equitable and actual contribu-
tions on the ton-mile basis, it \\·as necessary to estimate and de-
duct motor-fuel tax paid by foreign-owned vehicles on the basis 
of the Survey data. ince gross-\veight classifications could not 
be obtained for certified common-carrier trucks, these trucks 
\vere left in the general truck classification and \Vere dealt \vith 
only in the aggregate. 
The first operation in the analysis \vas the summarizing of 
receipts from all types of motor-vehicle imposts in Iowa during 
1937 (Table 25). The following revenues \vere deducted from 
total revenues to obtain the revenues used in the ton-mile analy-
sis: (1) Revenues not applicable to a comparison of taxes paid 
by various classes of automotive Yehicles, including payments 
for dealers' licenses and motorcycle fees; (2) revenues contrib-
uted by out-of-state vehicles traveling in Iowa; and (3) reve-
nues, consisting of motor-fuel tax only, contributed by publicly 
owned vehicles (since such payments depend upon general taxa-
tion, they \\.·ere eliminated from the analysis). These deduc-
tions, from the total of $25,598,773 (Table 25), were {1) $59,826, 
(2) $1,172,599 (8.75 percent of the motor-fuel tax), and (3) 
$134,919, .. which left a remainder of $24,231,430 to be allocated 
among major vehicle classes. The sources of this remainder 
were classified by the use of 1937 tax revenues compiled by the 
Highway Planning Survey (Table 26). 
After revenues were allocated to the various vehicle classes, 
comparisons of total ton-miles of travel and of user revenues 
contributed by each class were possible (Table 27). The data in 
'
3 Since all nonresident common carrters doing business Jnto Iowa, although not through 
Iowa, are required to obtain Iowa licenses, the error introduced was not great Less than 
4 percent of the common carrier busses weighed during the tra ffic counts did not carry 
Iowa licenses. However, more than 50 percent of the common-carrier trucks and combina-
tions did not have Iowa licenses. In view of the recognized evas10n of the ton-mile tax 
by out-of-state trucks, it is doubtful if such trucks paid an} thing like 50 percent of the 
ton-mile tax patd by all r.ommon-carrier trucks. 
<~<~These figures wen• based on a 1935 study by the Htghway Planning Survey. Data 
werl• available for no other year. 
TABLE 25. RECEIPTS FROM ALL TYPES 0 1• MOTOR-VEHICLE IMPOSTS IN I OWA, 1937 
Type of impost 
Registration fees 
Passenger cars 
Trucks 
TraJlers 
Motorcycles 
Nonresident fees 
Transfers and miscellaneous 
Dealers' licenses 
Duplicate plates 
F1nes and penalties 
Total 
Recetpts 
~8.213. 168 
2,674,605 
85,968 
8,101 
78,776 
213,599 
51,725 
25,058 
1 .650 
11 ,352,650 
Type of impost 
Motor fuel tax: 
Gross recetpts 
Less refunds and sales tax 
Net receipts 
Special motor-carrier taxes 
'!'on-mile taxes 
Truck permit fees 
Total 
Dr ivers' and chauffeurs' 
hcenses 
Grand total 
Receipts 
SH. 979,890 
- 1.830,890 
13,149,000 
467,779 
64.280 
532,059 
565,064 
25,598,773 
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TABLE 26 PAYMENTS OF VARIOUS M OTOR-VEHICLE IMPOSTS BY M AJOR VEHICLE 
CLASSES IN I OWA, 1937 
Type of impost Passenger 
car 
Registration fees S8 487,091 
Motor-fuel taxes 8 941,838 
Motor-carrier taxes 0 
Drivers' and chauffeurs 
licenses 460 862 
Total 17 889, 791 
-
-Veh1cle class 
Truck and 
combination 
::>2. 780,585 
2.803.644 
347,458 
104,202 
6,035,889 
Bus 
S25,1·19• 
96,000• 
184,601 
0 
305,750 
Total 
$11 .292,825 
11 841,482 
532.059 
565.064 
24.231,430 
•GasoUne taxes and license fees for busses are for 1935, the only year for which such 
data are available. 
Table 27 indicates that trucks and combinations were being sub-
sidized, on the basis of a ton-mile analysis_, by passenger cars. 
Separation of trucks and combinations into various weight 
classes was made in Table 28. This table shows that, on the 
basis of average gross weights, the two lightest classes of single-
unit trucks were like passenger cars more than paying their 
way. Trucks in these two classes comprised 46.9 percent of the 
total truck and combination registration in 1937. For single-
unit trucks in heavier gross-weight classes, however, and for 
combinations, the ratio of actual to equitable contributions on a 
ton-mile basis dropped; it was only 42.69 percent for tractor-
truck semitrailer combinations. When common-carrier trucks 
as a group were separated from the g·eneral truck classification, 
their contributions were found to be 58.24 percent of their equi-
table contributions on a ton-mile basis! 5 
Prior to the 1939 meeting of the General Assembly, the gen-
eral problem of truck legislation was studied intensively by a 
subcommittee on truck legislation of the State Planning Board.u 
One of the major problems which this committee considered was 
truck taxation. To provide the committee with basic data on 
cun ..ent payments by various vehicle classes in relation to high-
way use, the Highway Planning Survey made an analysis which 
made possible comparisons of contributions and highway use 
similar to those in Tables 27 and 28. These comparisons made 
HTo determine this ratio the average gross weight of Iowa-registered, common-carrier 
trucks was determined from load tables of the Highway Planning Survey to be 9 95 tons 
(combined average weight of empty and loaded trucks and combinations). The average 
mileage of these trucks and comblnat10ns was 36,775, which gave an average of 365,911 
ton-miles per truck per year The 1936 registration was 1,299, which gave 475,318,710 ton-
miles traveled in Iowa by common-carrier trucks annually ( 4. 77 percent of the ton-miles 
traveled by all Iowa-registered vehicles in Iowa during 1936-1937) . Since total user 
revenues for 1937 were $23,688,079, thts figure was multiplied by 4. 77 percent to give 
$1,126,506 as the equitable share of common-carrier trucks on a ton-mile basis From 1936 
data of the Survey, the sum of license fees and gasoline taxes for the 1,299 trucks was 
$386,141 The ton-mile tax paid by all common-carrier trucks in 1937 was $282,615. Total 
conttibutions thus equaled $658,756, or 58 24 percent of the equitable share of common-
carrier trucks 
4 0Iowa State Planning Board, Transportation Committee R('port and Recommendations 
on truck legislation I owa State Planning Board, Des Moines, Iowa. 1939. 
' 
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TABLE 27. P~<:RcENTAGE oF ToN- MILEs TRA\'BLED AND VEHICLE-USFR REVENUES 
CONTRIBUTI-:D BY VARIOUS CLASRFJS OF VEHICLES REGISTERED I.N I OWA, 1937 
'fypc of 
vehicle 
Passenger car 
!'ruck 
B us 
• l'otal 
blic Pu 
G rand 
and comblna tlon 
pnvate vehicles 
vehicles 
total 
Registration 
in 1937 
657,381 
87,868 
353t 
715,602 
5,393 
750,995 
User revenues Ratio of 
T on-m1les contributed travel to 
traveled, Percent revenue percent of total• Dollars of total percentages 
-
68.84 ,17,890,000 73.83 107.24 
29.64 6.035,000 24.90 83.95 
1 -., 
.o .. 306,000 1.27 l 
100.00 24.231.000 100.00 100.00 
125,000' 
24,356.000 
•Iowa Statev.ide Highway Planning Survey. Report of the Tra ffic Survey. Table 
T-10·1b. Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa. 1938 
tCommon-carrier and city busses registered in 1936. as determined by the Highway 
Planning Survey. Such registration was not avatlable for other years 
:tThe travel-revenue ratio is not computed for busses because the lack ot sutficlent 
Information concerning the ton-miles traveled makes the ton-m1le percentages in the table 
unreUable in the smaller numbers 
~Gasoline ta.x. 
it evident that, on a ton-mile basis, users of private pas~·enger 
cars were subsidizing users of trucks and combinations, and that 
sharp variation existed in the ratios of actual to equitable con-
tributions between various trucks and combinations. Neverthe-
less, the committee recommended only that (1) the basis of truck 
registration be changed from a licensed-capacity to a licensed-
gross-weight basis, ( 2) existing truck fees be changed to estab-
lish a closer relationship between payments by trucks and com-
binations on a gross-weight basis and their ton-mile use of the 
highways without increasing revenues, and (3) the existing ton-
mile tax on common-carrier trucks and busses not be repealed 
without substituting some other type of third-structure tax 
designed to raise an equal amount of revenue. The commit-
tee also proposed a sample schedule of adjusted fees designed to 
carry the second recommendation into effect. 
On the basis of this report, a license-fee schedule vvas submit-
ted to the legislature' · which proposed ( 1) a shift to a gross-
weight registration basis for trucks, combinations, and busses; 
(2) an increase in registration fees for trucks and combinations 
in the higher gross-weight brackets; and (3) repeal of the ton-
mile tax and substitution for it of a series of annual compensa-
tion taxes assessed on a licensed-gross-weight basis to all for-
hire carriers, with a differentiation bet\veen classes of for-hire 
• 
carr1ers . 
.. iThe schedule was subm1tled b) PetH S Peterson of the Cl•ntral Trucking Association, 
but was based on factual information supplied by the Highway Planning Survey 
• 
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T ABLE 28. VEHICLE-USER T AXES FOR V ARIOUS CLASSES OF VEHICLES REGISTERED IN 
I owA AND EQ'{;ITABLE T AXES ON A ToN-MILE BASIS, 1937 
Gross- Number 
weight m class 
class• 
0- 6 35.203 
6- 8 6,034 
8-10 27,009 
10-12 9.507~ 
12-14 3,919 
14-16 2,262 
16-18 1 ,950 
18-20 263 
20-24 265 
24-28 37 
Above 28 65 
Total 86,515 
16-20 152 
20-24 364 
24-28 209 
28-32 257 
32-36 211 
Above 36 55 
Total 1,248 
. All 105 
All 1 657,381 
I -- - Actual contributions' 
AvPr- Aver- Equi-
age age Ton- table 
miles. contri-gross annual 
weight. mile- percent but ions Regis- Gasoline 
pounds aget of totalt per tration taxes 
vehicle fees 
I 
SINGLE-U~IT TRUCKS 
-
3,422 6,000 3 52 S23 05 $14.32 S16 47 
3.826 6.000 0 67 25 60 16 .26 16 73 
6,402 9,050 7.62 65.05 24.2·1 28 50 
7,968 13,550 5 00 121 25 46.55 46 44 
9,420 16,000 2 87 168 84 67.13 60.59 
10.054 19,000 2'.10 214 04 94.84 76 60 
11,342 19,000 2.05 242 36 116.79 83 25 
12,861 30,000 0.49 429 51 130.88 138 58 
15.607 30,000 0.61 530 71 142 30 150 23 
18.406 30.000 0 10 623 11 183 05 159 13 
24,259 30,000 0 23 815 80 2'77 81 189 78 
25.26 67 31 28 96 29.59 
TRACTOR-TRUCK SEMITRAILER COMBINATIONS 
18 
21 
20 
23 
25 
28 
,075 
,070 
,678 
,154 
,565 
,498 
30,000 0 44 
30.000 1 23 
30,000 0 69 
30,00) 0 95 
30.000 0 86 
30.000 0 25 
4.42 
667 39 86.66 160 47 
779 07 128 49 173 30 
76114 204 17 171 71 
852 25 264 18 183 27 
939 70 317 03 197 98 
1,047 98 336 69 219 20 
816 50 205 16 179 72 
TRGCK AND F t;LL-TRAILER CoMBINATIONS 
13,287 30.000 0.27 592 87 67.24 186 91 
I 
PASSENGER CARS 
-------
T otal 
sao. 79 
32.99 
52 74 
92 99 
127 72 
171 .44 
200.01 
269.46 
292.53 
342 18 
467 59 
58.55 
247 .13 
301.79 
375.88 
44 7 -15 
515 01 
555 89 
384 88 
Z54. 15 
Ratio 
of 
actual 
to 
eqUl-
table 
contri-
butions, 
percent 
. 
1133 58 
128 87 
81 07 
76 69~ 
75.64 
80 01 
82 52 
62 73 
55.12 
54 91 
57 32 
86.98 
37 03 
$8 71 
19 J8 
52 50 
5·1 80 
53 04 
4'/.14 
·12 86 
I 
70 05 24 571 12 91 13 64 I 26 55 It 08 06 
Gross-weight classes in thousands of pounds, set up as the empty weight detennmed 
by the Traffic Survey Division of Statewide Highway Planning Survey plus the licensed maxi-
mum load of the vehicles weighed 
tEstimated by the Highway Planning Survey on the basis of a s tud) of data gathered 
by the Road-Use Division and by the Traffic Survey While the sudd ~?n breal<ing points 
make the changes of the ratios of actual to equitable contributions equally sudden, those in 
charge of the Highway Planning Survey s tate that these sharp breaks in mileage apparent-
ly occur when the heavier truck classes are reached 
tTon-mtles for each class were determined by using the average gross weights of ve-
hicles in each gross-weight class as detennmed by the Highway Planning Surve} 
fi Ton-mile taxes and permit fees paid by special classes of trucks \\:ere omJtt('d. 
~A total of 105 trucks of 11.:! -ton rated capacity were t aken out of this gross-weight class 
and classified with full trailers Such an assumption was deemed reasonable by the Survey, 
but it obvious ly renders conclusions on the ratio of actual to equitable contribut ions for this 
subclass subject to an unknown amount of error. 
90 
orne of these proposals met strenuous opposition from truck-
ing interests, so that the final lav .. - adopted the gross-weight 
registration ba is and repealed the ton-mile tax, but did not in-
crea~e the registration fees for heavy Yehicles sufficiently to 
equalize their payments on a ton-n1ile basi~ v:ith those of light 
truck and passenger car· (Table 29). A con1pensation tax 
\Vas adopted a a substitute for the ton-n1ile tax, but \\as applied 
only to common carriers. 
Even under present Io\va vehicle-user-tax ·chedules, heavy 
vehicles continue to be subsidized by light vehicles on a ton-mile 
basis, and the common-carrier truck as a special class of heavy 
truck still is subject to the payment of a third-structure tax. 
Whether the apparent subsidy of heavy trucks and combinations 
should lead to further incr&'tses in their tax load is a problem of 
public policy and not one to be decided here. Ho,Never, if alter-
ations need to be made in the vehicle-user-tax tructure to obtain 
equahty of payments on a ton-mile basis, this may be accon1-
plished in sev~ral \\tays: ( 1) Regi tration fees may be increa ed 
in the hea" ier \\ elgh t brackets and decreased in the r gh ter 
brackets, leaving total reYenue the same; (2) regi~tration 
fees may be increased in the heavier weight brackets but left un-
altered in the lighter brackets, ihus increasing total revenues; or 
(3) special third-structure taxe n1ay be levied against all ve-
hicles in the heavier weight brackets, either in the form of a 
specific ton-mile tax or in the form of an annual, fixed compensa-
tion tax. Such special taxes might or might not be accompanied 
by a reduction in license fees on lighter vehicles, depending on 
whether it is desired to increase toial vehicle-user 1~evenues more 
than might occur simply through continued increase in registra-
tions and annual travel..o 
A specific ion-mile tax would have the greatest equity of any 
of these devices, since its payment \~ould be based on the actual 
amount of road use by a given vehicle. Increases in license fees 
or the use of a fixed compensation tax necessarily ignore varia-
tions in amount of travel by various vehicles within a given class. 
However, experience with the ton-mile tax in lo\va and other 
states indicates that it is difficult to administer because it in-
volves self-declaration by each vehicle user of the ton-miles 
traveled. Payment of the full tax is therefore open to evasion. 
The apparent discrimination against the common-carrier truck 
under existing tax structures may be defended on the ground 
HBecause of an error in interpreting the data supplied b} the H1ghway Planning Survey 
the schedule of license fees adopted actually mcreased the fees imposed on one class of light 
trucks already overlaxed on a ton-m1le basts 
~ O('hanges in gasolme taxes are not constdered because the efficiency of transportat1on 
with the heavy trucks is so much greater than wtth the light trucks that gasohne consump-
tion per ton-mile falls sharply as the size of the vehicle and load increases No increase in 
gasoline taxes could therefore bring about a more equitable distribution of user taxation on 
a ton-mile basis. 
• 
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T ABLE 29. VEHICLE-USER TAXES FOR VARIOUS VEHICLE CLASSES, BASED ON THE 1937 
REGISTRATION 
. Actual contributions 
Gross-weight Equitable 
class 1 000 pounds Under 1937 Under 1939 contributions 
law law· per vehlclet 
• 
SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 
0- 6 S30 79 . 31 47 S23.05 
6- 8 32 99 n 73 25 60 
8-10 52 74 53 50 65 05 
10-12 92 99 106.44 121 2:> 
12-14 127 72 140.59 168 84 
14-16 171.44 176.60 214.04 
16-18 200 04 213.25 242.36 
18-20 269 46 298 58 429.54 
20-24 292 53 341 23 530.71 
24-28 342 18 409 13 623.11 
Above 28 467.59 496.78 815.80 
TRACTOR-TRUCK SFMITRAILER COMBINATIONS 
All 384 88 458 47 816.50 
•This column shows what the various classes of trucks w ould have paid in 1~37 if 
the schedule of registration f ees as revised by the 1939 legislature had been in effect. 
On a ton-mile basis 
that, because h·e has a monopoly in common-carrier motor trans-
port between specified points, the common can .. ier may be deemed 
to have a special privilege for which some extra payment is war-
ranted. From this viewpoint no inequity exists in compelling a 
common-carrier truck operator to pay a higher ton-mile rate 
than other carriers operating trucks of the same gross weight. 
Even when equality in the ton-mile rate for all trucks is accepted 
as desirable, the strongest case that can be made for the com-
mon-carrier truck is that its degree of underpayment was simply 
less in 1937 than that of heavy trucks not in the common-carrier 
class. 60 There is evidence that the new compensation tax which 
went into effect on January 1, 1940, will not result in payments 
per vehicle equal to those under the old ton-mile tax. Conse-
quently, relative payments by common-carrier trucks in relation 
to trucks used for other purposes remain about the same. ' 
In summary, if it is desired to utilize ton-mile analysis as a 
basis for obtaining equity in vehicle-user taxation, there is basis 
for further increases in vehicle-user tax schedules in Iowa for all 
except passenger cars and light trucks. The fact that such in-
creases in rates might force certain heavy vehicles from the high-
G°For heavy trucks and combinations ha vmg an av<'rage gross weight or 9 tons or more, 
the ratio of actual fo equttable payments in 1937 \\as 43.50 percent. For common-carrier 
trucks of all weights. the ratio was 58 24 percent 
3 1The Safety and Traffic Division of the Iowa Highway Commission Is of the opmion 
that about 1 ,500 vehicles operated In certificated common-carr1er servtce m Iowa during 1937. 
These vehicles paid $468,000 in ton-mile tn.x. or $312 per vehicle. In contrast, it seems 
probable that the average compensation tax pa1d by a certificated common-carrier truck reg-
istered in Iowa under the 194.0 tax will be about S150. 
.. 
-
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ways should not be considered if it is not desired to subsidize 
commercial high \Vay transport. Although higher Yehicle-user-
tax rates may be n1aintained for certificated common-carrier 
truck than for trucks having other uses, this is not inequitable 
if the special pri\ ileges represented by common-carrier fran-
ch 1ses are recognized. Finally, the ton-mile method of anal~-~i::, 
itself must be justified on the basis of its fairness and rea on-
ablene s, rather than as the application of an exact, scientific 
allocation of high \\·ay cost . 
APPENDICES 
A. Highway Finance and Administration in Iowa, 1904-1939 
Governmenta.J units throughout the United States have embaxked on a 
pt·ogr·am of rapid expansion In high"\ay expend1tu1 es durtng the past 30 
yeat'S. Revolutiona1y changes In highway transportation have accon1pan1ed 
th1s p1 ogram of increased expenditures. They h ave been evidenced by the 
1mp1 ovement In roads and vehicles and by the changes in amount and types 
of road use, 1n methods of pubhc a<lmtnistration, and in methods of fnlanc-
ing construction and maintenance While these changes form the main 
pictut·e of Iowa high\\ ay t1 anspo1 tat ion during this period, a su1 vey of such 
changes should be accompanied by a study of the perIOd, as well as a cross 
section of the present cha1 acteristics of highway t1 ansportation. 
EXPENDITURES 
F1 om 1904 (which 1 epresents the approximate beginning of the motoi·-
veh tcle e1 a in the state ·) to 1938 mo1 e than a billion dollars \Ver e spent 
on I o,va high,vays and streets <Table 30). Of th is amount, 55.10- 'vas spent 
for capital outlay, and the remainder for maintenance, administlation, and 
intet est on debt The state tl unk (prinlaty) system created in 1919, absot bed 
37 zc r of the expenditut es, although it constituted only about 6.6q, of the 
total Iowa road and street mileage during the pe110d The seconda1) read 
system (now embracing the county trunk and county local systems) ab-
sorbed 49% of the expenditures, although It was 86.1% of the mileage. The 
remainder was e>..pended on urban streets. 
Of even more inte1 est in the histoncal picture of the government's high-
c.~ rn 1901, the first motor-vehicle la'' ''as passed and the Io\\a State High"ay Com-
misslon \\as created Fe,vtr than 1.000 vehicles \\ere in use in IO\\ a at that time 
TABLE 30. EXPENDITURES FOR ROADS AND STREETS IN IOWA, 1904-1937 
( 000 OMITTED) 
Type of expenditur·e 
Capital outlay 
Maintenance and administration 
Interest and finance 
Total 
Road or street system 
---
Primary Secondary Urban 
(1919-1937) (1904-1937) (1910-1937) 
$293,237 $229.500 $55,574 
59.496 267.617 89,534 
37.355 16,955 • 
390.088 514,072 145,108 
(37.2%) (49 0%) (138 <6) 
•The inter~st and finance expenditures for urban streets are not aYailable. 
not incl uded in the totals. 
Total 
$578.311 
416.647 
54,310 
1.049,268 
(100 0%) 
They are 
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TABLE 31. SHIFTS IN AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR ROADS AND STREETS 
IN IO\VA, 1910-1937 (000 OMITTED) 
Highway or street system 
Bond Grand 
Period Second- I Sub- retire- total Primary Urban j rnent* ary total 
1910 $5,377 $3,471 $8 848 $8,848 
1910-14 7,308 3,689 10.997 10.997 1 
1915-19 $199:t 15,591 4,994 20,784 $334 21,118 
1920-24 14,585 19,582 7,824 41,991 1,079 43,070 
1925-29 23,168 22 256 1 5,776 51,200 I 2.557 I 53.757 
1930-34 28,216 19,236 4,108 51,560 3,398 5·1,958 
1935-37 19,450 19,937 4,384 43,771 6,182 49,953 
1930-37 24,929 19,449 4,212 48,590 4,442 I 53,032 1 
Pnmary and secondary road debt 
t Adjusted to the base p eriod 1910-1914. 
:tBased on 1919 only 
Hi~hway Adjusted Real Real change increase orer orer prerious 
cost sub- 1910- 1911. period, index totalt percent percent 
-
$8.848 
100.0 10,997 
168.9 12,306 11 9 11.9 
237.3 17,695 1 60 9 43.8 
208 8 12~ .0 38 6 24,521 
159 2 32,387 1~4 6 32 1 
169 1 25,885 1~5 4 -20 1 
163 o I 29 810 I 171.1 21.6 
way functions 1n the state are the data on shifts In pubhc expenditure dur-
ing the period 1910-1937. These data, presented in Table 31 in averages for 
periods of 5 years, show an increase In expenditures, exclusive of debt re-
tirement, fi om less than $9,000,000 in 1910 to an a vet age of more than $48,-
500,000 during the pe110d 1930-1937 They furthet Ind1cate that, even \vhen 
deflated by a cost index, the real resources used for highway purposes were 
more than 170% greater during the Thirties than they had been thi ee dec-
ades before. The adjusted data also shew that the pet centage Increase in 
real highway expenditures by 5-year' petiods continued until about 1935 and 
that expenditures have no~n stabilized at between 40 and 50 million dollat·s. 
Data for both Table 30 and 31 were calculated fi om the annual I eports of 
the Iowa Highway Commission, the annual I eports on municipal finance, 
and biennial 1 eports of the state auditor. Expenditures for the plimai y 
system Include expenditures made by the Iowa Highway Commission on 
ur'ban extensions of primary rural roads. Expenditures for engineering, 
Inspection, and administration have been allocated between capital outlay 
and maintenance. 
Between 1913 and 1930 all townships did not consistently report their 
expenditures, and estimates of I owa Highway Commission reports were 
used. Expenditures on urban streets wet e not available before 1910, and It 
is certain that the published figures constdei ably undet state actual expend-· 
itures. It was discovered in the Story County study that many of the large 
capital outlays financed by special assessments \vere never Included in 
repo·rts submitted to the state. 
Moreover, Since 1922 municipalities of less than 2,000 populatiOn have 
made no separation in published reports between capital outlay and main-
tenance. The division for the group from 1922 to 1938 is therefore somewhat 
arbitrary (Tables 30 and 31). Since debt incurred for street purposes and 
interest on that debt could not be separated from the total urban debt, the 
interest on urba n street debt was not available. 
A description of highway expenditures in the state should show \vhere 
highway funds are no\v being spent. The only complete information avail-
able for this purpose \Vas compiled by the State\vide Highway Planning 
Survey .., 1 for the fiscal year endtng in 1933 and the data p1 esented in T.able 
G3The Survey, a joint project of the Iowa Highway Commission and the Public Roads 
Administration, was carrted on intensively durmg 1936-1939 Comprehensive data were 
gathered on a wide variety of subjects. including finan ce road ust•, tra fftc, and road m-
ventory Much of the data are used in this bulletin, especially 111 the empirical study of 
Story County 
• 
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32 are largely based on 1ts figures. Engineering, inspection. and administra-
tion costs related to constt uction or maintenance have been allocated to the 
items in Table 32. The item administrative and collection costs includes all 
costs associated '''ith collection of motor -vehicle revenues and enforcement 
of rnotoz vehicle Ja\\'S \Vhich could be ascertained Expenditures for subse-
quent years somewhat exceed those foz 1935, but diffez little as to pu1 pose 
or place of expenditure. In 1935, 44 8C(' of expenditures wei e for construc-
tion 38 7% for maintenance, 13.8l"c foz interest, and 2.7% for miscellaneous 
expE'nses 
Exclusn e of debt retil·en1ent and miscellaneous administr~ative items not 
r eadily assignable to systems, 38.4% of expendituz es ·were for primary rural 
roads, 48.0 )(> for secondary rural roads. 7.2c.t,. for urban extensions of pri-
mary roads, and 6.4 % for other urban stz eets 
PHYSICAL PLA 'T 
It has been pointed out that expendituz es for impr'ovement of Iowa roads 
and streets exceeded $375,000,000 during 1904-1937. These expendituz es have 
been accompanied by a tremendous physical development. No data are 
available for urban streets. although It IS known that most of the present 
s urfaced mileage in Cities and to'' ns has been built during thts pex 10d. For 
rural roads however, on which moi·e than $520,000,000 \\'ere Invested during 
the penod, fairly complete data az e available for the penod from 1920 to the 
PI esent, 
Table 33 shows that virtually all the improvements on Iowa rural roads 
have been accomplished in less than two decades, although basic land-access 
l'Oads of approximately the same total mileage existed prior to lhe peitod of 
high\\ ay improvement. It also shows that a comparatively small mileage 
has been made the object of the bulk of construction acbvities in the 
state 6 4 and that a lai·ge mileage, mostly low-b affic local roads represent-
ing more than 40% of the total ruz al mileage, remained completely unim-
proved at the end of 1938. 
The table does not Indicate the Wlde variation In secondary road im-
provement existing between counties wrthin the state Thus, 57 counties 
had theil entire county trunk systems graded and surfaced at the end of 
CHAbout $136,000,000 have been spent for concrete surfacing alone on slightly more than 
5, 000 miles. 
T>\BLE 32. EXPENDITURES FOR ALL PuRPOSES RELATED TO HIGH\VAYS AND 
STREETS FOR FISCAL YEARS ENDING IN 1935 
=========:====-(000 0MIT-=T=E=D=) ===---======= 
System 
Purpose Total Primary Secondary Primary Urban 
rural rural urban streets 
· -
Cons truction $17,030 $6.673 $7,294 $2.263 $800 
Maintenance 14.677 3.227 9.778 397 1.275 
Interest 5,371 4,348 757 0 266 
Administrative and 
collection costs 861• 
Miscellaneous 74* 
Subtotal 38,013 14,248 17,829 2,660 2,341 
Debt retirement 8,581 4,059 1,370 0 3.152 
Total 46,594 18.307 19.199 2,660 5,493 
·Represents an item which could not be allocated to road systems but is included in 
the subtotal and total 
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TABLE 33 EXTENT OF ll\IPROVEl\IIENT IN THE 10\VA R URAL ROAD SYSTEM, 
1920-1938"' 
Year 
1920 
1930 
1938 
1920 
1930 
1938 
1920 
1930 
1938 
Total mile-
age at end 
of year 
6,619 
6,813 
8,498 
10,552 
12,816 
13,710 
84 963 
81,744 
80,199 
Mile~ ~files 
Miles graded pa\'ed with 
unimproved bt't not concrete 
s urfaced or brick 
PRIMARY RURAL ROADS 
4,739 
375 
78 
1,021 
485 
52 
67 
3,260 
5,090 
COUNTY TRUNK ROADS 
8,681 1,023 2 
5,621 982 7 
1,202 1,150 27 
COUNTY LoCAL ROADS 
83 224 ..1. I 0 
72,191 2,214 0 
42,054 13,684 13 
Miles 
of 
bituminous 
s urface 
0 
0 
587 
0 
0 
28 
0 
0 
180 
Miles 
gra\·eled or 
improved 
with other 
surfacing 
792 
2,693 
2,691 
846 
6,206 
11,303 
1,739 
7,339 
24,268 
·Reports of the Iowa Highway Commission for 1920, 1930, and 1938 w er e used as the 
source of data. 
TN ot available. 
1938, while 12 had theil systems less than half complete. Variation w as 
even more pronounced in the improvement of the county local system 
where 26 counties had sur faced more than 30% of then milea ge, while 28 
had carried through similar improvement on less than 5%, and 13 on less 
than 1%. In 1933 the Brookings Institution found similar conditions \Vhich 
it attributed to three factors (1) Vaiiations In topog taphrc conditions 
which cause highway construction and maintenance costs to vary widely, 
{2) variations in funds available for secondary road work, and (3) variations 
1n administrative efficiency O\ving to lack of a line of demarcation in some 
counties between the functions of the county engineei and boat d of su-
pervisors. Acco'-·d1ng to state highway authorit ies, son1c improvement has 
been made in the thud factor since 1933, but the othe1 two still cons titute 
senous dr a whacks to secondary road im pr ovemen t, par hculally in south-
ern Iowa where per-capita wealth and income are below the stat e average 
and highway construction costs are above it. Increased revenues were 
made available for secondary roads under the 1939 Farm-to-Market Road 
Act, but this act, designed to bring only about 10% of the most h eavily 
traveled secondary mileage up to modern standards, leaves the local road 
situation untouched. Nor does distribution of four ninths of the net pro-
ceeds of the motor-fuel tax and of farm-to-market road funds on an area 
basis among the counties solve a problem based fundamentally on an un-
equal distribution of \Vealth and rncome It is obvious that the problem is 
part of the broad problem of the dis tribution of user -tax 1 e\ enues among 
governmental units and road systems which was mentioned in the first 
section of this bulletin. 
U The Brookings Institution, Ins titute of Government Research Report on a Survey ot 
Admmis tration in I owa p 304-311 The Brookings Ins titutton, Wa shington, D C. 1933. 
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Year 
1915 
1920 
1923 
1927 
1929 
1931 
1933 
1936 
1939 
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T ABLE 34 CIIA '\GES IN EXTE~Sl\'E A~D 1:\TE~SIVE USE OF 
10\\ A HIGH\\ A): S 1915-1939 
Registrations Gasoline 
Passenger Trucks a nd consumption per Total \'ehicle, gallons cars busses 
145,100 
•137,378 
571,061 531,796 36,265 
704 .207 619,309 54, 98 
7 4,450 714,919 69,531 385 
748,438 670,02•1 78,414 487 
632,292 562,802 69,490 494 
728,414 614,565 3,849 565 
766,412 671, 58 94 ,554 602 
ROAD l-SE 
An increase in the extensive and intensive use of high\\ a~ s has accom-
panied the increase in highway expenditu1 es and the nnp1 O\ ernent of 
physical plant \vhich have taken place du1 ing the past 30 yea I s The 
former IS evidenced b)- the number of vehicles 1 eg1ste1 ed and the latter 
by the tnc1·eased mileage t1 a.\ eled. Total Yeh1cle 1 eg1st1 ation in I o,va 
t•eached a peak in 1929, a lthough truck 1 eg1sti ation inc1 eased sharply in 
the following decade. Gasoline consun1ption per vehicle, h O\\"ever, 1 ose 
steadily bet,,·een 1929 and 1939. While an intet dependent 1 elationship has 
undoubtedly existed bet\\•een the Increasing use of high" ays and their 
physical development thr'Ough the entire motor-vehicle era, 1t IS eYident 
that in I o·wa (particularly since 1929) extensive d en1and has shown Itself 
primarily in a demand for bette1~ roads, a nd intensive den1and has been 
reflected by the increasing use pet ' eh icle of tho·se bettet 1 oads The 1 el-
evant data on 1 eg1stl ation a nd gasoline consumption a1 e rep1 oduced in 
Table 34 
Reg1stl ation f1gu1 es used in Table 34 \Vel e taken from data gathei ed 
a nnua lly by the Pubhc Roads Administration and pul>lished In Its maga-
zine, Pu bltc Roads Ga.:-ohne consumption per vehicle w·as computed from 
the same source and \vould be absolutely accurate only If travel by Iowa-
owned vehicles outside the s tate exactly equaled travel by foi e1gn-owned 
vehicles in the s tate; during 1936 and 1937 foreign travel In Iowa some\vhat 
exceeded travel by lo\va-owned vehicles in other states. Ho\\·ever, the 
trend 1n Intensive use shown in Table 34 is fairly accurate 
Increased vehicle O\vnet ship and use, and improvement of various por-
tions of the hig h\vay plant have resulted in varied and complex chaiacter-
istics of road use A detailed account of these charactetishcs 1s given in 
the road-use and tr aff1c-survey tables of the Statewide High\Yay Planning 
Su1 vey However, only the most important are summa1 ized in the follo\v-
tng pa1 agraphs. 
1. Use of the p1 escnt lo\\ a high\\·ay and street plant is hig hly Interde-
pendent, {a) vehicle O'\\ nets hvtng on any one system cont11bute to tt a ffic 
on all the systems, (b) havel on all l'ural systems even on the county 
local system- del ives in cons idct a ble part from urban-owned vehicles and 
vice versa, (c) vehicles O'\\ n ed in other s ta tes ar·e an 1mpo1 tant r!l.I t of 
the traffic on the pnmai y system (Table 35) 
2. Travel is concentrated on the primary system, a lthough less than 3% 
originates or ends on this system. To a large extent, the rcfot e the o-th-
er system s act as feeder s for the pi 1mary system Average daily traffic 
per mtle on the primary system during 1936-1937 was 719 vehicles, compared 
with 111 on the county trunk system and 25 on the county local system. 
3 Much of the traffi c on UI ban streets both originates a nd ends there 
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TABLE 35 ESTIMATED VEHICLE-MILESTRAVELED L IO\VA BY ALL 
VEHICLES REGISTERED IN IO\\~ A AND B\ FOREIG ~ VEHICLES 
TRA VELI::-.;G I~ IO\VA, 1936 I 
Percentage of travel on 
Grand Place of vehicle 
ownership Primary County County All Urban total , 
rural trunk local 1 ural streets percent 
roads roads roads roads 
-
Primary 2 80 1.30 1.85 2.49 1.19 2.09 
County trunk 2 42 15.87 2.91 3.97 1.36 3.16 
County local 15 83 31.52 55.24 23.27 7.83 18.50 
T otal rural 21 05 48.69 60 00 29.73 10.38 23.75 
Total urban 63 01 ·18 83 38 56 57.21 85 09 66.31 
Nonresident registered 1 07 t .1. 0.80 0.33 0.65 I 
F oreign vehicles 14 87 2 48 1.44 11.56 4.20 9.29 
All vehicles 44.11 10 99 14.12 69.22 30.78 100.00 
-
*Iowa State Highway Commlss1on Road-Use Series of the Statewide Highway Plan-
ning Survey Table 27S-AA Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames , Iowa. 1938. 
Mimeographed. 
I owa State Highway Commission Traffic Sun ey Set ies of the Statewid<' Highway 
Plannmg Survey Table 103 Iowa State Highway Commiss ion. Ames, I owa . 1938. 
Mimeographed. 
!Negligible. 
Even for the smallest crtles ( 1 to 1,000 population), 33l'"c of the t1 a vel was 
of this type. The intraurban traffic was about 80% for cities of 25,000 or 
mote 1 esidents. 
4. Iowa-registered vehicles traveled an average of about 6,250 vehicle-
mrles in Iowa during 1936-1937. This is an average made up of aver age mile-
age for different classes of vehicles, which varied widely Passenger cars 
averaged 5,856 mrles; trucks, 8,854, common-carrier trucks, 36,775, common-
carrier busses, 31,648, and c tty busses, 37,607 
5. There rs consrderable variation In motor-vehiCle use between urban 
and rural population Not only did urban owne1 s b a vel relatively more 
than rural owners (6,662 miles compared with 5,777), but registration was 
more concentrated in urban areas (fewer persons per vehicle). Hence, 
travel by urban owners dominated the total traffic, representing 73.7% 
as against 26.3 % for rural-owned vehicles. Even on the county local sys-
tem it contributed nearly 40% of the total traffic. 
6 The average trip on rural highways is of short distance, even on 
primary roads. Thus, none of our !'Ural hrghway systems can b~ strictly 
classified as either general-use or local-use systems. Even on the primary 
system, only 341% of the ti ips were for distances more than one county 
beyond the potnt of origin, a nd 24 6% of the tnps d1d not cross a county 
line (Table 36) 
TABLE 36. LENGTH OF TRIPS ON IO\VA RO .\DS, 1936-1937"' 
R oad system 
Primary rural 
County trunk 
County local 
Intracounty trtps . 
percent 
24.59 
64.16 
74.01 
Trips between two 
adjoming counties, 
percent 
41 30 
30 09 
23 24 
Trips through more 
than two counties. 
percent 
34.11 
5.75 
2.75 
*Iowa State Highway Commission Origin and Destination Series of the Highway 
Pl_annmg Survey Table 2 Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames. Iowa 1938. 
Mimeographed. 
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FI A~CI .G HIGH\VAY EXPENDITURES 
As prevtousl:\ pointed out, mote than a billion dollats \Vere spent on 
public highways in lowa during 1904 1937. More than $575,000,000 went in-
to the improvement of some 44,000 mtles of 1 ural roads and several thou-
sand miles of urban st1 eets. Not only have such expenditures conferred 
benefits, both to vehicle use1 s and to the community in general, but they 
have required the raising of commensurate sums from various groups in 
the cornmunity and have involved far-z eaching changes 1n the methods of 
raising these sums a s compared with the yeaz s preceding the nlotor-ve-
hicle era. 
While data on the financing of urban stl eet improvements are not 
available in published repoz ts, an analysis of the 1 evenues which became 
available for rural 1 oad put poses is given In Table 37 The figu1 e gtven 
in this table for special assessment receipts for primary roads, 1 epresents 
net receipts. Gross receipts from 1921 to 1930 \\·ere $6,108,000, but the legis-
lature authouzed refund of all special assessments. Why the $173,000 hsted 
a s net receipts \vere not refunded IS not kno\vn. 
Miscellaneous current re\ enues fot primary roads in Table 37 include 
receipts from c1t1es in payment for their share of primary urban extensions 
cons tl ucted by the Iowa Highway Commission and bond premium receipts . 
The sum of $50,326,000 spent on secondat y roads and received from gene1 al 
taxes committed to highway pu1 poses during 1913-1937 IS composed of the 
following: County enginee11ng costs charged to the county gene1al fund 
$11,486,000, inte1 est costs charged to general funds, $16,356,000, and debt 
retil ement chai ged to genet al funds, $22,684,000. 
Vehicle-user tax receipts of $72,398,000 for seconda1y roads were obtained 
TABLE 37. REVENUES COLLECTED TO FINANCE EXPENDITURES FOR PRIM .\.RY 
AND SECONDARY ROAD SYSTEMS OF IOWA, 1904-1937 
(000 OMITTED) 
Primary Secondat'Y Percentage Source of funds All roads of total roads roads funds 
. 
Imposts on property 
Taxes levied specifically 
$341,811 $341,811 for highways 0 
General taxes committed to 
highway purposes $5,946 50,526 56,472 
Special assessments 173 3.288 3,461 
Total 6,119 395,625 401,744 44.5 
Vehicle-user taxes 230,484 72,398 302,882 33.5 
Federal atd 65,076 18,693t 83,769 9 3 
Poll taxes:!: 0 7,248 
• 7,248 08 
Miscellaneous current revenues 4,960 12,661 17,621 1.9 
Total receipts from non-
813,264 90.0 borrowed sources 306,r39 506,625 
Borrowing through bonds : • 
Bonds issued 114,294 31,249 
Bonds retired 30,845 23,802 
Net borrowing 83,449 7,447 90,896 10.0 
Total 390,088 514,072 904,160 100.0 
•county tax levies for primary road bond debt service for 1920-1930, as ascertained 
by W. G White of the Public Roads Admintstration in a special study in 1939. 
t Thts includes $12,297,000 of W.P.A. funds spent on secondary roads during 1935-
1937 and the first 3 months of 1938. 
t Poll taxes levied from 1909 to 1930, and poll tax receipts from 1930 to 1938. 
• 
TABLE 38. SOURCES OF CURRENT REVENUES IN IO,VA FOR SUPPORT OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HIGHWAYS, 1904-1938* 
(000 OMITTED) 
General tax rc,·enues Vehicle-user revenues Total Long-term borrowing P ercent nonborrowed Total Highway P oll F ederal non- revenues Year 
specials taxes~ aid borrowed - - rO\'e · Highway Othert Total License Net Othert Total revenues Receipts Retired Net nuesfi Property User Federal property fees fuel ta.."C imPOsts§ taxes ald 
-
. 
1904 $4,469** 0 $4,459 $1 0 0 $1 0 $235 0 $4,695 $4,695 95 0 0 0 
1910 5,105*• 0 5,105 66 0 0 66 0 230 0 5,401 $125M 5,526 94 5 1.2 0 
1915 8, 794** $480 9,274 1,533 0 0 1,533 0 268 0 11,075 1,154~r 12,229 84.8 13 8 0 
1920 14,850 1,8()3 16,653 7,507 0 0 7,507 0 261 $316U 24,736 $5,638 $487 I 5,161 29,887 67.3 30 3 1 .3 
1925 14,510 4,614 19,024 9,741 $3,129 0 12,870 $895 295 1,262 34,346 2,581 2,424 157 34,503 1 58.0 37.5 3.7 
1930 16,014 2,261 tt 18,275 12,658 10,493 $344 23,495 159 430 3,876 46,235 26,925 2,364 24,561 70,796 39 9 50.8 8 4 
1935 7,732 1,694 9,426 9,870 11,549 483 21,902 100 96 6,090 37.614 o I 5.298 - 5.298 . 32,316 25.3 58.2 16.2 
1938 11,331 1,512 12,843 11,635 13,234 699 25,568 93 36 6,109 44,649 1 2,403 7,318 _-4.915 I 39. 734 29.0 57.3 I 13 7 
Collection costs and costs of adminis tering the laws relating to mot or vehicles a r e included. 
t Th1s r epresents debt serv1ce and engineering costs met with county taxes le\ ied on general funds, in clud ing s mall county levies for debt 
service of primary r oad bonds in 1920, 1925, and 1930. 
+Ton-mile tax recetpts on common cat·riers, truck operator permit f ees, and chauffeut· and driver licPnse fees 
oP oll tax levies indicated by r eports of the Iowa Highway Commission, PXCPpt for 1930, 1935, and 1938, for which actual collect ions are hstea. 
nPremiums and accrued inter est on primary road bonds sold are included. 
§These imposts include special property assessments 
*Taxes levied. 
rt Approximate. 
H F eder al a id received from 1919 to 1921. 
~~Only the net increase in county bridge bonps outs tandmg is mcluded; other data were not available . 
• 
c.o 
(.0 
• 
• 
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fron1 gasoline tax receipts (1925-1937) of $54,120,000, license fees (1912-
1920) of $11,161,000, ton-mile tax receipts <1925-1937) of $3,378,000, and Io,va 
Highway Commission funds spent for secondary lOads (1931-1937) of 
$41,739,000. 
Receipts totaling $12,661,000 received from miscellaneous current reve-
nues for secondary roads comptise a balancing figure and represent ex-
penditures by townships (1913-1930) In excess of the various types of prop-
erty tax imposts and uset tax 1 evenues \\ h1ch \Vere reported to the coun-
ties. rrhese represent, therefore, net transfers of funds which were 0 btained 
n1ainly from property taxes. 
During the period 1904-1937, property imposts vehicle user taxes net 
borrowing, and federal aid \\'ere the chief soux ces of revenue In the order 
nan1ed. Vehicle-user taxes and net borrowing provided almost the exclu-
sive support for the primary road system, property imposts \Vet e the pre-
dominant source of financing secondary roads. and 39o/o of the capital ex-
penditures for primary reads "'ere financed through bonds. 
In the field of finance, however, the changes \Vhich took place during 
190·1-1937 in methods of taising funds stand out n1ost clearly. These 
changes, fot the most pat t summarized in Table 38, Include (1) the rei-
a tive decline in reliance on p1 opel ty tax revenues fot rural roads through-
out the entu e period and apparent stabilization of this source at between 
25 and 30C(' of nonborrO\'\ ed revenues tn 1 ecent years, (2) con vet sely. the 
increase tht oughout the period in the relative Importance of vehtcle-usel 
taxes, \\ hich have stabilized at between 55 and 60£1:. of nonbo11 O\Ved 1 eve-
nues during recent } ears: (3) the 1 apid imp1 ovement of pumary 1 oads 
through bond issues voted by the counties, particularly during 1927-1931 
when more than $85,000,000 were 1 ecetved from this source, ( 4) the gro"-
ing importance of grants from the federal government as a method of 
financing primat·y rural, p1 imary urban, and secondary rut al road con-
struction; and (5) the direct spending of millions of dollat s by the federal 
government in recent yeats fot road and street pur poses as a means of 
providing unemployment 1 elief. The relief expenditut es ,~:e1 e supplement-
ed by a considerable contribution ft om local governmental untts 
These changes may be vie\\ ed as the development of ne\\ and vatted 
revenue sources for rural 1 oads du11ng the period, made rn 1 esponse to an 
increased demand from motor-vehicle users within the community for im-
PI oved transportation Thus, rn 1904, support for 1 ural 1 oads 1 ested on 
only two sources, general property taxation and poll taxes. In 1930 three 
maJor sout ces of vehicle user taxation (license fees, motor-fuel tax, and 
ton-mile tax on common car r1ers), federal aid, anq, to a nuno1 extent, spec1al 
assessments had been adopted and accepted as a pe1 mancnt pal't of the 
pubhc revenue system, '" h1le long-term borrowrng had been developed as 
a method of accelerating 1 oad improvement, particularly for prin1ary 1 oads 
To all these must be added other types of license fees developed and applied 
by the state. These include dealet llcenses, tt uck-oper a tor pez m1t fees. and 
chauffeu1 and drIver license fees, as \vel1 as special property assessments 
wtthin urban localities The latter, which was an established method of 
frnance p1 ior to the motot-vehrcle era, \vas applied extensively to finance 
stl eet improvement beh\ een 1910 and 1930. 
While the relative Impo1 tance of rmposts on property for the financing 
of l'UI al highways has been steadily declining, secondary roads still are 
financed largely by pi operty tax levres, which provided more than 60f1, of 
the current nonborrowed revenues for these roads in 1938. In relation to 
the value of land, the propel ty tax burden fOJ,' highways probably is greater 
than 20 years ago, though less than a decade ago. Urban street improve-
ments still are financed largely by property imposts, except for federal 1 e-
110 Between October, 1935. and January, 1939, the Works Progress Administration spent 
$19,164.000 and local sponsors. $10,035.000 on Iowa secondar) roads The local sponsors 
apparently were the counties, and such contributions presumabl) appear m recorded ex-
penditures of the counties for these years 
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hef expenditures for \\·or k on stl eets, and for federal and state expenditures 
for constl uction \vork on p11mar y u1 ban extensions. For ur·ban and 1 ural 
highways in Iowa, p1 oper ty imposts still contributed 31.0% of current 
1 evenues from all sources rn 1935 Revenue sources for' all rural hrghv~ ay 
and urban stl eet purposes 1n Io\va for the fiscal yea1 ending in 1935 \vere as 
follows 
I. High,vay-user revenues 
A. Motor·-vehrcle fees 
1. Passenger cars and busses 
2 Trucks and tractors 
3. Trailers 
4 Motor cycles 
5. Dealer licenses 
6. Miscellaneous 
7 Less 1 efunds 
8 Total 
B. Motor-fuel tax-
1. Gross tax assessed 
2. Less 1 efunds 
3. Net proceeds 
C. Other user revenues 
1 Motor-carrrer tax 
2. Truck-operator fees 
3 Dnver fees 
Total 
II. Property levies: 
A. County lev1es: 
1. Highway property tax 
2. High\vay debt servrce and engineering 
paid with genflral funds 
3. Special assessments 
B. Urban levies· 
1. Property and general fund taxes 
2. Specral assessments 
Total 
III. Federal aid· 
A. Received and adminrster ed 
by the Io\va Hrg h\vay Commission 
B. Received dit ectly by crbes 
Total 
IV. Current borrowing 
A. Munrcipal 
B. County 
Total 
V. Poll taxes 
A. Municipal 
B. County 
Total 
VI. Miscellaneous revenues· 
A. I owa Highway Commission: 
1. Decrease in balances 
2. Premium on refunding bonds 
3. Other 
Li 0 
$7,105,000 
2,393,000 
64,000 
7,000 
48,000 
253,000 
$9,870,000 
40,000 
$9,830,000 
$12,607,000 
1,058,000 
$11,549,000 
$370,000 
61,000 
52,000 
$483,000 
$7,898,000 
1,545,000 
100,000 
$9,543,000 
$2,676,000 
2,152,000 
$4,828,000 
$6,090,000 
38,000 
$202,000 
197,000 
$136,000 
96,000 
$297,000 
287,000 
4,000 
$588,000 
$21,862,000 47.2 CO 
14,371,000 31 2% 
6,128,000 13.2 ('Jo 
399,000 0.9% 
232,000 0.5 % 
B. County: 
1. Net trans fers of funds 
2. Decz ease in balances 
3. r.-1iscellaneous 
C. Municipal: 
1. Decrease in balances 
2. Net trans fers of funds 
3. r.-1iscellaneous 
• 
Total 
Total revenues 
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• 
$581,000 
1,294,000 
588,000 
$2,463,000 
$125,000 
159,000 
6,000 
$290,000 
• 
3,341,000 7.2% 
$46,333,000 100 0% 
Data on the highway-user 1 e\ enues hsted above \Vel e taken from 
financial tables published by the Public Roads Administration in its maga-
zzne, Publtc Roads County data w ere taken from the county section of 
the 1935 ! O\\ a Highway CommiSSIOn 1 eport. Municipal 1 evenues " ·ere based 
on 1 esearch conducted by the High\vay Planning Survey and published in 
1ts financial survey series . The total 1 ece ipts do not agree exactly with 
the total expenditures in Table 32 chie fly because the fiscal years used for 
1 ece1pts and expend1tu1 es d1d not agz ee in every Instance 
The 1 ole played by the federal government In financing road improve-
ments in the state has greatly expanded during recent years and appears 
to be undet going fundamental changes Contrary to the rule In force fronl 
1916 to 1933, I owa ''as 1equil ed to match federal grants for hxgh\vays only 
for certain classes of fedet·al appropriations from 1934 to 1938. Federal 
grants n ow ai e being made for expenditures on urban extensions of pri-
maty 1 oads and on secondary 1 oads as \Veil as on the 1 egular 1 u1 al federal-aid 
system. Federal axd IS becoming mo1 e and mor e a means of financing 
stage construction as contrasted with anginal improvement Stage con-
stru ction is the modernization, additional improvement, or reconstruction 
of a highway system . Direct federal spending for relief purposes on roads 
and s treets is becoming accepted as a permanent fact. 
P1101 to 1933, f ederal aid \vas g ranted to the states cnly on the match-
ing pnnciple and the funds w er e expended solely for improvement of a 
d esigna ted mileage of the primary system after plans had been approved 
by the U S Bureau of Public Roads Since the coming of e"\.panded fed-
eral pubhc works spending in 1933, however, more than $28,500,000 have 
been allotted to Iowa under acts requiring no matching by state funds. 
This compar es ·w1th a llotments of about $14,250,000 under acts requiring 
use of the matching principle. Under the first of the emergency grants, 
which amounted to more than $15,000,000, it was stipulated that 25% of 
the funds be spent on secondary roads and not less than 2.'5 % on ex-
t ensions of federal-aid roads through munic ipalities Subsequent emergency 
grants, as w ell as the a llotments for 1938-1941 under federal secondary-
road aid, either have 1 equired oi permitted expenditure of funds on other 
than the rural fede1al-aid system exclusively 117 On the regular federal-aid 
rural syst em, the purpose of expenditure has been gradually shifting from 
one of initial improvement to one of stage improvement. For the country 
as a whole, stage construction 1 ose to 56% of the current construction pro-
gram in 1937. 
The Importance of the flo\v of federal funds to the continuance of a 
hig hway cons truction prog ram in I o,va, now that the full impact of the 
county borrowing progr·am for primary roads has been felt and annual 
debt service requirements of about $8,000,000 must be met, is evidenced 
by examining Iowa Highway Commission reports for the years 1934-1938. 
u In 1933-1938 more than $6,400,000 of f ederal-aid funds w ere expended on secondary 
roads in this s ta t e by the Iowa Highway Commission Total fed eral a uthor1zat10ns for 
secondary-road aid in addition to the above amounts for the fiscal years 1938-1941 were 
$2,060,000 
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For this 5-yeal period, · 65.1~ of expenditures fot constl uction or nearly 
$37,000,000 out of $56,500,000, \Vere financed by federal funds To what 
extent these grants to Io,va have been offset by tax contl ibutions by 
Iowans to the fede1al govetnment is not clear, both because so large a 
portion of federal expenditures have been financed by b011 owing In recent 
years and because it IS Impossible to ascertain quantitatively the incidence 
of the large number of manufacturers' excise taxes which are levied by 
the federal government. That some part of the federal grants represent a 
distribution of federal taxes Is evident from estimates of federal excise 
taxes on automobiles, tues, accessories, gasoline, and oil paid by Io\vans 
during I ecent years These estimates sho·w that from 1932 to 1937 I owa 
received $37,398,000 in federal aid for highways, while such exc1se taxes 
borne by I owans amounted to about $33,200,000 
Iowa vehicle-user taxation began 1n 1904, when vehicle registration and a 
filing fee of $1 were first required. This fee was Increased to $5 in 1907, 
and in 1911 1 ecognition was given in principle to the vary1ng responsibili-
ties of passenger cars and h ucks for high,vay costs by the establishment 
of a fee of $8 for vehicles of 20 hot sepo\ver 01 less, with a 40-cent add1tional 
fee for each additional h orsepov.·er It also \vas in 1911 that I ecognition 
was first given to th e pr1nctple that vehicle-user taxes should be dedicated 
to road purposes, 85% of the fees wet e dtstubutPd to the counties for con-
struction of county roads Since 1913, all vehicle-uset taxes collected in 
the state have been allotted for hig hways (either for actual construction, 
maintenance, or debt service, or for enforcement of motor-vehicle laws). 
In Iowa, vehicle-user taxes have been recog nized as fees paid for the special 
benefit of improved roads for motor-vehicle use 1 ather than as taxes for 
the general functions of government. 
Registration fees on ne'v passenger cats and busses s ince 1919 have 
remained at 1% of value plus 40 cents for each 100 pounds of \veight, but 
fees on trucks were increased in 1919, 1923, and 1939. Under the 1940 law, 
trucks, semitrailers, trailers, and busses are licensed on a g1 oss-weight 
basis. Fees range from $15 for a gross weight of 3 tons or less to $375 
for a tractor-truck and semitrailer combination representing a g1 oss weight 
of 18 tons, which probably would approximate the maximum legal ,,·heel 
load of 4 tons. 
The Iowa motor-fuel tax, now the most p1 oductive state vehicle-user 
revenue, was inhoduced In 1925 at 2 cents a gallon , was raised to 3 cents 
in 1927, and has remained there since. A ton-mile tax on common-carrier 
trucks and busses was levied in 1927, but was succeeded in 1939 by a special 
annual fee on common carriers ".as compensation for use of the highways to 
carry on business and for repair' and maintenance of the highways." The 
rate varied from $75 for a vehicle or combination having a gross \veight 
of 8 tons or less to $250 for each vehicle or combination havl'Pg a gross 
weight in excess of 16 tons. While registration fees in Iowa are above the 
national average and the average of surraunding states in all categories of 
vehicles, the Iowa motor-fuel tax is considerably below the national aver-
age of 3.96 cents. The combined motor-fuel tax and licen se fee for the 
average Iowa vehicle is below the national average ($33.48 in Iowa as com-
pared with $37.56 f<Yr the United States in 1939). Net receipts from regis-
tration fees, after certain deductions for costs of collection and administra-
tion, go to the primary-road fund, along with five ninths of the net motor-
fuel tax receipts and one half of the compensation tax on common carriers. 
All such receipts in the primary-road fund above $17,000,000, however, are 
now placed in a farm-to-market road fund to improve secondary roads 
At 1940 receipt rates from user taxes this will p1 ovide more than $3,000,000 
a nnually for secondary roads. In addition secondary roads receive four 
ninth s of t h e motor-fuel tax proceeds and one half of the proceeds of the 
compensation tax on common carriers. Under present laws, secondary roads 
are receivin g a h igher percentage of vehicle-user revenues than the per-
cen tage of total traffic which they carry. Had the provisions of the 1939 
la w been applied to the disposition of 1938 user tax revenues, for example, 
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secondary roads would have received 32.9% of the 1 evenues, whereas they 
carl'icd only 25.1% of the total traffic. 
Two other sources of revenue have been developed and applied to 
road improvement in the state during the motor-vehicle era. One of these 
is long-term bon·owing and the other the special assessn1ent Borro\>\ Ing 
for secondary-road and bridge construction has a htstot y extending back 
to the early years of the century. It reached the modest peak of $23,099,000 
outstanding at the end of 1923 and was reduced steadily to $6 543,000 out-
standing by the close of 1938. Long-term borrowing for p11mary roads 
was authorized in 1919, and from then until the end of 1938, 97 of the 
99 counties in the state had sold $116,643,000 par value of bonds. This 
indebtedness reached a peak of about $97,000,000 outstanding at the end 
of 1931, and by 1939, $79,790,000 remained outstanding. Debt retirement 
is proceeding under' a program designed to leave the primary system free 
of debt by 1950, well \vithin the life of the conc1·ete roads \Vhich the bonds 
\verc issued to finance. 1A.Thile they are legal obligations of the counties 
these bonds have been serviced almost entirely from the p11mary road fund, 
in recognition of the benefits to vehicle users \vhich in1provement of our 
main high,vays con fez s Meantime, a compr ehens1ve refunding progran1 
during 1934-1938 reduced annual inte1 est charges on these bonds by $1,650,000 
and established a combined debt se1 vice 1 equu ement of about $8,000,000 
annually. 
When the primal y system was established in 1919 the program for 
financing it also Included special assessments on adJOining lands \\"hich 
wez·e not to exceed 25C"c of the cost of hat d-sur facing, and in no Instance 
'' ei e they to exceed 4 r.( of the value of the p1 operty. Mote than $4.650,000 
'\\ e1 e collected under this la\v In 1921-1924 By 1923, ho'\~ eve1, it "as 1 ecog-
nized that the eXJsting la'\v placed a seve1 e financial but den on landowners 
adjoining roads '\Vhich \Vel e being ha1 d-surfaced at a cost of more than 
$25,000 a mile, and it was recognized that benefits to urban as well as rural 
ti affic \Vel e sufficient that vehicle users should meet the entir-e costs of 
such roads, eithet directly through user taxes or Indirectly through bonds 
serviced by user-tax receipts. Consequently, bebveen 1923 and 1928 the 
special assessment as a means of financing pr1ma1 y road tmprovement 
\vas eliminated, and refunds \vere autho1 ized fo1 all assessments previously 
collected. But the provisions of the 1919 la\v authonz1ng special assess-
ments for the surfacing of secondary roads up to 25<(. of the surfacing 
cost have remained on the statute books. This recognizes that a greater 
proportion of the benefits of secondary roads accrue to adjoining property 
than do the benefits of primary roads, and that surfacing costs are much 
smaller Several counties in the state, including Sto·1 y County, have made 
conside1 able use of this law. 
ADl\IINISTRATION 
The expansion in high~'ay expenditures, improvement of physical plant, 
increase in vehicle ownership a nd road use, a nd changes in methods of rev-
enue raising \vhich have characterized the motor-vehicle era in Iowa have 
required and been accompanied by equally far-reaching changes in highway 
administration An inc1 easing amount of control has been vested in the 
[owa High·way CommiSSion, established in 1904, including complete control 
ove1~ the primary road system set up in 1919, supervision over secondary 
roads, and more recently over the farm-to-market road system. Immediate 
control over all secondary roads has bee>n transferred from the townships 
to the county boards of supervisors. Thus the general tendency since 1900 
has been away fr'om the decentralized type of road administration, which 
then operated through the township and subtownship systems, toward the 
centralization demanded for efficient expenditure of funds for present public 
highways. 
This tendency toward centralizatiOn \vas not accomplished \Vithout a 
tremendous struggle In the Iowa legislature from 1900 through 1919. Certain 
businessmen and many believers in local self-government fought adminis-
• 
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trative centralization bitterly. This stl uggle Is summarized and the pnn-
ciples of administration over whtch a fight was staged ai e indicated by the 
following quotation: 
It IS appal ent that the last eight yeai s (1904-1911) of the h1stoi y of road 
legislation in Iowa have been chaiacteuzed by two distinct foi ces. First, 
there has existed a reactionary tendency di1 ected a g ainst the ... law of 
1902 \vhich pi ovided for the consolidation of road districts on the basis 
of the civil to\vnship, the appointment of one township 1 oad supeun-
tendent, and the payment of road taxes In n1oney_ This reactlonar} t end-
ency 1 esul ted in the .. law of 1909, authoiiZing the diviSion of a town-
ship into road districts, election of road dis tnct supervisors and payment 
of one half the road tax in labor. The other foi ce has been the progr es-
Sive good 1 cads movement which has had fo1 1ts pur pose the payment 
of all property road taxes in money, the enlarg ement of the county road 
fund togethet with the appointment of a trained county engineer, a state 
aid policy, and, finally, the strengthening of the pO\\ ers of the State 
H1ghv1ay Comrrission ' 
The objectives of the good-1 oads movement wei e attained through legis-
lative acts from 1911 to 1916. In the field of administration, these acts es tab-
lished a county road system apart ft·om the township 1 oad system and gave 
the boards of superviSOI s authority ove1 it, including the powe1 to levy taxes 
e-n a county basis for its suppo1t. They likewise sti engthened the powers 
of the Iowa Highway Commission by givtng the commiSSIOn power to adopt 
plans of highway construction and maintenance suited to the needs of the 
different counties, fu1 nish standard plans to the counties, and approve all 
proposed contl acts in excess of $2,000 for any b11dge or culvert on all roads 
In addition, these acts provided for the permanent support of the commis-
sion from proceeds of motor-vehicle license fees 
The next definite step to\vard centralization \vas given by the Federal 
Aid Road Act of 1916. This act, wh1ch brought the national government 
back into the field of highway improvement after an absence of three 
quarters of a century, required the designation of a system of highways 
controlled by a single state agency as a prerequisite for pa1 ticipation 1n 
federal grants 
In ICYWa, after some temporary legislation, there followed in 1919 a law 
creating a primary and secondary system, and through successive acts, 
powers of the boards of supervisors over primal'y roads \Vel e completely 
transferred to the Io'\va Highway Commission by 1927. 
In 1929, secondary road administration was changed drastically when 
the township was virtually eliminated as an administrative area, although 
formulation of plans for development of local county roads still is divided 
between to'\vnship trustees and the county supervisors. 
Meantime, the powers of the Iowa Highway Commission over sec0ndary 
road activities have been retained and extended. The commission now g1ves 
final approval or disapproval to county proposals for improvement of sec-
ondary roads, and contracts for secondary road work on which the cost per 
mile exceeds $2,000 must be approved by the commissiOn. Furthermore, 
under' the 1939 Farm-to-Market Road La""· the commission must approve all 
projects submitted by the counties and award all contracts for road con-
struction. 
By another series o.f acts extending from 1919 to 1938, the commission 
was given authority to construct and was required to maintain or provide 
for the maintenance of urban extensions of the primary system County 
boards of supervisors \vere given substantially the same powers over urbar. 
extensions of county trunk and local county roads. :~n Finally, the federal 
6
'>Brtndley, John E Road Legislation and Adminis tra tion in Iowa Bulletin 28, Iowa 
Engineering Experiment Station, AmPs , Iowa p 42 1912. 
60Except that the provis ions of the law do not compel such maintenance by the county, 
and except that cities of more than 2.500 are excluded from the provis ions of the law unless 
houses average 200 or more feet apart 
-
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T ABLE 39. U~IT-COST I NDICES USED I~ ESTIMATING REPLACEl\IE~T COSTS OF 
VARIOuS COMPONENTS OF STORY COUNTY HIGHWAYS 
\~D STREETS (1936-1938=100) 
-
Year General Exca\·a- Gravel- Pa\tng T illng Equip- Struc- Right tion ing ment tures of way 
-
1910 62.5 
1911 61.1 
1912 59.1 130.9 
1913 65.2 51.1 135.0 
1914 57.7 201.3 71.7 50.8 141.8 
1915 60A 116.6 71.8 50.4 152.7 
1916 8·1.5 177.5 85.3 72.7 73.4 57.8 174.6 
1917 118.3 169.5 102.9 85.9 82.5 66.9 182.7 
1918 123.4 176.8 138 2 97.0 91.8 81 9 197.7 
1919 129.4 185.4 180 8 110.1 102.6 90 7 218 . 2 
1920 164.0 200.5 300.0 174.7 110.4 148.2 290.5 
1921 131.7 161.0 248.5 140.4 105.2 104.6 268.6 
1922 134.9 16•1.9 227.9 130.8 106.0 96.8 79.9 220.9 
1923 150.4 170.2 208.8 126.0 87 9 98.1 100.4 212.7 
192·1 144.2 153.6 205.8 131.9 115.2 98.1 104.2 195.() 
1925 136 9 1•15.0 205.8 127.9 125.2 98.1 97.7 185 5 
1926 131 9 153.6 211.8 116.2 108.1 98.1 91.1 177.3 
1927 130 0 174.2 222.1 123.0 114 1 98.1 105.3 165.0 
1928 121 6 139.7 213.2 114.5 113.1 96.8 99.2 159.6 
1929 117.5 129.8 216.2 112.1 110.1 96.1 93.1 158.2 
1930 109.3 117.9 163 2 117.2 109.1 95.5 90.1 154.1 
1931 97.9 102.6 108 8 109.9 909 93.5 82.9 133.6 
1932 77.8 77.5 98.5 85.3 76.8 89.6 72.3 109.1 
1933 94.6 89.·1 119.1 100.5 72.7 9.6 82.1 79.1 
1934 107.1 90.7 102 9 107.9 85.9 95.5 93.5 85.9 
1935 102.8 108. 6 113.2 106 2 86.9 95.5 98.5 91.4 
1936 105 7 121.9 107 4 99 7 97.0 95.5 101.3 100.0 
1937 101 3 96.6 97.1 102 0 101.0 104 5 97 9 100.0 
1938 92 9 79.5 95.6 98 1 102.0 100 8 100.0 
gove t nment has Itself continually exer cised contl ol over the spending of 
fedet a l gx ants by the states, since the gran t of federal funds ahvays has 
been conditioned on approval by the U.S. Public Roads Administration 
(called the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads until 1939) of plans for pro-posed 
improvements on federal-aid mileage. Since 1900, control over our high\vay 
system has been highly centra lized as compared with the premotor-vehicle 
era Along \Vith this centraliza tion has gon e the maintenance of continuous 
contacts between federal, state, and lo-cal administrative agencies. In some 
states, in fact, centralu:at10n has n ow reached the point \vhere the county 
unit has been entirely abolished for purposes of road administration, but 
there is no indication of such a movement in Iowa at present. 
B. Derivation of Index Numbers 
All Index numbers have been placed on a basis of 1936-1938 as 100 <Table 
39). Wherever possible, actual Story County cost data were used In the 
absence of su ch data, un1t costs for \vork in the state as a whole as gathered 
by the I owa Hig h\vay Commission w ere substituted when possible. In some 
instances it w as n ecessary to draw on s tandard indices computed by agencies 
outside the highway field. Where index numbers f o-r specific components 
of highway construction were not available in the earlier years, it was n eces-
sary to use the gen eral index . 
GENERAL 
For the p eriod 1922-1938, the general index ·was derived from the Public 
Roads Administration index for the cost of a composite mile (concrete sur-
facing, structures, and excavation). For the period 1910-1921, t h e index was 
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derived from the Engtnee1·ing News-Record constructicn-cost index. These 
two series ·were 1ntegrated by taking a 6-year average (1922-1927) of the 
rat io of the Public Roads Administration index to the Engtneertng News-
R eco'rd 1ndex and multiplying the original index for the penod 1910-1921 by 
this ratio. 
EXCAVATION 
The excavation index is an index of the cost of moving a cubic yard of 
dirt. For the period 1914-1917, it IS based on actual g t ading contl acts on 
county roads in Story County. For the years 1922-1938, it is based on unit 
costs of excavation foi I owa as gathered by the Io\va Highway Commis-
Sion. From 1918 to 1922, no unit cost data wet e available. Estimates for 
these years are based on relative changes In the gen eral Index for the same 
period. 
GRAVELING 
The gravelin g index Is an index of the cost of a cubic yard of gtavel on 
the road. It is based on actual gravel contracts for work done by Story 
County, except for the years 1922, 1924, and 1930, for which the rndex num-
bers are averages of the previous and following years. There were no 
county gravel contracts in these years 
PAVING 
The paving Index IS an index of the cost of a cubic yard of portland-
cement concrete. It is based on costs per square yard gathei ed by the Iowa 
Highway Commission s ince 1922 and changed to a cubic-yard basis to allow 
for changes in average thickness over the years covered by the index. 
TILING, EQUIPMENT, AND STRUCTURES 
The tiling index is based on county records for th e cost of tile and tiling 
per foot of 6-inch t ile. The equipment index is based on the costs of road-
way machinery as reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission by the 
railroads. 
The structures index is based on the price movements in the cost of a 
cubic yard of concrete with reinforcing steel as em bodied in the consh uction 
of box culverts. The cost data are for Stoty County for the year~ 1913-1928; 
for Story and surrounding counties, 1929-1933, and for I o·wa, 1934-1938. 
Specifications for box culverts have chan ged sharply; a cubic yard of con-
crete with reinforcing steel today Involves not only more steel per yard of 
concrete, but a much high er quahty of concrete as well. The extent of 
change resulting from differences in reinforcing steel was compensated for 
in the index by finding, for each year, the cost of replacing steel and con-
crete in the proportions u sed during Lhe period 1936-1938. H oweve1, the 
index does n ot a llow for changes in the quality of t h e concrete. 
RIGHT OF WAY 
The right-of-way index is based on the index of land values per acre in 
I owa as gathered by the U.S. Department of Ag nculture 
C. D etermination of Various Cost Elements for the 
Primary Rural R oad System of Story County, 1938 
DEPRECIATION 
The investm ent in the primary rural roads of Story County at the end 
of 1938 is shown in Table 40 ; a detailed explanation of the \\·ay in which 
the data for this table were gathered is found on page 41 of the text. The 
r'eplacement costs shown on the table were determined by means of the 
index numbers g iven 1n Appendix B. 
Table 41 sh ows the depreciation charges for the primary rural road sys-
tem of Story County in 1938. The replacement costs for this table \vere 
taken from Table 40. 
• 
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Year 
1913 
19H 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
192-1 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1 
1 
928 
929 
930 1 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
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TABLE 40. l'\ \ EST\If '\T 1'\ THE PRI:\IARY Rt'RAL ROAD SYSTEM 
l"\ STOR\ COL~TY, 1913-1938• 
I 
I Gra\Cl urfaclru:: llridg(' • cuh·ert • and Exca,·n- (' leaning Road · nnd 
tlon J:ruublng . ide hnpro\'e· 
ment 
I• 
$1.232 0 0 
13,422 0 0 
7,744 0 0 
17.101 0 0 
7,391 0 0 
920 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3.160 $327 0 
36,737 1.080 0 
15,274 46 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2,318 87 0 
0 0 0 
35,880 1, 705 0 
136,706 13,867 0 
46,164 
0 
0 
547 
0 
85 
0 
32,710 
94 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 $11.795 
0 1.970 
0 0 
0 0 
1.576 400 
Gros s 
cd 
t-
t 
record 
ln\'e · 
ffi('D 
$1 
0 
0 
29 
40 
14 
2.7 
1,0 
15. t 58 
19 
44 
28,0 
36,2 
10.2 81 
32 20.1 
30,4 13 
02 63.2 
30.9 56 
15 ,19 6 
99 1 
-15.3 95 
6.41 ~I 
~ I 
5 
-6.46 
1,27 
1.14 
-2.41 8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ol 
0 
8, 138 
81 
o5,501 
It •tln•-
rncnts 
hy 
''a' hiR 
0 
0 
$129 
582 
•111 
14,769 
25,250 
11,219 
20,132 
63,202 
30,9561 
199 
ol 
56 
1,141 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ltCIIUction 
iu 'alue 
lrom other 
tul'torst 
0 
u 
u }982 
603 
1.089 
2,769 
16,465 
3.501 
0 
0 
6.833 
0 
1,076 
1.277 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,374 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Original 
cost of 
193S 
~::ra rellngt 
0 
0 
0 
1 176 
0 
0 
0 
8,560 
6,780 
0 
0 
8 363 
0 
5.337 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5.064 
0 
0 
0 
o5.504 
TOTAL ORIGINAL COST 
Concrete 
surfacing 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$245,221 
697.320 
283.573 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.661 
0 
137.259 
Gro 
$7.017 
10,893 
7,779 
4.207 
113 
8.680 
8,650 
0 
26 036 
16.576 
·12. 612 
I 
954 
29 652 
30 606 
1.259 
26.59 
27,857 
3 16 
2.176 
2.492 
32.103 
b.652 
5 . .5 12 
14.953 
20,4651 
29 171 
497 
27 578 
28.075 
22.628 
13.068 
0 
0 
36.02 t 
343 
60 
0 
23 2611 
cro sin~::" 
Retire-
menL;; 
'3.049 
-0 
2,322 
1,162 
0 
4,524 
3,635 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Right 
of 
~et way 
$3,968 0 
10,305 0 
5.457 0 
3.045 0 
113 0 
4,156 0 
5,015 0 
0 0 
42,612 $1 350 
30,606 6,606 
27,857 4 884 
2,492 0 
32.103 4,43 
8,652 0 
20,465 1,088 
29.171 0 
28.075 45,802 
22.628 23,217 
13.068 17.705 
0 1 ,714 
0 0 
36.024 1.131 
343 427 
60 164 
0 0 
23,261 16.618 
357.391 , 18,782 14.165 , 242.241 168,046 37,969 I ·W.784 11.365.034 1364 .756 15,280 1349,476 125,144 
DEPRECIATED NET ORIGINAL COST 
-1339.377j 1s.o26 1 13.9oo 1 40.784 1.120.698 281,152 125,144 
NET REPLACEMENT COST 
-1 289.403 17.267 1 13.329 1 1 26.322 j1.21o.682 1-- / 384.8961 87.225 
__ ..;...._ _ 
DEPRECIATED NET REPLACEMENT COST 
---------- ----~---
-1275.812 16,571 13.080 I 26.322 I 997,242 I - - 304 822 87,225 
A1l expenditures prior to 1920 w ere made by the county, a ll after 1929 by th~ Iow a H igh-
way Commiss ion County expend itures for· 1920-1929 are in italics 
tSuch as double entries fot g1 a\ el In\ estment in years widely sepa1 ated a nd d eplet1on made 
g o od by maintenance in recent yea1 s at lowe1 unit costs 
• 
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TABLE 40 ll\'YESTMENT IN THE PRC\lARY RURAL ROAD SYSTEM 
I~ STORY COUNTY, 1913-1938 Continued 
Tiling and drainage Engincerin~ Better RRtire-
tn t'nts and 
''rite-
downs Write-Gross 
downs U 
0 0 
$222 0 
185 0 
1.136 1 0 
1182 0 
538 0 
7,177 $3,589 
14,077 16.660 
19,242 
33,319 
6,952 129 811 
52,670 
59.622 
2,037 10,035 
18,034 
20,071 
2,394 1,197 
13 6 
0 0 
475 0 
308 
783 
1,815 0 
129 0 
62 0 
6,063 
6,125 
17,687 0 
4,142 0 
150 0 
0 0 
10 0 
1.237 I 0 
0 0 
0 1 0 
4.352 0 
~et 
0 
$222 
185 
1.136 
1,182 I 
538 
3.588 
16,659 
29.811 
10,036 
1,197 
7 
0 
783 
1,815 
129 
6,125 
17,687 
4,142 
150 
0 
10 
1.237 
0 
0 
4,352 
-
Gross 
$522 
1.765 
1,202 
1,831 
652 
1193 • 1,516 
2, 168 
2,408 
4,576 
739 
6,476 
7,215 
152 
12,029 
12,181 
17 
6,930 
6,947 
896 
I 
4,237 I 
244 
2,057 
2,301 
132 
1 ,355 
1,487 
698 
16 
23.363 
23,379 
52.720 
27.930 
0 
0 
5,856 
0 
0 
Ol 
23,604 
Rl·tirc-
men ts 
$87 
42 
186 
198 
68 
935 
1.095 
1,762 
1.183 
4, 519 
2,279 
352 
0 
140 
122 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'\et 
-
$435 
1,723 
1.016 
1,633 
584 
258 
421 
2,814 
6.032 
7.662 
4,668 
544 
4 237 
2.161 I 
1,365 
682 
23.379 
' 52 720 
27.930 
0 
5 .85~ I 
0 
0 
0 1 
23.604 
Guard 
rail ancl 
markt'rs 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$6.300 
- 6.300 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
43 
2.009 
2.791 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
506 
mcnt .... 
under 
rnalnt e 
nunce 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$:515 
47 
36 
0 
0 
3 9~3 
10.122 
0 
30 
75 
202 
338 
0 1 
TOTAL ORIGINAL COST 
:\Iiscel-
lant!OU <; 
$10,000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4,078 1 
484 
Tota l gross 
investment 
$18.771 
26,302 
17,039 
27,015 
10.352 
27.189 
45.362 
74,139 
144 699 
170,483 
94,658 
18 796 
40,778 
18,720 
29,725 
30.034 
386.230 
966.154 
399.400 
11.986 
0 
63.831 
1.052 
6.251 
338 
241,716 
$3,136 
630 
2.637 
2.924 
1.082 
21.317 
36.338 
46,106 
54.627 
77.756 
40,732 
7.390 
0 
1.272 
2.540 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,374 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Orhdnal CO='t 
o l 1938 used 
and useful 
imestment 
$15,635 
25.672 
14,402 
24,091 
9270 
5,872 
9.024 
28,033 
90.072 
92.727 
53,926 
11 ,406 
·10. 778 
17,448 
27,185 
30 018 
386,230 
966.154 
399.400 
11,986 
0 
60.457 
4.052 
6.251 
338 
246,274 
t62.284 l 61.298 1 1oo.991 1182.7o8 112.984 1 169.724 1 5.349 115.298 -=--lt-4.-56-3 l 2.811 .o2o 1 301 .877 f2.576.7o1 
DEPRECIATED NET ORIGIN.\L COST 
1- 85.863 I 1- 148,263 1.745 112.849 I 8.oo6 I 1 2 195.807 
NET REPLACEMENT COST 
1- 83.840 1 I 158.178 5.230 18,122 19,900 2 314,394 
DEPRECIATED NET REPLACEMENT COST 
--- -------,-----:-
73.025 I I - I 138,499 I 1. 706 115,221 j 10.329 1 959.854 
----------~----~----~ 
t The Oltgmal cost of the 1938 gra\·el in\'estment has been d etermined by me thod s explained 
m Appendix E, which deals wtth the same problem for secondary roads . 
o$4,55M of this amount is graYel investment made tht ough maintenance during 1934-1938. 
Ttl ing no longet considered useful or necessary m the opinion of the county engineer. 
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TABLE 41. DEPRECIATION CHARGES FOR THE PRIMARY 
RURAl. ROAD S'\ STEM OF STORY COUNTY, 1938 
Inrestment component Replacement I EsUmated Depreciable Service 
cost salvage value lite, years 
Excavation $289,403 $144,702 $144,701 100 Clearing and grubbing 17,267 8.634 8,633 100 Roadside improvement 13,329 6.664 6.665 100 Gravel surfacin~ 26.322 0 26,322 15 Concrete sur'facmg 1,210,6 2 302,671 90 ,011 32.4 
Bridges and culver ts 38•1,896 0 384,896 60 T iJi ng and drainage 83,810 0 83,840 100 Guard rail a nd marker·s 5,230 0 5,230 10 
Subtotal 2,030,969 462,671 1,568,298 
Engineering 158,178 40,335 117,843 3 .7 Betterments under· . 
maintenance 18,122 0 18,122 38.7 :Miscellaneous 19,900 0 19,900 38.7 
Subtotal 2.227,169 503,006 1, 724,163 
Right of way 87,225 I · 
Total 2,311.394 
Annual 
depreciation 
$1,447 
86 
67 
1,756 
29,396 
6,428 
838 
523 
40,541 
3,046 
468 
515 
44,570 
Set vice lives and sah.age estin1ates for the investment con1ponents in the 
fit st subgroup of Table 41 ·wet'e taken from Table 2 (page 43). except for 
g ravel surfacing, \Vhich \\as gn en a serVice life of 15 yea Is based on the 
assumption that at the end of 15 yea1s existing gravel roads on the primary 
system \Vili have been replaced w1 th a h1ghe1 type of surface. The se1 vice 
life of 32.4 J. ea1 s for conc1 ete surfacing is a weighted avetage of pavement 
constructed in 1929, 1930, and 1931, having an estimated service life of 30 
yea1 s and of pavement built In 1938, having an estimated hfe of 40 yeai s . 
No exact service hves 01 salvage estimates were possible for investment 
components in the second subgroup For engineering costs involved in con-
s truction work, It was assumed that the same percentage \VOuld be subJect 
to depi ec1ation as the p ercentage of total investment excluding engineering. 
This pe1 centage was found to be 74.5 percent, \vhich was then applied to 
$158,178 to give $117,843 subject to depreciation. AJI items Jn the second 
group ,._ere dep1 ec1ated on the basis of the average life of the items In the 
fil st subgroup (38.7 years) 
MAINTENANCE 
Since maintenance figures based on one year are hkely to be d1sto1 ted be-
cause pa1 ticulat maintenance items fluctuate from year to year, a 5-year 
ave1 age based on annual 1 epo1 ts of the Iowa Highway Commission, \vas 
used <Table 42). While the obJect ''·as to get a maintenance figure that 
would fairly represent costs fo1 1938, It \Vas necessary to exclude 1938 f1 om 
Table 42, since In that yea1 a considerable mileage of graveled 1 oad was be-
ing paved, and it was not clea1 '' hether some of the 1938 maintenance costs 
had been incurred fo1 paved or graveled mileage. 
The ove1 head OI adm1nisti atlve costs assignable to Story County main-
tenance were computed as the po1 tion of total state engineering, Inspection, 
and administration costs assignable to maintenance, determined from alloca-
tion schedules of these costs between construction and znaintenance provided 
by the Iowa Highway Commission. Story County was assigned its share on 
the basis of the ratio of maintenance costs in Story County to maintenance 
costs for the state as a whole. 
Published reports of the Iowa Highway Commission show betterments 
(small capital improvements) under maintenance costs. For purposes of this 
study, betterments were deducted from maintenance and put into capital 
Investn1ent. 
• 
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The average maintenance cost per mile for both paved and graveled roads 
as obtained 1n Table 42 \vas applied to the 1938 rural mileage to get an 
estimated maintenance cost. 
On this basis the total maintenance cost for the 61 3 miles of pi imal'y 
concrete road in Story County (1938) was $18,301, or $298 55 per mile. Main-
tenance on the 29.3 miles of graveled road was $11,487, or $392.06 per mile. 
Total maintenance cost of the combined 90 6 miles was $29 788 
Part of the maintenance costs Incur red by the Iowa High\vay Comm1s· 
Sion in Sto1y County \Vel'e for urban extensiOns of pz1ma1·y rural roads. 
Costs for such mileage are summa11zed in the discussion of primary urban 
extensions 1n Appendix D. 
I NTEREST 
Depreciated replacement cost was $1,959 834. This was multiplied by 
2 25 t1, the inter est rate used, to obtain $44,097, the annual 1nte1 est charge. 
ADMINISTRATION OF MOTOR-VEHICLE LAWS 
It \Vas necessary to determine the costs of administering t h e motor-
vehicle laws for the entn e state, to allocate a pot tion of such costs to Story 
County, and to allocate costs for Story County to the vaz ious l'oad systems 
within the county The pz ocedur e, \vhich follows, is not 1 epeated in ex-
plaining costs for the other road systems. 
1. Costs of the Io\va Motor-Vehicle Department for 1938 were $1,000,000 
This included expenditures for the highway patrol and fot Issuing license 
plates, and 1 efunds and fees 1 etained by county ti easu1 ers f1 o·m proceeds of 
the sale of license plates The allocation to Story County on the basts of 
relative registration was 1 408 0C , 01 $14,080 
2. The cost of administering the motor-fuel la\v for the state was $85,000. 
The allocation to Story County o-n the basis of relative ton-miles of travel 
was 1658% , or $1,409. 
TABLE 42. ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COSTS OF PRIMARY R URAL R OADS 
OF STORY COUNTY, 1933-1937 
==============~ -===~====~==~=== I Over-
Year YUes Surface Roadbed ~~~~-
1 
PAVEMENT 
- --------- ~----,--
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
Total 
Annual average 
Cost per mile 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
Total 
Annual average 
Cost per mile 
56.8 I $10,692 $2.93 
56.8 1, 737 4,53 
7 
2 
56.7 1,145 5,57 5 
57.0 2,288 6.32 9 
57.0 2,315 7,46 4 
284.3 18,177 26,83 7 
7 56 86 3,635 5,36 
63 93 94.4 Oj 
$1.478 
1.383 
2,421 
1,622 
1,466 
8,370 
1,674 
29 44 
GRAVEL 
33.5 6,112 835 463 
33.6 4,162 1,924 874 
39.0 7,104 989 807 
38.6 13,337 2,323 536 
38.6 15,476 2,210 688 
183.3 46,191 8,281 3,368 
36 67 9,238 1,656 674 
251 92 4516 18 38 
Snow Superln- head 
0 al Subtotal tendence admlnls -rem ' tratlve 
I costs 
$1,470 I $16.577 $841 $855 
2.571 10,223 699 544 
5,302 1 14.443 874 736 
7' 063 17.302 422 712 
7,908 19,153 725 775 
24,314 77,698 3,561 3.622 
4,863 15,540 712 721 
85.531 273.30 12.51 12.741 
610 8,0201 405 412 
1,033 7,993 434 338 
1,281 10,181 617 519 
2,420 18.616 454 766 
3,079 21,453 812 864 
8,423 66,263 2,722 2,899 
1,685 13,253 544 578 
45 95 361.411 14 83 15.82 
Total 
$18,27 3 
6 
3 
6 
3 
11,46 
16,05 
18.43 
20,65 
84,88 1 
6 
5 
16 97 
298.5 
8,837 
8,765 
11.317 
19,836 
23,129 
71,884 
14,377 
392.06 
\' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
'ear 
911 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
Con-
tracts 
-
$982 
0 
0 
2,230 
-108 
2,122 
0 
1,055 
0 
0 
799 
0 
500 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
237 
0 
0 
TABLE 43 !);VESTME~T I:\ PRIMARY URBAN EXTE"\RIO'\S OF STORY CO~NTY, 1911-1938* 
-
• Exca,·ation Curb Surfacing 
Drnfn- S~cturos Right. Eng1-and . or ncerlng Other Other Total gutter Brick I Concrete Gral'el Other Total age w.ay 
-
- - ~ --0 $982 0 0 0 0 $14,802 $H.~02 0 . 0 0 0 0 
-14,802 
- 14,802 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
$19 51~ I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,230 0 $84 .• 827 0 0 84,827 0 0 0 $1,387 $315 
- 108 
-546 
- 3.794 
- 3.7.94 
- -2,122 18,973 81,033 81,033 
0 0 0 $34.263 0 0 0 3·1.263 0 $1,176 0 0 0 
0 1,055 0 0 0 0 9.161 
.9,161 0 3,293 0 0 0 
-9 . 161 
-9, 161 
-3,118 
0 0 1'75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '799 0 0 82.409 0 0 82.-109 $1,889 49,422 0 4,13& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 198 0 0 0 
0 500 0 0 55.143 0 0 55,143 564 0 $50 2,190 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $853 0 853 385 0 1,010 253 0 
-853 
-853 
0 0 $2,732 2,732 0 0 9.205 1.979 0 11,184 67 0 0 755 190 
-3,101 
-1.979 
-5.080 
-163 6,104 0 6,104 592 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o · 0 0 
0 0 748 0 9.747 0 0 9,747 300 0 0 482 1.0•.17 3,389 3.389 0 0 23.010 0 0 23,010 474 14,52 .. 1 1,536 2,770 161 0 237 0 0 17,704 0 0 17,701 0 0 0 439 0 0 0 0 0 10,855 0 0 10,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Gross 
total 
$15,781  
0 
0 
108,278 
35,439 
13,509 
0 
0 
138,655 
198 
58,64'7 
0 
2,501 
15,091 
0 
12,32•1 
45,864 
.18,380 
10,855 
0 
Net 
totnl 
$~ 
103.8 
35,1 
1,2. 
138,Gl 
1! 
58,61 
1,61  
9,8tJ 
1:2.32 
•J5,8G 
18,38 
l 0,8fi 
2 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
5 
8 
7 
0 
8 
8 
0 
J 
•J 
0 
5 
0 
~ 
....... 
1\:) 
• 
• 
Year 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
• 
T ABLE 43. I NVESTMENT IN PRIMARY URBAN EXTENSIONS OF S TORY COUNTY, 1911-1938-t Continued 
Excaration 
Curb 
Con- and 
tracts Other Total gutter 
-
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
• 
Surfacing 
Brick I Concrete Orarcl 
-
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Other Total 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Drain· 
age 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TOTAL GROSS ORIGINAL COST 
Structures 
0 
0 
34.509 
0 
26,280 
I 
329,961 
RJ~tht 
of 
way 
0 
0 
0 
0 
81,826 
1,967 
Engi -
neering 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9,200 
Other 
0 
0 
0 
60 
27 
36.249 I 2.84o 
Gross 
total 
0 
0 
34,509 
60 
' 117,333 
Net 
total 
0 
0 
34,50g 
60 
117,333 
371,017 371.017 
--1 1 11,924 20,267 34,263 I 292,900 I 2,832 1 23,9631353,958 1 3.679 I 459,363 86,389 I 58,024 1 4. 810 I 998.444 960 819 
DEPRECIATED NET ORIGINAL COST 
I' 1- 11,816 1 9,125 ! 16,275 , 167,742 1 0 0 184,017 I 3. 433 1 136.899 , 86,389 155,130 I 4,340 
- - 1790,835 
\ NET REPLACEMENT COST 
- - - -
0 1 296,333 1 3 - 1- 7,249 1 23,104 I 28,962 I 261,512 5,859 
, 
,053 456,443 85.332 55,598 4,575 1931,68 j 
' 
7 
DEPRECIATED NET REPLACEMENT COST 
, 
~ 
--
7,249 10,617 1 13,757 , 150,357 1 '5,462 1 o 1 169.576 _ 2.616 1 426.434 85.332 153.291 1 4.126 1 1759,244 
-
'"'Deductions r ep1·esent r etirements through r eplacement by anoth t! r· facility of the same or an improved type. 
.......,. 
.......,. 
Cl.:) 
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3. The cost of administering- the motor-carrier la\v for the state ·was 
$158,000. The allocation to Story County on the basis of relative truck regis-
tration was 1.318%, or $2,082. 
Thus the total administration costs a1located to Story County were $17,571. 
Allocation of this total to the p11mary rural roads of Story County on the 
ba.sis of relative ton-miles of travel \vas 56 48<1 , or $9,924. 
TOTAL A.. VAL OL'T. ( ompare \\ith Table 12) 
1. Depreciation 
2. Interest 
3. ~laintenancc 
4. Administration of n1otor-vehiclc la\\·s 
Total 
.:44,1370 
44,097 
29.788 
9.924 
$1'28.379 
D. Determination of the Various Cost Elements for the 
Pnmary Urban Extenstons of Story County, 1938 
0RIGI AL INVE "f11E~T 
Most of the data on original investment in prin1ary u1 ban extensions 
(Table 43) "'ere obtained frorn council proceedings of the n1unicipalities, 
which reported approval of completed contzacts. County 01 state records 
were used in a fe\v Instances \vhere eithet the county 01 state had built 
and patd for imp1 O\ ements within city limits. Scattering data also \vere 
obtained from a stud)- of published 1 eports of the municipahties 
For a considerable urban m1leage (mostly urban sti eets othet than pri-
mary extensions), \Vhich 1 epresen ted a small part of the total investment, 
accurate historical data \vere not available. Thts n1ileage represented most 
of the PI esent graveled or cindered mileage. Such mileage "as included 
in the cost base at a replacement cost. Estimates \vere made of 1 eplacement 
costs, both new and depreciated, fl'om field examination of this mileage by 
engineers. 
DEPRECIATION 
The procedui e used for the primary rural system (Appendix C) ''as em-
ployed in detet'mining the annual depr eciabon on the p1Ima1 y urban ex-
tensions Annual dep1·eciation \Vas found to be $16,723, \vhich may be veri-
fied by applying the service lives and salvage values g iven in Table 2 to the 
replacement-cost figures given In Table 43. The total depreciation charge 
of $16,723 was made up of the following specific depreciation charges Sur-
facing, $7,865, stl'uctures, $7,623, d1 ainage, $31, and engineering and other, 
$1,104. 
INTEREST 
The depreciated replacement cost of $759,233 \\as multiplied by 2.25% to 
give $17,083 as the interest cost. 
MAINTENANCE 
The annual cost of maint£·nancc fot the .:nileage n1aintained directly by 
the Iovva High,vay CoznmisSion (1935-1938 average) \vas $2,140. The average 
refunds to municipalities fo1 maintenance of the remaining primary Ul ban 
mileage (1935-1938 average) ''as $2,185, making a total maintenance cost of 
$4,325. 
ADMINISTRATION OF 1V10TOR-VEHICLE LA \VS 
The total cost of $17,571 for administering the motor-vehicle laws in the 
county was multiplied by 13 32c r, the relative share of total county traffic 
ca1 ried by primary u1 ban extensions, to give $2,340. 
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 
Total annual costs of $40,471 \verc segregated as follo"·s Dept ec1ation, 
$16,723; interest, $17,083, n1a1ntenance, $4,323; and admin1shahon of motor-
vehicle la\\ s, $2,340. 
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E . D etermination of the Various Cost Elements for the 
County Trunk System of Story County, 1938 
ORIGINAL INVESTMENT 
All historical cost data 1n Table 44 were taken f1 om county and state 
records Most of the investn1ent '""as made by the county and only Items in 
italics r ep1 esent investment by the Io,.va State Highway CommissJon. 
The equipment item was class1f1ed as an excavation cost on recommenda-
tion of the county engineer. In Stor} County p1 actically all bridge con-
struction and road surfacing on the county trunk system have been done 
by contract, and equ1pn1ent put chases ir1 the earlier years 1·epresent pur-
chases for gr ad1ng. 
Estimating the oliginal cost of the present investment in graveled roads 
constituted a majo1 problem 1n valuing the county trunk system. Thi~ was 
because some of the mileage had several duplicating ent11es in the inves .. -
ment account over' the period studied, and even when no duplication '\Vas 
involved there Still remained the question Of hOW much of the original In-
vestment still existed in the road and ho\\· much of the present investment 
was made through maintenance. The county engineer stated that it has 
been the unrform policy to spread 1,500 ~u bic yards of gravel per mrle 
initially, and subsequently to keep the roads 1n an av et age 90-per cent con-
dition (1,350 yards pe1 mile) through maintenance. It '"as assumed that a 
1 oad grave led With 1,500 cubrc yards per mile eventually will lose about 500 
cubic yards of or 1ginal gravel, and that the remaining 1,000 cubic yards Will 
stabilize as permanent investment Therefore, 1,000 cubic yards were entered 
at original cost. the most recently recorded Investment (as opposed to 
maintenance) was used ·where there '\vere duplicating entnes It was as-
sumed t hat the remaining 350 cubic yards represented top g1 a vel which n1us ~ 
be continually replaced through maintenance These 350 cubic yards were 
th erefore valued on the basis of average unrt costs for the peliod 1934-1938. 
The f inal cost fell belo\v the gross original cost because duplicating invest-
ment entnes had been eliminated, unit costs of the 350 cubic yards repre-
senting investment through maintenance wet e much belo\v unit costs of the 
origina l investment, and the present investn1ent was assumed to be 1,350 
cubic yards pe1 mile Instead of 1,300 cubic yards 
In 1928 the total reco1 ded Investment in equiprnent ''as $12,730. On the 
advrce of the county engineer, $10,184 of this was transfer I ed to the county 
local system, s ince the equrpment was purchased for gradrng and most of 
the grading on the county trunk system "as completed by 1929 '"her eas 
that on the county local system was JUSt getting undet way. 
D EPRECIATION 
Annual depreciatiOn ''-'aS dete1 mi~1ed by the san1e pt ocedure as for the 
primary 1 ural system (Appendix C). The annual dept ecration \vas found to 
be $13,800, by an application of the data on set·vice lives and salvag e values 
given In Table 2 to the 1 eplacement-cost figures given In TablP 44. The 
presen t investment in the county trunk gravel surfacing '"as deprecrated 
over a 15-year period, on the recommendation of the county engineet, who 
believes t h e gravel V\: ill be 1 eplaced by some h1gher type of su1 face after an 
average of 15 years additional service life. 
The annual depreciation charge of $13,800 comprises the following specific 
depreciation charges Exca vahon, $500, tiling and d1 a1nage, $679, structures, 
$3,505; su rfacing, $8,358; and engineering, $758 
MAINTENANCE 
Ma inten ance costs (Table 45) were taken fro·m the annual reports of the 
county engineer of Story County, except for the figures on expendrtur es 
through t h e W.P.A. For the period represented, all countv tz unk mileage 
was graveled ; t his eliminated the necessity of separate estimates of main-
t enance costs for dil t and for gz aveled roads The maintenance m1leagP, 
g iven includes m ileage \vithin urban localities maintained by the county. 
TA.BLE 44 lNVESTME!\T 1:\ THE COUNTY TRl). K S\ qTI·;l\I 01· STORY Cot '\TY, 1913-1938* 
-
Excaratlon I St.ntetures THin~ und dralnURC 
lllght. •rotA I Gra\'t'l 1-;n~l -Yeu I 
GraclinJ:! I g ,J uip - I Total snrfacin~ ltt>tlrll- Writ••- I of ncoring gross Gross • Xct Gross 
clownst Xet way ln,·ostmc•.nt Jill' II t. men ts 
-
- ' 
1913 $1.582 $1.582 0 $5,942 0 $5,9-12 0 0 0 0 $501 $8.025 
1914 13,082 :j)1 ~48 14,330 0 7,249 $78 7,216 $717 0 $717 0 l, 61•! 23,955 
1915 15,113 455 15,568 $2 048 9,122 1.052 8070 157 0 157 $270 2,198 .29,093 
1916 3,975 184 4.159 2,059 4,908 0 4 908 480 0 •.180 362 "1'> 12,680 I ,.. 
1917 13,079 480 13,559 10,723 3,882 0 3,882 1,281 0 1.281 1,331 1,821 32,597 
1918 0 275 275 2.383 4,825 0 4,825 516 0 516 ...... 330 8,404 10 
1919 0 976 976 17,726 4950 125 4,825 3,416 $1.,708 1,708 0 965 28,033 
1920 2,424 . 10,330 12,754 62,511 2 953 0 .2,953 30,656 15,828 15,828 1,800 4,126 116, •.130 
1,000 
31.656 
1921 I 3. 694 I 790 I 4,484 I 44,008 I 5,25o I o I 5.250 I 67,195 1 34,511 1 3 ~'t.5n 1 0 I 4,933 1 127,698 
1,828 
69,023 
1922 I 1,204 I 121 I 1,331 I 3,589 I 3.688 0 I 3. 688 I 11, 67 6 I 5.838 I 5,838 I 0 I 1, 263 I 21,5~17 ~ 
5,092 1 s.o92 1 430 1 9o t I ~ 1923 I 2,340 1 145 I 2,485 I 887 I 7,532 I 0 I 7,532 I 9 383 1 22,·121 ~ 
800 
24,610 I 
10,183 
1924 14,729 I 325 15.054 7,112 0 24,610 5,536 2,768 2 768 1,532 2,323 56,167 1925 . 8,952 0 8,952 30,253 38 984 0 38,984 4,560 2,280 2,280 1.065 2 562 86,376 1926 100 0 100 26,212 4 404 I 0 •1,404 1,377 0 1,377 1,0•17 1,056 31 196 1927 12,448 2.583 15.031 46.046 6 788 0 6,788 2,600 0 2.600 330 2,129 72,924 
1928 9,417 I 2,546 I 11,963 28 393 0 0 0 1 946 0 1,916 160 1,933 44,395 1929 9,978 1.966 11,944 26,887 11,850 0 11,850 3,820 0 3,820 50 2 904 57.455 1930 4.433 0 4,433 15.678 355 0 355 4,379 0 4,379 650 1 083 26 578 1931 173 0 173 2,535 21 0 21 • 246 0 216 0 125 3,100 1932 0 0 0 642 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 642 
1933 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1934 0 0 0 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .276 1935 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1936 0 0 0 0 37,785 0 37,785 0 0 0 0 0 37,78.'> 1937 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• 
-
TABLE 44. I NVESTMENT I N THE C OUNT\ TRUN K 8). STEI\1 OF STORY C OUNT\ , 1933-1938 C ontin u e d 
ExCfl r at ion 
Year 
Grading E <tuip -
II It'll t 
1938 0 0 
I 
I 
I 
GlU\'l~l 
'fotal surfacing 
0 0 
139.153 329,967 
Gwss 
0 
stru (~ turcs 
R 
r 
l' t ire-
It' !ItS 
0 
-
'let 
-
0 
T OTAL O RIGINAL COST 
-
-
1183.888 
I I 
Tiling and clrainnltt' 
-
Write -Gross 
clownst Net 
0 0 0 
85,544 
O RIGINAL COST OF PRESENT USED .\~D USEFrL ! NVESTl\lEI\ T 
-
139.153 250.310 I I 183 888 
85,544 
-
DEPRECIATED NET O RIGINAL COST 
-
. 
127,840 221.979 144, 542 72.083 
NET REPLACEMENT COST 
-
, 
1209,903 67.881 99,920 139,230 
I 
DEPRECIATED NET REPLACEMENT COST 
-
91 .905 125.307 1 I 159,964 57,322 
'"'State expenditures are in italics. All other expenditures wer e made by Story County. 
rTiling no longer consider ed useful or necessary in the opinion of the county engineer. 
-
Right Engl -
of neering 
\\'UY 
0 0 
9,102 33,842 
9,102 33,842 
9,102 17,371 
4,672 29.499 I 
I • 
4,672 16,655 
Total 
gros, 
inves tment 
0 
850.776 
701,833 
-
592,917 
551,105 
455,825 
~ 
..... 
-l 
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TABLE 45. MAI'\ TE~A~CE COSTS OF COl:~TY T Rt:XK R OADS 
OF STORY COUNTY, 1935-1938 
.Mil t'S Road Grarcl Struc- E<!Uip- Tiling 
Year mnJn- 1 mnintc- malnte- :snow ture m£>nt and W.P •• \ . Engi-
talnod nnnce nan co remo,•al malnte- and (Ira in- tunds nee ring 
nance tools a~c 
1935 V10 S6,23·t .9 1 s 1·10 0 $6.034 ""':11 0 '"'412 1936 144 7,535 6.293 1,129 $1,372 8,3 5 115 S632 464 1937 114 ,439 7,6 9 3 4 563 7,971 53 66':1 - ') \) -193 144 6,774 7,123 475 362 8,491 24 829 635 
Total 572 28,9 2 30.0 6 2,428 2,297 30,8 4 233 2,125 2,093 
Year·ly nver·age 143 7,246 7.5.22 607 574 7,721 58 531 523 
A\·er·age per· mile 143 50.67 52.60 •1. 211 4.02 53.99 0. 10 3.72 3.66 
Total 
i$22.142 
')- 9?~ 
-0. - 0 
26,345 
24,716 
99,128 
'>;.J ~g., 
.., ,I aJ 
173.30 
According to the state \~'.P.A. office, expenditures on secondary roods in 
Sto1·y County during 1936, 1937, and 1938 \vere $28 540, $29 995. and $37,404. 
The county engineer estimated that wo1 k done by the \ Y P A. could have 
been done at about 30~o of the cost if carried on under efficient operating 
conditions. The W P.A. expenditures were the1 efo1 e rnultiplied by 0 .30 to 
give the amounts used in this study. About half the W.P.A. \\'Ork repre-
sented construction, and half constituted maintenance \\'01 k A division was 
made between county trunk and county local maintenance on the bas1s of 
the relative mileage in these t\vo sys ten1s The expenditu1 es entered in the 
maintenance tables for county trunk and county local S). stems ''ere thus 
obtained. 
• 
The allocation of enginee11ng costs charged to n1aintenance on both 
county trunk and local roads \vas made on th e bas1s of relative maintenance 
costs on each system, exclusive of enginee1 ing 
The final maintenance cost of $173 30 per mile \vas multiplied by 136.5 
miles, the rural county trunk m ileage in 1938, to obta1n $23.655, the annual 
maintenance cost 
INTEREST 
The dept eciated replacement cost of $455,825 \vas multtphed by an inte1 est 
rate of 2.25% to give an Interest charge of $10,256 
ADMINISTRATION OF M OTOR-VEH ICLE LAWS 
The total cost of $17,571 for administering the motor-vehic le lavvs In the 
county was multiplied by 8 12l1- , relative s h are of total county traffic carried 
by county trunk roads, to give $1,427. 
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 
The total annu al costs of $49,138 for the cou nty trunk system \vere d ivided 
as follo\vs Depreciation, $13,800, maintena n ce, $23,655; Interest, $10,256; and 
administr·ation of motor-vehicle laws, $1,427. 
F . D etermination of Various Cost Elem ents for the County L ocal 
R oad System of Story County, 1938 
ORIGINAL I NVESTMENT 
Pnor to 1930 t h e to\vnship trustees had charge of r oad im pt ovements 
and the construction of small stl uctures on t h e t o,vnship (n ow the county 
local) road system. The coun ty, h owever, has ha d charge of cons t r u c tion 
of a ll major structu res since 1913 a n d of a ll con struction o n t h e coun ty local 
system Since 1930. A ll dala in T a ble 46 w er e ta k en from county r ecords. 
For work d on e by t h e t owns hips, n o informa tion is availa ble p rior t o 
1916, and only gross totals fot t hose town ships 1 epor ti ng a r e availa ble fo r 
the period 1916-1929. Reported r oad investment fo r' t his p eriod was a djusted 
u pwat·d to a llow for estimated spending by n on repor ting towns hips. In gen-
eral, no valuation based on h istorical cost s was possible for work done by 
• 
TABLE 46. INVESTMENT IN THE COUNTY LoCAL SYSTEM OF STORY COUNTY, 1913-1938 
-
-
Road lmpro,·ement BrldRes and cnhcrts 
E:cca ,.a tion Concrete and steel Other 
Total 
Year Rurfac- Tiling • Right 1\llsccl- road Culvert FUlln~ Timber 
Grading FAuip- \YP.A. ing and or lnneous imcst- Rotlre- brldge.q and steel Gross Net mn.tc-
proper ment funds Total drainage way mcnt ments rlals and struc-
• f.l'o , culvert.; tures 
-
1913 $9,045 $110 $8,935 0 0 0 
1914 24,9~2 472 24,450 0 0 0 
1915 27,369 278 27,091 0 $1,949 0 
1916 41,304 374 40,930 0 838 0 
1917 $19,011 15,848 0 15,848 $924 407 0 
1918 12,032 21,773 789 20,984 3,153 858 0 · 
1919 15,090 26,434 2,288 24,146 3,296 1,364 0 
1920 29,268 38,515 0 38,515 5,136 1,623 0 
1921 25.557 7,695 0 7,695 2,294 362 0 
1922 29,670 10,944 0 10,944 o. 36 0 
1923 21,682 34.540 0 34,540 3,226 1,4551 0 
1924 23,813 10,091 0 10,091 3,338 1,491 0 
1925 33.838 2,245 0 2,245 2,817 1,168 0 
1926 51.673 18,260 0 18,260 3,566 362 0 
1927 52,267 29,537 0 29,537 4,092 1,789 0 
1928 58,706 0 0 0 1,824 2,345 $8.813 1929 41,858 16,270 0 16,27(l 3,015 0 9 384 1930 $15,731 $11.033 0 $26,764 $169 $1,599 0 $117 28,649 3,424 0 3,421 0 0 8,477 1931 29,903 7,907 0 37,810 36,714 2,628 $845 343 78,340 2,994 0 2,991 0 0 3,684 1932 40,299 4,117 0 44,416 43,259 2,289 294 0 90.258 1,773 0 1,77~ 0 0 6,933 
1933 12,324 2,911 0 15,235 37,296 1,133 40 0 53,704 1,264 0 1,2611 0 0 5,304 1934 10,850 1,490 0 12.340 25,779 978 45 0 39.142 1,696 0 1,69f' 0 0 6,264 1936 31,489 4,906 0 36,395 35,038 2,152 0 0 73.585 2,224 0 2,22·1 0 0 10.285 1936 25.569 7,371 $4,281 37.221 42.833 2,534 250 0 82.838 3 .430 0 3,43(1 0 0 3.208 1937 19,820 2,170 4,494 26,484 32.025 2,545 65 0 61,119 730 0 730 0 0 2,517 
1938 I 30.839 3,081 5,610 39,530 26,005 1,953 453 0 67,941 7,266 0 7,26f 0 0 3,414 
Total original cost 
Replacement cost: 
276,195 279,118 17,811 1,992 460 990.041 359,593 4,311 355,282 36 681 16,047 68 283 
Work from 1930 to 1938 287.016 273,036 19,543 1,773 457 581.825 I Work prior to 1930 91.350 159,644 • c= • 250.994 
Total 378.366 432,6801 19 .. 543 1,773 457 832.819 451,398 
Depreciated replacement cost 344.,003 392,1721 18,771 1,773 457 757,176 314 976 
I 
-
Total 
-
0 
0 
$1,949 
838 
1,331 
4,011 
4, 660 
6,-759 
2,656 
36 
4,681 
4,829 
3,985 
3,928 
5,881 
12,982 
12,399 
8,477 
3,684 
6,9331 
5,304 
6,264 
10,285 
3,208 
2,517 
3,414 
121,011 
130,343 
97,865 
Engi-
neerlng 
$498 
1,149 
1,466 
1,682 
547 
618 
535 
867 
172 
394 
1,183 
349 
71 
332 
519 
267 
802 
1,752 
3,554 
3,019 
1,621 
1 ,609 
3,088 
2,855 
2,084 
2,784 
33,817 
35,189 
Total 
gross 
tnve.qtmc 
$9,6 
26,0 
30,7 
43,8 
36,7 
38,4 
46,7 
75,4 
86,0 
41,() 
62,0 
39,0 
40,1 
74,1 
88,2 
71,9 
71,3 
42,3 
88.6 
101,9 
61.8 
48.7 
89,1 
92,3 
66,4 
81,4 
1,504,4 
3 
1 
4 
4 
7 
34 
9 
9 
0 
4 
6 
2 
9 
3 
4 
5 
9 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
0 
5 
2 
1,449, 74 
31,091 
1
1,201,1C 
9 
8 
*Records of. expenditures for these items were not available for w ork d o n e prior to 1930. This introduces a small indeterminable error 
In the replacement cost totaL 
' 
1-' 
1-' 
~ 
• 
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TABLE 47. MAI'-Tf "\ANCE COSTS OF Cot;~TY LoCAL ROADS 
Il\ TORY COt "\T\ 1935-1938 
• 
~true- Equip- Tillnl:' I I MUes Rond Gravel Snow ture ment nnd W P.A. Engi -Year main- main to- mnlnto- rcmornl 1 mninte- and drain Sp.·clnl t unds noerlng Total talned nnnce nnnco 
nnnce tools age 
193.:i 831 IS25,651 IS20,797 $1.596 $7,470 $12,827 S1.050 0 0 I $1,317 $70,708 1936 831 30,227 16,631 7,622 13,434 12,379 9 0 $125 $3,&19 1,538 86,588 1937 831 33,725 20,151 2,106 15,229 13,623 1,642 0 3, 30 2,006 92,312 1938 830 23,•157 20,320 1,604 8,098 16,240 1,256 10 4,7 1 1,935 77,701 
Total 
Yearly 3,323 113,060 77,902 12,92 44,231 55,069 4,928 135 12,260 6,796 327,309 
average 830.75 28,265 19;!76 3,232 11,058 13,767 1,232 34 3,065 1,699 81,827 Average 
per mile 34.02 23.44 3.89 13.31 16.57 1.48 0.04 3.69 2 .05 98.49 
townships prior· to 1930, since there \\.·as no infoi mation as to exactly \Vhat 
amounts \Vere spent foi the various types of impz ovement. It \vas known 
that practicall} all the investment in road impi ovement \vent into g1 ading 
and graveling, but a replacement-cost method of valuation Is the only meth-
od by which an over-all f1gure fot th1s system could be obtained 
To get 1 eplacement cost estimates fo1 wo1 k done by the county on the 
township system since 1913, the same technique "as used as fo1 the other 
1 oad S} stems Histo1 ical costs we1 e brought to 1938 \\ 1th the cost indices, 
and se1 vice lives and salvage values from Table 2 we1 e applied to the unde-
preciated replacement costs thus obtained. These techniques \Vere HSed fo1 
all investment Since 1930, except for gravel su1 facing, and fo1 all Invest-
ment in structut es and enginee1 ing from 1913 to 1938 
To obtain replacement-cost estimates foz ,,·ork done by the to,vnships 
from 1913 through 1929, the follo\\ Ing methods were used. 
GHADING. Practically all the grading p1101 to 1930 was of a temporary 
type estimated at 3,000 yards per mile, compared with 10,000 ya1 ds at pies-
ent standat ds The Investment in each of the m1les g1 aded p1 iot to 1930 ''as 
ther efo1 e entered at 3,000 10,000 times $767 (ave rage cost of gt ad1ng 181. mile 
during 1935-1938), which gave a total of $87,323 The county eng1nee1 
estimated that these miles w1ll be brought to p ermanent grade In a n average 
pettod of 20 years ft om their construction , at which time he expected a sal-
vage value of 30 percent. This Investment \vas therefore depreciated on 
ass umption of a 20-yeat hfe and a 50-percent salvage. 
Ftve and one fou1 th tnilcs had been b1 ought to permanent grade prior 
to 1930 These wet e ente1 ed In the Investment at $767 a mile with the as-
sumed a vet age construction date of 1925 
St.R:r'ACING It IS knO\vn that 220 of the 586 miles of county local I oad 
su1 faced by the end of 1938 had been su1 faced prior to 1930. By 1938 these 
220 miles I eportedly had been b1 ought, tht ough maintenance, to a compara-
ble standar'd ·with the 366 miles surfaced after 1930. These 220 tntles \Vet e 
multiplied by $746, a vet age cost of su1 fac ing a mile of county local road 
during 1935-1938, to give $273,036 On the assumption that the roads are 
maintained in 90-pet cent condition, $273,036 was multiplied by 0 90 to give 
$245,732 as the present value. For purposes of continuity, the remaining 366 
miles were g1ven a replacement-cost valuation on the same basis 
DEPRECIATION 
The same procedure was used for determining depreciation of the county 
local roads as for the primary rural roads, except that prese nt g ravel in-
vestment was not made subject to an a nnual depreciation ch ar ge. I t was 
assumed that the graveled roads would be maintained in 90-percent condi-
tion and would not be replaced by a higher-type surface because of lo'v 
traffic carried. Annual depreciation, found to be $14,857, comprised t he fol-
• 
• 
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lowing specific dep1 eciahon cha1 ges Excavation, $3,638; st1 uctures, $10,797; 
d1ainage, $188, and engineering, $234 
INTEREST 
The depzeciated replacement cost of $1,201,108 \vas multiplied by an inter-
est rate of 2.25~ to give an intet est charge of $27,025 
lVIAINTENANCE 
The matntenance costs fot county local 1 oads <Table 47) 'vere taken f1 om 
reco1 ds of the county engineei of Story County, except fot the allocation of 
W P A spending and fo1 a llocation of enginee11ng to county local main-
tenance The basis for these a llocations is explained In Appendix E. 
Since only part of the county local system was graveled, It ''as necesRaiy 
to find an ave1 age maintenance cost for both du t and graveled I oads Aver-
age maintenance costs, exclusive of maintenance g ravel, wei e computPd as 
$75.03 per mile I t was assumed that, for the graveled mileage, maintenance 
g i a vel does not need to be latd until 2 yeai s after gz aveling I S completed. 
Thus costs of maintenance g1avel in 1938 were fo1 mileage that \vas gzav-
eled Pl eVIous to the close of 1936. On thrs basis, total gravel maintenance 
for 1935-1938 was divided by total mtles of g1 aveled 1 oad fot 1933-1936, g iving 
$44.26 as the ave1 age cost pe1 mile of maintenance gravel. The cost of main-
t enance gravel added to othet~ maintenance costs gave $119.31, \Vhlch rep-
resents the maintenance cost pet mile of the 585 5 miles of graveled road 
on the county local system. The total maintenance cost for the graveled 
roads was $69,856. The 238.5 miles of dirt road In the county local system 
at $75.05 per mile had a total maintenance cost of $17,899. The co::nbined 
824.0 miles had a total maintenance cost of $87,735. 
ADMINISTRATION OF MOTOR-VEHICLE LAWS 
The total cost of $17,571 for administering th e motor-vehicle laws in the 
county was multiplied by 10.38%, the 1 elative share of total county tiaffic 
carried by county local roads, to give $1,824. 
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 
Total annual costs we1 e $131,461, v..luch included the following expenses: 
Depreciation, $14,857, maintenance, $87,755, Interest, $27,025, and administra-
tion of motor-vehicle laws, $1,824. 
G. Determination of the Various Cost Elements for 
the Urban Streets in Story County, 1938 
DEPRECIATION 
In determining a nnual depreciation, the same procedure \Vas used as 
for the primary rural system (Appendix C). Annual depreciation was $30,158 
by an application of service lives and salvage values given in Table 2 to the 
replacement costs g iven tn Table 48. Table 48 \Vas prepared In the same 
manner as Table 43 of Appendix D. The annual depreciation ch arge of 
$30,158 comprised the following specific depreciation chai ges Surfacing, 
$28,235 ~ drainage, $139; structures, $560, and engineering and other, $1,204 
INTEREST 
The dept ec1ated replacement cost of $1,031,390 was multiplied by an 
interest rate oJ 2.25 %- to obtain an interest charge of $23,206. 
MAINTENANCE 
The average recorded maintenance expenditures fot the fiscal years 1935-
193" for Story County municipalities, as 1epo1 ted in R epo1 t of Muntctpal 
A ccownt.s, w er e $37,047. The average refunds to municipalities by the Iowa 
Highway Commission for maintenance \Vork done on the plima1 y u1 ban ex-
tensions were $2,185, this amount was the1 efo1 e not used on u1 ban streets 
;tnd should be deducted Expenditures by the county on the maintenance 
of secondary 1 oads within u1 ban limits \vere $2,016. In addition, the aver-
age street lig hting costs for Story County municipalities for the penod 
1935-1938, as reported in Repo1 t of Mun1cipal Accounts 01 as' estimated for 
TABLE 48. I~VEST:\1E:'\T IN URBA '\ STREETS OF STORY COl NTY, 1910-1938 -
l~xc~wa tion f'urb ~urfn cln~ Urldg£'S gnsl -Y car nntl Stnblllzed Drolnacc nnd IICCI'hlg Contracts Other 'l'otal gutter Bl"ick Concrete Grovel Other cnh·crts 
'• gra \'Cl 
1910 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $5•1,236 0 0 0 
-54.236 
- 0 
1911-13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• 1914 $1 714 0 $1,714 $964 0 $33,511 0 0 0 0 0 $1,268 
1915 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $1,747 0 
1916 7,592 0 7,592 38,297 0 207.708 0 $1.,850 0 0 339 1,696 
- 1,850 
0 
1917 0 0 0 4,156 $29,187 0 0 0 0 0 1,500 0 
1918 948 0 948 0 0 0 0 0 12,651 0 6,083 0 
- 12,651 
0 
1919 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.674 0 0 0 0 
- 7.67 J 
0 
1920 2,435 0 2,435 0 0 . 0 0 12,735 0 0 0 0 
- 12,735 
0 I 
1921 3,473 0 3,473 0 0 75.182 0 0 0 $1,559 0 3, 796 
1922 I 1,265 0 1 265 0 0 54,346 0 0 0 537 0 2,810 
1923 6 325 0 6 325 0 0 177.594 0 0 0 2,518 2,018 9,387 
1924 I 16 902 0 16,902 0 0 . 204,182 0 0 0 5,215 0 6, 9·17 
1925 0 :j)1,045 4,0·15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8t16 0 
1926 0 0 0 0 0 154,007 0 0 0 0 5,151 8,117 
1927 0 2,760 2,760 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1928 5,216 2,190 7.406 1,491 0 99,174 0 16,925 0 3,482 0 •1,180 
- 16,925 
0 
1929 0 1,439 1,439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 958 0 1930 0 2,340 2,340 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1931 0 111 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
.i\flscr.l- Gross 
lttrlCOUS total 
0 $5•1,236 
0 0 
$222 37,679 
0 1,747 
362 .257,841 
0 34,843 
0 19,682 
0 7,674 
357 15.527 
0 8·1,010 
0 58.958 
125 198,097 
13,001 246,247 
900 5,791 
0 167,275 
0 2,760 
399 133,057 
0 2,397 
0 2,340 
0 111 
~ot 
totnl 
$37,61 
1, 7•1 
255,99 
34,8-1 
7,03 
2,79 
8•J '01 
58,95 
198,09 
2•16,2•1 
5,79 
167,27 
2,76 
116,13 
2,39 
2 . 3•1 
11 
0 
0 
~ 
1.\:) 
1.\:) 
" 
• 
• 
TABLE 48. I NVESTMENT IN URBA~ STREETS OF STOR\ COUNT\, 1910-1938- Continued 
I 
ExcaYatlon Curb Snrfu(:inJt Rd dgos gru:l - Mtsccl -lear and - ·- - Drainage nnd Rtabi117.cd t H~~rlng la nrous Contract.' Ot lwr Total 1mtte r Brick Con creto 1rn vel Orn\'cl ' Other cuh·erL~ 
. 
1932 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 . 0 0 
1933 0 352 352 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,951 
1934 1,711 4,255 5.966 31,787 0 56.163 0 0 0 628 180 2,222 0 
1935 0 1,888 1,888 0 0 0 $32, 67!) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1936 5,068 867 5.935 23,672 0 0 2·1, 196 0 0 574 9.733 1,250 0 
1937 0 2,730 2,730 ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1938 446 2.466 2. 912 j 14,978 0 23 342· 20,781 0 0 480 0 2,259 64 
-
T OTAL GROSS ORIGINAL COST 
Gross 
total 
• 
0 
3,303 
97,246 
34,563 
65,360 
2 ,730 
64,819, 
" (• t 
total 
3, 30 
97,24 
34,56 
65,36 
2 ,73 
64,81 
0 
3 
6 
3 
0 
0 
9 
78,538 115,345 29,187 1,085, 309 77,6551 39,184 66,887 14 ,993 28,885 43,932 18. 381 1.598.29611 492.22 5 
• 
DEPRECIATED NET 0RIGI'l AL COST 
. 
78,538 90.308 13,863 730.846 70,335 0 0 13,283 20,739 35, 161 11,289 
-
1 064,36 2 
NET REPLACEMENT COST 
- I 57 ,658 119,857 24,670 991,282 75,7-17 85,785/ 0 13,873 33,557 35,405 11,298 1,452.13 2 
~ 
DEPRECIATED NET REPLACEMENT COST 
- -
57 ,658 I 91,548 11,719 651.996 68,711 73.955 0 12 .191 25,849 28,54Q 9,223 1,031 39 0 
• 
-
*Deductions represent re til'ements through replacemen t by anothet· facility of the same ot· a n imp ro\'ed t y pe . 
. 
1--' 
~ 
~ 
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TABLE 49 AVERAGE CO"STRUCTIO~ COSTS {OTHER THAN STRVCTURES) 
0::\ COt TY LOCAl ROADS OF STORY CO'(;XTY, 1935-1938 
-
-
Clearinfr and Surfacing Equip- Right Engi-Year grad ng Tiling T otal ment of way neer-· 
~Illes Cost ~Iiles Cost ingt 
1935 62 $31,489 42 $35,038 S2.152 $4,906 $3.088 $76,673 1936 34 29,850t 62 42,833 2,534 7,371 $250 2,855 85,693 1937 37 24,314~ 38 32.025 2.545 2,170 65 2,084 63,203 
1938 48 36,449~ 40 26,005 1,953 3,081 453 2,784 70,725 
T otal 182 122,102 182 135,901 9,184 17,528 768 10,811 296,294 
Average per mile 670.89 746.20 50.46 96.31 4.00 59.40 1,627.26 
•source : Records of the county engineer of Story County, Iowa . 
. tEngineering costs ~llocated to. construction are based on 1932-1936 ratios of engineer-
mg costs to construction and matntenance as determin ed by the county engineer. 
:tW.P.A . work estimated at efficiency value (30o/o) is included. This amounted to 
$4,281 for 1936, $4,494 for 1937. and $5.610 for 1938 
localities with municipal light plants, we1 e $16,351 The total of t hese ele-
ments of maintenance costs for u1 ban streets \vas $53,229 
ADIVIINISTRATION OF l\10TOR-\ 7EHICLE LAWS 
The total cost of $17,571 fo1 administeling the motot -vehicle la'' s In the 
county was multiplied by 11 7rr. relative sha1 e of total county traffic carried 
by urban streets, to g ive $2,056 
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 
T otal annual costs '" e1 e $108,649 and Included the folio'' ing expenses De-
pt ec1ation, $30,138 , ma1n tenance, $53,229, in te1 est, $23,206 . and admintsti ation 
of motot-vehicle laws, $2,056. 
H. Derivation of R eplacement Cost and Annual Cost per Mile of 
Surfaced County Local Road in Story County, 1938 
REPLACEMENT COST 
The present investment 1n excavation (cleal ing a nd g rading) , surfacing, 
tiling, equipmen t, and right of way was determined on the basis of 1935-1938 
ave1 age construction costs (Table 49 ). The present investment per mile in 
bridges and culverts comple ted since 1913 'vas determined as explain ed in 
Appendix F. 
For engineel'ln g investment, a separate computation was made for in-
vestment per mile in the engineering of road improvement and the e ng i-
neering of structures This ·was n ecessary because the county engineer has 
had charge of bridge and culve1 t construction on the county local system 
since 1913, whtle he assumed charge of complete 1 oad improvement in 1930. 
The e ng ineenng costs between 1913 and 1929 '\Vel e $12,135 (Appendix F >. 
Fo1 the period 1930-1938, the investment In county local road improvement 
was $575,574 and in structu1 es, $72,277, while the eng ineering expenditut es 
for the same period have a present cost of $23,054 (Appendix F) The engi-
neering costs for a g iven investment in g rading and surfacing are believed 
about twice as great as for' the same investment in structures. On this 
basis, 5.91% of the $23,054, or $1,362, sh ould be charg ed to structural work on 
th e county local system for 1930-1938. Thus total engineering costs in struc-
tures on the county local system s ince 1913 have been $12,135 plus $1,362, 
or $13,497, and the en gin ce1 ing costs per mile were $13,497 divided by 830 
miles, or $16.26. 
The remaining en g ineering investment for 1935-1938 was $10,263 ($10,811 
minus $548); this was assig ned to road impr·ovement. Since 182 miles of 
county local road were constructed during this period the average engineer-
• 
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ing Investment per mile ·was $56.39. Thus, the total engineering investment 
per mtle for both structures and 1 oad improvement was $72.65 
The total replacement cost pe1 mile, $2,346 51, \Vas composed of the fol-
lowing cost elements Cleaung and grading, $670.89, su1 factng, $746 20; 
tiling, $50.46 , equipment, $96.31, nght of way, $4 00 , structures, $706.00, and 
engineenng, $72.65. 
ANNUAL COSTS PER MILE 
The1 e were 824 miles of county local 1 oads In Story County 1n 1938 The 
annual costs pe1 mile we1 e dete1 mined as follows 
1 Depreciation. 
Grading (grading plus equipment, $767 a mile, 
life assumed, 100 years, salvage, 500( ) 
Stl uctu1 es (annual dept eciation for the 
system, $10,797, Appendix F) 
Tiling ($50 a mile depreciated at ltk- a year) 
Engineeting (annual dept eciation for the 
system, $234, Appendix F) 
Total d epreciation 
2. Interest ($2,346 at 2.25CC) 
3. Maintenance (Appendix F) 
4. Administration of motor-vehicle laws (adminisb ation 
costs for the system, $1,824; Table 12) 
Tota l costs 
$3 84 
13.10 
0.50 
0.28 
$17.72 
52.79 
119 31 
2.21 
$192.03 
I. Estimated R eplacement Cost and Annual Cost of a Basic 
Street System for Urban Streets in Story County 
The basic investment fo1 mileage a ll ea;dy paved is assumed to be that 
of a street surfaced with stabthzed gravel a nd bituminous asphalt, Invest-
ment in g rading and cur'b and gutter is included. This type of Improvement 
was widely u sed in Ames, the county's largest city, during 1935-1938. To 
obtain a total basic investment In urban streets, average costs were applied 
to all urban mileage tn the county which previously had been paved w1th 
concrete, asphalt, brick, or stabilized g ravel. 
The average unit costs u sed were as follows · Finished surface, 58.3 cen ts 
per square yar.ct; grading, 11.9 cents per' square yard; and curb a nd gutter, 
81.0 cents per linear foot. The cost per mile of a street 30 feet wide with 
27 feet of su1 face was $19,331, and comprised finished-surface costs of $9,255, 
grading costs of $1,742, and curb-and-gutter costs of $8,554. Wbere streets 
were wider or narrower than 30 feet, costs per mile varied somewhat from 
the $19,531 cost for a typical m1le, but this variation '\vas taken into con-
sideration in assembling the summary table on replacement cost of the 
basic system <Table 50). 
Certain other investmen t elements of the present system (drainage. 
structures, right of way, and miscellaneous items) were Included as part of 
the basic system as well. These elements '\Vere included at theil replace-
ment costs as g iven in Appendix D. All investment in the Ames underpass, 
both in s tructures a nd right of w ay, w as excluded from t h e basic system 
It was n ecessary to estimate the investment in engineering in the basic 
system. This was done by computing the ratio of engineering to gross in-
vestment in the actual systE?m and applying the same percentage to the 
basic system. 
Annual costs were determined by using the same procedures as else-
where in this s tudy, but sin ce It was not possible to estimate a depreciated 
investment value f o·r the baste system, the annual interest charge '\Vas de-
termined by using r eplacement cost undepreciated. When annual costs of 
the basic system are compared with those of the actual system, therefore, 
the interest charge used for the actual system is based on an undepreciated 
replacement cost. 
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SuMMARY OF ANN{;AL Co T FOR A BASIC STREET SY TEM 
Pt 1mary Urban Extens1ons 
1. Depreciation <Table 50) 
2 Inte t est <$2116,079 at 2.25%) 
3 Maintenance (same as for actual system) 
4. Administration of motor-vehicle la" s (same as 
for actual systCin) 
Total costs 
Other Urban St1 eets 
1. Depreciation (Table 50) 
2. Inte1 est ($785,049 at 2.25%) 
3. ~1aintenance (san1e as fo1 · actual S\ stem) 
4. Administration for n1oto1·-vnhicle la" s (same 
as for actual systen1) 
Total costs 
$5.985 
5,537 
4,325 
2,340 
$18,187 
$20,642 
17,664 
53,229 
2,056 
$93,591 
] . D et ermination of Annual Costs Chargeable to Vehicle Users and 
G eneral Public Under the B asic-System Method 
In determining the annual costs for the basic Investment on each road 
Ol' street system, the valuation base used ''as the undepreciated replace-
ment cost. In comparing basic costs \VIth actual costs. therefore, it "as 
necessary to use the sa1ne type of valuation base. Then the ratios bet,,•een 
basic and adJusted actual costs <using- undepreciated replacement cost) 
"•ere obtained and applied to actual costs as previously con1puted on a valu-
ation of depreciated replacement cost Th1s gave the annual costs for a 
T .\BLE 50. !"\ "l'ST\Il "\T COST A::\D DEPRECIATION FOR 
A H'\ POTIIETICAL BASIC STREET S\ STE!\1 
Type of 
investment 
Excavation 
Curb and gutter 
Surfacing 
Drainage 
Structures 
Right of way 
Miscellaneous 
Engineering 
Subtotal 
Gravel mileage 
T otal 
Exca\ation 
Curb and gutter 
Surfacing 
Drainage 
Structures 
MiscelJaneous 
Engineering 
Subtotal 
Gra,·el mtl eage 
T otal 
Pr·esent 
construction 
cost 
SalYage 
Cost Estimated 
subJect to serYice 
depreciation life. years 
PRI\IAR\ URBA}; EXTE SIONS 
$5.557 $5.557 0 Infinite 
42,079 21,040 $21,039 40 
71,651 17,914 53.540 15 
3.053 0 3,053 100 
100.202 0 100,202 60 
1.539 1.539 0 Inftmte 
1 708 0 1,708 31 
4,1-18 914 3.534 31 
240 220 39 864 182,907 31 
5,859 
246 079 
0TIIBR URB-\.N STREETS 
34.687 34,687 0 Inftni te 
280 132 140.066 140.066 40 
304 .599 76,150 228.449 15 
13,873 0 13,873 100 
33.557 0 33.557 60 
14,298 0 14.298 21 
18.118 6,675 11,443 21 
699.264 222,891 441,686 21 
85,785 
785,049 
Annual 
depreciation 
0 
$526 
3.584 
31 
1.673 
0 
56 
115 
5.985 
0 
3,502 
15,238 
139 
560 
668 
535 
20,642 
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TABLE 51 INCREASED ANNUAL COSTS PER MILE FOR IMPROVING THE GRAVELED 
ROADS OF STORY COUNTY TO AN INTERMEDIATE STAGE 
Additional Estimated Esttmated Estimated Cost investment sernce life, annual sah·age element required years cost 
-
Deprectah on : 
Grading $1,000 $500 100 $5.00 
Surfacing 5,500 1,375 10 413.00 
Structures 1,000 0 60 17.00 
Right of way 200 - Infinite 0.00 
Total 7,700 435.00 
Interest (2 25%) 192.50 
Total costs 
• 627.50 
bastc system chargeable to the general public, and the remainder of the 
annual costs were charged to vehicle users. 
PRIMARY RURAL ROADS 
From Appendix H , the annual cos'" per mile of county local road is 
$192 03 This g tves a total annual cost of $17,398 for 90 6 miles of basic road. 
The actual annual costs for the primary rut~al roads tn Story County would be 
$136,347, if the annual interest charge is computed on an undepreciated valu-
ation base as outhned 1n the p1 eced1ng paragraph 
The baste costs are thus 12 76% of the actual costs, and the annual costs 
chargeable to the gene1al public are 12.76C'c of the actual costs ($128,379), 
or $16,381. The remainder of the annual costs, $111,998, are chat geable to 
vehicle users 
COUNTY TRUNK ROADS 
The annual cost of a mtle of baste 1·oad is ~192 03 <Appendix H), and 
the total annual cost fo1 the 136 3 miles of basic county trunk roads IS 
$26,212. The actual annual costs fo1 the county trunk roads when the an-
nual interest charge is computed on an undepi eciated valuation base would 
be $51,279, so that basic costs are 5112C( of actual cos ts. Thus the annual 
costs chargeable to genetal public are 5112(>r of actual costs <$19,138), or 
$25,119. The 1 emainde1 of the annual costs, chargeable to vehicle users , are 
$24,019. 
COUNTY LOCAL ROADS 
All costs of county local roads, $131,461, are cons1de1 ed to be chargeable 
to general taxpayers 
PRIMARY URBAN EXTENSIONS 
The annual costs fo1 a basic road on the primarv urban extenstc ns are 
$18,187, 41.0% of the adJusted actual annual costs of $44,358. Thus the costs 
chargeable to the genetal public ate 41.0r'f of actual costs ($40,471) , or 
$16,593. The remainder of the annual costs, $23,878, ate chat geable to 
vehicle users 
0TTTER URBAN STREETS 
The annual costs of a basic road on a ll urban streets other than primary 
urban extensions are $93,591, 79 24<1 of the adjusted actual annual costs of 
$118,113. Thus, the costs chargeable to the general public are 79 24% of ac-
tual costs ($108,649), or $86,093. The remainder of the annual costs, $22,556, 
are chargeable to vehicle users 
K . E conomic Merit in Further Improvement of 
R ura l Graveled Roads in Story County 
The estimated increase in annual costs per mile whtch 'vould be involved 
in chang1ng graveled toads to bituminous 1oads 'vas made after consul-
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tat ion with the county engineer. It repi esents h1s judgment as to the in-
creased investment pet mile \vhich \vould be required to bring such mileage 
up to farm-to-market standards undex present federal-aid legislation, ·with 
an added estimate of the investment cos t per mile for an intermediate type 
of s urfac ing of a bituminous or soil-cement character. 
The increases in annual costs pet mile ate shown in Table 51. 
Table 52 presents the estimated g 1 oss savings to vehicle use1 s that ·would 
result if selected sh etches of g raveled 1 oad in Story County were improved 
to bituminous sui face . A net saving in vehicle operating costs \Vould occur 
\vith this change for those I oads having a ratio of gross savings to increased 
annual cost of more than 100%. 
TABLE 52. ESTI.:\IATED SA\1"\GS I:'\ VEHICLE 0PERATI:\G COSTS FOR SPECIFIC 
STRETCHER OF GRA \LLED ROAD IX STORY CO'C~TY IF !~!PROVED 
TO THE I~TERl\lEDIATE STAGE 
Locati on of r oad 
Story City to Roland 
Slater to Highway 211 
McCallsburg to Zearing 
Highway 210 from Highway 
211 to Trunk B 
I 
Trunk D from Roland 
to McCallsburg 
Trunk D from Zearmg 
to Marshall County 
Trunk H from Trunk E 
to H~hway 30 
Trunk from Trunk E 
to Hilfhway 65 
Trunk from T runk E 
to Highway 30 
Trunk G from Maxwell 
to Marshall CountcL 
Trunk H from Neva a 
to Trunk Y 
Trunk B from Highway 30 
to Iowa Center 
Trunk H from Trunk D 
to Trunk E 
Trunk Y from Cambridge 
to Marshall County 
Trunk E from 1 mtle east 
of Ames to Trunk H 
Trunk C 
Trunk B from Hardin 
County to Trunk E 
Trunk A from Highway 69 
to Story City 
Trunk E from T runk H 
to Mars hall County 
Length, 
miles 
Annual 
traffic 
per mile* 
Annual 
savings 
per milet 
PRIMARY RURAL ROADS 
5 21 187,610 $1.688 
720 113.515 1,022 
3 77 99,280 894 
6.50 64 605 581 
COU!'(TY TRUNK R OADS 
4.84 146,730 1.321 
4.00 109.500 986 
4.00 90,885 818 
3 25 82,885 746 
400 68,255 614 
9 75 61,320 552 
650 56.940 512 
6.80 56.210 506 
600 55,480 499 
360 53 655 483 
9 00 45.990 414 
5 50 42,340 381 
8 40 36,135 325 
6 00 29,930 269 
12.00 22.995 207 
Ratio of gross savings 
to increased annual 
costs, percent 
268.8 
162.7 
142.4 
92.6 
210 .4 
157.0 
130.3 
118.8 
97.8 
87.9 
81 5 
80 6 
79 5 
76 9 
659 
60.7 
51 8 
42 8 
33.0 
Es timated traffic per mile is based on the 1936 an d 1937 studies of the Highway 
Planning Survey. 
t Eased on estimated savings in shift from gravel to bituminous surface of 0 9 cents 
per vehicle-mile. Source Moyer, R A. Economic Selection of Projects and Self-
Liquidating Facilities Short Course m Highway Economics , Iowa State College 
January, 1940. Mimeographed . 
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